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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

“In May of 1972 a meeting of economists and control engineers was arranged at
Princeton University by three economists (Edwin Kuh, Gregory Chow and M. Ishaq
Nadiri) and a control engineer (Michael Athans). The meeting which was  attended
by 40 economists and 20 engineers was to explore the possibility that the applica-
tion of stochastic control techniques, which had been developed in engineering,
would be useful in economics as well” (Kendrick, 2002, p. 3). Indeed the applica-
tion of control theory to economic problems dates back to the mid-to-late fifties
(Phillips, 1954, 1958; Holt et al., 1960).1 However, it is only in the seventies,
right after the meeting just mentioned, that it gained momentum (Athans and
Chow, 1972; Chow, 1975; Fair, 1974; Kendrick, 1976; Turnovsky, 1977). These
were the days when the economy was compared to an aircraft and economists were
working on an automatic pilot able to drive it through turbulences with the mini-
mum cost. The main problem was ‘fine-tuning’ the economy.

At this point a very serious criticism to the use of control theory in eco-
nomics appeared in Lucas (1976). The observation that government policy cannot be
evaluated using an econometric model because the policy itself affects the expecta-
tions of economic agents and consequently the coefficients of the model, launched a
thorough reconsideration of the whole topic. To the light-hearted control theorists
this seemed to be an inglorious end of a fancy tool, for the others a big complica-
tion to deal with. Some of the latter reacted by applying stochastic control methods
to structural rational expectations (RE) models. For instance Taylor (1979a) esti-
mates an econometric model of the US economy composed of an aggregate demand
equation and a price determination equation in which expectations of the contempo-
raneous endogenous variables, formed at the end of the previous period, appear. The
estimated model is then used to test the RE hypothesis and calculate optimal mone-
tary policy rules to stabilize fluctuations in output and inflation. The optimal con-
trol rules are applied to the reduced form equations whose coefficients are policy in-
variant. Chow (1980 and 1983, Ch. 11) considers a model with expectations of fu-
ture endogenous variables and provides a general framework to find the optimal con-
trol taking these expectations into account. Again the optimal control rules are ap-
plied to the reduced form equations whose coefficients are policy invariant. Fair
(1984, pp. 385-386) suggests a computational approach for his nonlinear RE model
in which the algorithm solving the RE model is included in that finding the opti-
mal control.

Others extended adaptive control methods to cover cases in which uncer-
tainty, both in the measurement of the state variables and in the parameters of the
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system, plays a significant role (Kendrick, 1981). Along this line, Amman and
Kendrick (1993) found that in a world in which economic agents form their expecta-
tions according to the RE hypothesis (see, e.g., Muth, 1961) the standard result of
ineffectiveness of monetary policy might not hold when some of the parameters of
the system are uncertain. More recently, Amman and Kendrick (2002) assume that
policy makers do not know the agents’ behavioral parameters and ignore how they
are affected by a change in the policy rule but treat them as time-varying parameters
(TVPs) and use Kalman filter (KF) recursions to estimate them. They find that the
performance of the optimal policies in this scenario is ‘quite similar’ to the perfor-
mance of the optimal policies obtained when policy makers know everything except
for an unpredictable stochastic term unrelated with their own policy rule. This is
due to the fact that by updating the parameter estimates every period the controller
is able to track agents’ reaction.

The ‘constructive’ reaction to Lucas’ critique supports the idea that stochas-
tic control methods, TVPs and the RE hypothesis should be viewed as complemen-
tary tools in the hands of the modern economist rather than obstinate foes. The goal
of this work is to further explore this intuition. Section 2 discusses the combination
of stochastic control techniques, namely adaptive control, and TVPs. Then the
organization of the material is presented (Section 4). Some suggestions for future
research close the chapter.

1.2 ADAPTIVE CONTROL AND TIME-VARYING PARAMETERS

Incorporating RE in a dynamic linear econometric model requires that one either es-
timate “the parameters of agents’ objective functions and of the random processes
that they faced historically” (Hansen and Sargent, 1980, p. 7) or use a Fair and
Taylor (1983) type procedure to determine the expected values of the endogenous
variables, i.e. the  states. The execution of the former strategy involves the use of
cross equation restrictions, implied by the RE hypothesis, which are of complicated
form even for simple models (Hansen and Sargent, 1980). Whereas to apply the Fair
and Taylor (1983) approach it is necessary to use an iterative scheme where expecta-
tions agree with the solution from the model. This means “choosing some nominal
path for the expected values for the first iteration and then solving the model repeat-
edly ... after each iteration the expected values are updated to be the same as the so-
lution value for the corresponding ... variable (and the) ... process is continued until
convergence is obtained” (Amman and Kendrick, 1993, p. 203). Moreover the
“future values of the control variables affect current decisions, and therefore more
values of the control variables have to be determined in this case than in the stan-
dard case. Values of the control variables must be chosen far enough into the future
so that adding another period has a negligible effect on the solutions for the actual
control problem” (Fair, 1984, p. 385).

Given the complexity of these two solution procedures it may be conve-
nient, in some occasions, to have an approximation to the ‘RE solution’ based
solely on the dynamic linear econometric model. Alternatively, in certain circum-
stances, a researcher may feel reluctant to use a full fledged RE model even though
he/she believes that agents react, to some extent, to a change in the policy rule and
is interested in finding an optimal control ‘robust’, loosely speaking, to this reac-
tion.2 In both situations the combination of econometric models with TVPs and
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stochastic control techniques seems extremely promising. Lucas (1976, p. 26)
seems aware of the possible application of TVPs to ‘approximate’ RE models when
he writes “it is likely that the drift in (the agents’ decision rules) which the adaptive
model (Cooley and Prescott, 1976) describes stochastically reflects, in part, the
adaptation of the decision rules of agent to the changing character of the series they
are trying to forecast.”3

The most popular way to model parameters stochastically, for statistical
reasons, is the so-called ‘Return to Normality’ model (see, e.g., Swamy and
Tinsley, 1980; Harvey and Phillips, 1982).4 Namely, it is assumed that the parame-
ters vary randomly around a certain, constant, mean with a constant, non-explosive,
transition matrix and covariance matrix (Tucci, 1995). In the scalar case this means
that the discrepancy between today’s value of the parameter and its mean is a frac-
tion, less than 1 in absolute value, of yesterday’s discrepancy plus some white
noise. The mean, covariance and transition matrix are referred to as hyperstructural
parameters.

When TVPs are appropriately used in a dynamic linear econometric
model,5 the estimated mean vector can be viewed as reflecting the average behavior,
over the sample period, of economic agents and the transition matrix as a measure
of their ‘average inertia’ to the various exogenous shocks, including policy changes.
Their ‘moodiness’, or volatility of their behavior, will be incorporated in the covari-
ance matrix of the error term appearing in the parameter evolution equation. Then a
null transition matrix can be interpreted as the consequence of agents being able to
adjust immediately and completely to exogenous shocks combined with the fact
that these shocks are uncorrelated and affect only their current behavior (‘transitory’
shocks). On the other hand a ‘high’ transition matrix, say close to non-stationarity,
may indicate the presence of strong institutional constraints (such as the length of
labor contracts, a constant fraction of workers settling their wage every period,
menu-costs, etc.) that prevent agents from adjusting immediately and completely to
the ‘transitory’ shocks,6 or the fact that the shocks affect both current and future be-
havior (‘permanent’ shocks) or a combination of the two.

These parameters reduce to constant parameters when both the estimated
transition and covariance matrix are null, or are not significantly different from
zero.7 This may reflect the fact that agents did not perceive, or were not able to react
to, any shock in the sample period or that their reaction did not affect a certain pa-
rameter. In general if the sample period is long enough to include several exogenous
shocks the estimated TVPs will reflect the ‘average behavior’ and the ‘average reac-
tion’ associated with the ‘average shock’. Additional information can be obtained
from the study of their ‘trajectories’ over the sample period. It may be possible,
then, to associate certain peaks, or troughs, of the parameters to certain shocks.

  Given these characteristics, by estimating some of, or all, the coefficients
associated with the exogenous and/or predetermined variables as TVPs following a
‘Return to Normality’ model, in a correctly specified dynamic linear econometric
model, the researcher should generally be able to capture, at least in part, the effect
of government policy on the behavior of the economic units discussed in Lucas
(1976).8 How good this forecast will be will depend upon the policy rule adopted
(old or new) and the fact that it is announced or not.
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If the change in policy rule is not announced by the policy-maker, the eco-
nomic agents may learn it using a bayesian rule (see, e.g., Crawford, 1973; and
Grossman, 1975), where the prior contains the ‘just changed’ policy.9 “Within the
framework of quadratic objective functions, in which the separation principle ap-
plies, one can apply the Kalman filtering formula to derive the optimum decision
rules with time dependent coefficients. In this framework, the ... (KF) permits a
neat application of Bayesian learning to updating optimal forecasting rules from
period to period as new information becomes available” (Lucas and Sargent, 1979,
p. 26). In this case the researcher will be able to forecast agents’ behavior ‘fairly
well’ at the beginning, say in period 1, because ‘this behavior’ is reflected in the
current estimates of the parameters. Then it will be possible to track their reaction,
say in period 2, 3 and so on, associated with learning the not-announced rule by
updating the estimates of the parameters.10

When the new policy rule has already been used in the past and is an-
nounced agents will jump, as soon as possible given the institutional constraints
(immediately if there are no such constraints), to their new parameters. In this case
the researcher will be able to forecast only the ‘average portion already in the data’ at
the beginning, say in period 1. However, as in the case of a change in policy not
announced, by updating these estimates it will be possible to ‘uncover’ the changed
behavior as new data become available.11  Alternatively, when the number of obser-
vations is sufficiently large, a ‘refined’ procedure may be used. The dynamic linear
econometric model with TVPs following a ‘Return to Normality’ model may be es-
timated so as to discriminate among the various policies of the past, for instance
through the simple use of dummy variables. In this case the estimated parameters
reflect the average agents’ behavior, their ‘average inertia’ and their ‘volatility’
associated with a certain policy, for instance fiscal (or monetary) expansionary (or
contractionary) policy announced (or policy not announced), rather than the ‘average
response’ to the ‘average policy’. Then going from policy rule A to B would require
the researcher to ‘move’ from the set of parameters associated with policy A to that
associated with policy B in order to forecast agents’ reaction.12

Only when the policy rule has never been used before and is announced,
the use of parameters following a ‘Return to Normality’ model may be a poor, and
misleading, approximation of a RE model and Lucas’ critique will apply (Lucas,
1976, pp. 39-40).13  In this case agents would jump from the old set of parameters
to the new one and the researcher would have to learn it from scratch. Knowing the
old one would be of no help and it may take some time, may be a long time, before
the learning process converges. However any time there exist institutional
constraints which prevent ‘big’ jumps from one period to the next, the situation is
less bleak than appears and modeling parameters as TVPs will generally be helpful
in forecasting agent’s reaction.

For these reasons seems appropriate to generalize the approach pioneered by
Tse and Bar-Shalom (1973) and Kendrick (1981) and recently used in Amman and
Kendrick (2002), where the law of motion of the TVPs and the hyperstructural pa-
rameters are assumed known, to the case where the hyperstructural parameters are as-
sumed unknown. By incorporating this new piece of information in the adaptive
control framework it is possible to determine that value of the control which mini-
mizes the objective functional, or cost-to-go, subject to the appropriate constraints,
taking into account, at least in part, agents’ reaction.14
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1.3 THE ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK

The material presented in this book combines the strand of literature on adaptive
control with that on TVPs. In these chapters the derivations are reported in great
detail and closely follow the steps indicated in Kendrick (1981). This is done to
facilitate both the comparison between his results and the new ones and their
implementation in a computer code. Notation is kept consistent, unless otherwise
noted, throughout the various chapters.

In Chapter 2, TVPs following a ‘Return to Normality’ model are imbedded
in an adaptive control framework and the formulae for the optimal control are de-
rived assuming that the mean, covariance and transition matrix of the parameter vec-
tor are known with certainty. This corresponds to the case considered in Kendrick
(1981) and the only, minor, difference between his derivations and those reported
here is that the new projected mean of the augmented state vector includes the pa-
rameter mean vector. Then the case in which the mean of the parameter vector is as-
sumed unknown (therefore only an estimate is available) but the covariance and tran-
sition matrix of the parameter vector are considered known with certainty is treated
(Ch. 3). These two chapters draw heavily from Tucci (1989, App. A and B). At this
point Chapter 4 generalizes the formulae in Tucci (1989, App. C), appropriate for a
situation where the covariance and transition matrix of the parameter vector are
unknown and diagonal, to the case in which the two matrices are no longer diago-
nal. These formulae can be used also when the TVPs follow a random walk with the
error term having an unknown covariance, provided the transition matrix is set equal
to the identity matrix and is treated as known with certainty.

Chapter 5 opens with a summary and comparison of the major theoretical
results of the previous chapters. Then the classical MacRae problem, with one state
variable, one control variable and two periods, is used to show the effect of the in-
troduction of TVPs on the cost-to-go and on the choice of the optimal control. To
get an idea of the relative performance of Active Learning, Passive Learning and
Certainty Equivalence methods in the presence of stochastic parameters, a prelimi-
nary Monte Carlo experiment is carried out. Active Learning (DUAL) controls are
obtained using the algorithm discussed in Chapter 3. The Passive Learning (OLF)
method takes into account the uncertainty of the parameters but ignores the fact that
they will be remeasured in the future. Finally in the Certainty Equivalent (CE) pro-
cedure the controls are obtained assuming that the parameters are known with cer-
tainty but they are reestimated any time a new piece of information is available.

In the last decade new attention has been paid to the problem of noncon-
vexities in the cost-to-go characterizing adaptive control models. Using analytical
methods, it can be found that nonconvexities are caused by the probing component
(Mizrach, 1991) or by the cautionary component of the cost-to-go (Amman and
Kendrick, 1995) and they can occur even in very simple models with only one state,
one control and one stochastic parameter. These results clearly indicate that noncon-
vexities are “fundamental in the mathematics of the problem” (Amman and
Kendrick, 1995, p. 456) and have profound computational consequences. When
nonconvexities are absent, the stochastic control problem can be solved resorting to
gradient methods. However the ‘gradient solution’ may be a local optimum, rather
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than a global optimum, when they are present. For this reason in Chapter 6 the
globally optimizing algorithm EZGRAD (Tucci, 2002) is applied to a simple opti-
mal control model in a Monte Carlo experiment.

1.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This research shows some of the opportunities offered by the combination of
stochastic control with TVPs. However the most intriguing avenue of future research
seems to be the use of these results with the RE hypothesis.

When a model with RE contains expectations of endogenous variables relative to fu-
ture periods the model cannot, in general, be reduced to standard stochastic differ-
ence equations and the problem of multiple equilibria arises (see, e.g., Broze and
Szafarz, 1991). Various methods have been employed to solve this kind of models.
Lucas (1972) guesses an appropriate autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) struc-
ture with undetermined coefficients for the reduced form of his model and then finds
the relationship between the parameters of his model and the structural ones. Others
use an infinite moving average (MA) representation, in terms of disturbances and
exogenous variables, with undetermined coefficients which are then related to the
structural parameters of the model (see, e.g., Chow, 1983; Muth, 1961; and Taylor,
1977). A variant of the undetermined coefficients method is the frequency domain
solution technique introduced by Saracoglu and Sargent (1978) and simplified by
Futia (1981). This procedure relies on the covariance and cross-covariance generating
functions of the endogenous and exogenous variables. The z-transform technique ad-
vocated by Whiteman (1983) represents, in his author’s words, “simply a short cut
to Saracoglu and Sargent results”. Both the z-transform technique and the infinite
moving average representation require the assumption of stationarity.15

A procedure which allows for the analysis of some non stationary situa-
tions, such as autoregressive-integrated-moving average (ARIMA) processes, explo-
sive ARMA processes and non-explosive ARMA processes with arbitrary initial
conditions, is discussed in Evans and Honkapohja (1986).16  They analyze the set of
RE equilibrium stochastic processes which have a finite degree ARMA representa-
tion for linear models described by a single equation and a given white noise distur-
bance term. For this problem they provide a complete characterization of the possi-
ble ARMA solutions. When dealing with multivariate RE models, a popular proce-
dure for obtaining classes of solutions is the Blanchard and Kahn’s (1980) approach.
In this case the vector of endogenous variables is partitioned into two subvectors.
The first one contains the predetermined components, i.e. those which can be pre-
dicted perfectly such as fixed constants and lagged values of the endogenous vari-
ables. The second subvector includes the non-predetermined variables. When the
number of unstable roots of the coefficient matrix associated with the endogenous
vector is equal to the number of non-predetermined variables a unique stable solu-
tion is found.

However these methods provide only one, or a class, of the solutions. A
general characterization of all the solutions can be obtained using the martingale ap-
proach (see, e.g., Broze et al., 1984; Broze and Szafarz, 1984; Gourieroux et al.,
1982; and Pesaran, 1981) or, its variant, the martingale difference approach (see,
e.g., Broze et al., 1985; and Broze and Szafarz, 1991).17  The basic idea behind it is
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the representation of the general solution of the RE equation in terms of the revision
processes that enter the updating of expectations from one period to the next. Even
though useful in showing the nature of restrictions implied by the RE hypothesis,
these results do not, in general, have a parametric representation. In other words this
non-uniqueness is not parametrizable.18  For this reason, mainly in empirical stud-
ies, attention is often confined to ARMA solutions. ARMA solutions constitute an
important subset of the solutions set because they leave a large number of free pa-
rameters. Namely, the infinite set of ARMA solutions is parametrizable.19

Regardless of the presence of future expectations, what has gone so far
largely unnoticed is the fact that the usual linear single-equation stationary RE
model estimated with the errors-in-variables (EV) method, where the unobservable
expectation is replaced by its realized value (see, e.g., Chow, 1983; Cuthbertson et
al.,  1992; Hansen and Sargent, 1982; McCallum, 1976a, 1976b; and Pesaran, 1989),
is observationally equivalent to an EV model with restricted TVPs. Restricted in the
sense that the stochastic portion of these parameters is derived from the prediction
errors made by the rational economic agent (Cuthbertson et al., 1992, pp. 158-161).
However  as shown in McCallum (1976a) the EV method is consistent with agents
being Muth-rational but it does not per se  impose the RE hypothesis. It could be
taken as a condition of the relationship between outturn and forecast and used to
model a situation where agents are ‘partly rational’, i.e. their expectation depends
only on the lagged values of the variable, as in Sargent (1973, pp. 470-472).20

Therefore the EV model with unrestricted TVPs is consistent with the RE hypothe-
sis but it does not imply it and can be applied also when expectations are formed in
an unknown way.

Indeed it is well known that “in the absence of a priori information con-
cerning the order of lags in economic relations or a prior knowledge of restrictions
on the processes generating the exogenous variables and disturbances, it will not be
possible to empirically distinguish between linear RE models and general distribut-
ed lag models” (Pesaran, 1989, p. 5). This characteristic however was seen as a
source of problems. “This problem of observational equivalence of RE and non-RE
linear dynamic model presents important difficulties for empirical analysis”
(Pesaran, 1989, p. 5). It seems however that the observational equivalence between
an RE model estimated with the EV method and an EV model with restricted TVPs
may be a ‘source of solutions’. By estimating an EV model with unrestricted TVPs
consistent with the RE hypothesis and then imposing the restrictions implied by the
RE hypothesis on the TVPs it is possible to test for RE in a sort of general-to-spe-
cific approach.21

 From an estimation point of view the EV model with TVPs is extremely
convenient because it can be cast in state space form and solved recursively by the
usual KF recursions, with the parameters written as following a ‘Return to
Normality’ model. Again, the state-space representation of a RE model, in general
of models with unobservable components, is not new (see, e.g., Cuthbertson et al.,
1992, Ch. 7). For instance Watson (1989) suggests a procedure to transform the un-
derlying structural model of a linear RE model into a state space representation.
However there is no attempt to relate linear RE models to TVPs. Furthermore, in
many representations proposed so far, most of the parameters to estimate appear in
the measurement equation of the KF (see, e.g., Watson, 1989, p. 69) and this makes
their estimation fairly complicated. It is true that “the Gaussian likelihood (function)
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can be formed from the data in a straightforward manner using the KF” as stated in
the cited reference. But usually the KF recursions are conditional on the hyperstruc-
tural parameters, those appearing in the measurement equation, therefore a
‘numerical optimization procedure’ has to be used (Harvey and Phillips, 1979, p.
52). When TVPs are used, the dimension of the vector over which the optimization
is carried out is greatly reduced making the estimation process more efficient.

For these reasons the new formulation of the linear single-equation station-
ary RE model in terms of an EV model with restricted TVPs should be carefully
investigated. However what seems even more important is that this new formulation
opens the doors to a very promising development. All the theory of controlling a
system with TVPs  following a ‘Return to Normality’ model can sic et simpliciter
be applied to systems consistent with RE, whether or not the RE hypothesis is
eventually rejected. Consequently the results reported in Chapter 2 through 5 can be
used not only to ‘approximately control’ agents with RE when the researcher is too
lazy, or not good enough, to incorporate these expectations in the dynamic linear
econometric model. They shoud be perfectly suited to control also Muth-rational
agents in a full fledged RE model estimated by the EV method.

NOTES

1 See Kendrick (2002) for a lively account of the ‘birth’ of control methods in eco-
nomics.
2 The term ‘robust’ is here used in a loose sense and bears no relationship with the con-
cept of ‘robust control’ used, among the others, in Basar and Bernhard (1995), Bernhard
(2002), Hansen et al. (1999), Hansen and Sargent (2001), Tetlow and von zur Muelhen
(2001) and Whittle (1990).
3 See, e.g., Johnston (1984, pp. 415-419) for an introduction to adaptive regression mod-
els.
4 This is due to the fact that most of the econometric theory, both in finite samples and
asymptotically, is based on the stationarity assumption and not all results valid for this
case hold in the non-stationary case. See, e.g., Van der Meer et al. (1999), Tucci (1995, pp.
251-253), Hamilton (1994, Ch. 13) and the references therein cited. An example of a pro-
cedure, based on KF, used to estimate a model with non-stationary parameters can be
found in Harvey (1981a, pp. 204-207; 1989, pp. 408-411).
5 Only the coefficients of the exogenous or predetermined variables, or the reduced form
parameters, can be assumed to vary stochastically. See, e.g. Tsurumi and Shiba (1982),
Swamy (1971) and Raj et al. (1980).
6 See, e.g., Akerlof and Yellen (1985), Ball et al. (1988), Ball and Romer (1991),
Blanchard (1983), Fischer (1977), Mankiw (1985) and Taylor (1979b).
7 Modeling parameters as TVPs following a ‘Return to Normality’ boils down to using “a
linear regression model with fixed coefficient but serially autocorrelated and het-
eroscedastic disturbances” (Judge et al., 1985, p. 810). Therefore testing for the presence
of this type of parameters reduces to testing for the presence of autocorrelation and het-
eroscedasticity in the residuals.
8 The ‘some of, or all’ depends upon what happens in the ‘estimation and testing’ phase
of the model building process. For instance, if allowing only one parameter to be time-
varying leads to the rejection of the assumption that it follows a ‘Return to Normality’
model, because its transition matrix is explosive or its covariance does not seem con-
stant, than the number of TVPs should be increased. In general it is better to estimate the
dynamic linear econometric model with as many TVPs as possible, depending upon the
number of observations available, and then eventually to constraint them to non-TVPs if
the tests do not reject the null hypothesis of parameter stability.
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9 This is true both when the new policy has never been used before and when it has al-
ready been adopted in the past.
10  How quickly, and how closely, a TVPs model will track changes in the underlying be-
havior of economic agents may be affected by the fact that the stochastic parameters are
modeled as stationary or not stationary. The latter may outperform the former if they give
more weight to recent observations.
11  Indeed the study of the trajectories followed by the TVPs in the sub-period the newly
adopted policy rule was in use may provide with a clue for its future effects.
12  Several possibilities are available in this situation. One is to use immediately the pa-
rameter set associated with policy B. When institutional constraints make the instanta-
neous jump from ‘parameter set A’ to ‘parameter set B’  highly unlikely it may be more
appropriate to approximate the transition using a weighted average of the two as the true
set.
13  Theoretically, a model with stochastic parameters following a random walk may per-
form better in this situation. However it should be noticed that the estimated variance of
the error term in the parameter equation would be a poor forecast of the future variance.
14  See Intriligator (1971, Ch. 11) for a nice introduction to the control problem. As stated
there “a functional is a real valued function defined on a set of functions, that is the do-
main is a set of functions” (Intriligator, 1971, p. 454).
15  See Pesaran (1989, pp. 88-96) for a nice comparison of the various solution tech-
niques discussed in the literature.
16  These processes do not have an infinite MA representation.
17  A process M is said to be a martingale with respect to the increasing set of information
It if its mean exists and it has the property that E(Mt|It-1)=Mt-1. Then Mt−Mt-1 is a martin-
gale difference. A random walk is an example of a martingale process and a white noise
process is a special case of a martingale difference. See, e.g., Pesaran (1989, App. A) and
Broze and Szafarz (1991, pp. 8-11) for further details.
18  See, e.g., Broze and Szafarz (1991, pp. 40-49) for a nice discussion on uniqueness,
parametric non-uniqueness and non-parametric non-uniqueness.
19  For instance, as will be seen in Ch. 7.2, in the simple Cagan’s (1956) hyper-inflation
model the set of infinite ARMA solutions existing when the parameter associated with
the future expectation of the endogenous variable is greater than one, in absolute value,
is given in terms of one free parameter.
20  See also Cuthbertson et al. (1992, p. 161).
21  For a nice introduction to the ‘general-to-specific’ methodology developed largely by
Sargan and his associates at the London School of Economics see Cuthbertson et al.
(1992, Ch. 4). A discussion of the implementation of this methodology in a computer
code can be found in Krolzig and Hendry (2001).



2 KENDRICK’S (1981) CASE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Kendrick (1981, Ch. 10, pp. 91-92) considers the problem “to find the values of
control variables in a set of linear system equations which will minimize the ex-
pected value of a quadratic criterion function(al) when the parameters of the system
equations are unknown” in an adaptive control framework.1 Therefore given a time
horizon of T periods, interest centers on finding the optimal controls for period 0,
period 1 and so on until period T−1 when the last control will be chosen. For each
period in the time horizon, say period t, several trial, or search, values of the con-
trols are tried.2 The optimal cost, or cost-to-go, associated with each ‘search’ control
is then calculated. This is done by exploiting the dynamic programming principal of
optimality, i.e. the fact that “an optimal policy has the property that, whatever the
initial state and decision (i.e. control) are, the remaining decisions must constitute
an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first decision”
(Bellman, 1957).3 “But since the problem is nonlinear ... an approximate cost-to-go
is obtained by using a second-order expansion of both the criterion and the system
equations about a nominal path” (Kendrick, 1981, p. 70).

As explained in Kendrick (1981, p. 99), the ‘search’ control for time t and
a second-order expansion of the system equations are “used to project the mean and
covariance ... of the state of the system at time t+1 with measurements through time
t. These values are then used as the initial condition for the solution of a determinis-
tic optimization (certainty equivalence) problem from time t+1 to final time T. This
problem is a quadratic linear approximation of a nonlinear deterministic problem.
The solution to this problem provides the nominal path ... around which the ap-
proximated cost-to go ... can be determined.”4 This procedure is repeated for each
‘search’ control. Then the optimal control for period t is set equal to the ‘search’
value which minimizes the approximate cost-to-go. “After the control has been cho-
sen, it is applied to the system and the process is moved one step forward in time”
(Kendrick, 1981, p. 99).

Kendrick (1981, Ch. 10) assumes that the state vector is measured with er-
ror and some of the system parameters are stochastic and follow a first-order Markov
process with all the hyperstructural parameters known with certainty. He organizes
the computations performed at time t in three steps: i) initialization, ii) search for
the optimal control and iii) updating the estimates of the states and parameters. In
the first step the nominal value for the parameters for period t through T is com-
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puted using their estimates for time t−1 and the ‘expected’ law of motion. The first
‘search’ control is also selected. Step ii) includes: a) use the ‘search’ control and the
nominal path for the parameters to get the projected states and covariances in period
t+1; b) get the nominal path for the states and controls for the period t+1 through T
by solving the certainty equivalence (CE) problem with the projected states obtained
in ii-a) as the initial condition; c) compute the Riccati matrices for periods t+1, ...,
T; d) update and project the covariances from period t+1 given t, i.e. the covariance
seen in step ii-a), to T−1; e) calculate the approximate cost-to-go for the period t
through T; f) choose a new ‘search’ control and repeat a)-f) until all ‘search’ points
are evaluated; g) select the control which yields the minimum cost.5

Typically the search for the optimal control, or set of controls, at time t is
started by solving the CE problem for the time horizon t through T. This means
calculating the states for time t+1, ..., T and the controls for t, ..., T−1, conditional
on the state at time t, which minimize the cost-to-go when all the random variables
are set at their mean values. The CE solution for period t is then used as the first
‘search’ control for that period. If the control is a scalar quantity, the other ‘search’
values may be found using a line search. However, when it is a vector a globally op-
timizing algorithm may be needed because the cost-to-go may have multiple local
optima (see Chapter 6).

In this chapter the time-varying parameters t are assumed to follow a
‘Return to Normality’ model with mean b, transition matrix  and covariance of
the error term  known with certainty.6 This problem is similar to that discussed in
Kendrick (1981) and represents a useful starting point. Moreover the discussion of
this case gives an opportunity to present Kendrick’s approach, closely followed in
the chapters of Part 1 without the ambition to derive anew his results, and to ‘warm
up’ for future generalizations. Section 2.2 contains the statement of the problem and
its ‘re-statement’ in terms of an augmented system. The one-period ahead projected
mean and covariance of the augmented state vector are derived in Section 2.3. Then
the nominal path is obtained (Section 2.4). The Riccati equations for the augmented
system are computed in Section 2.5 and 2.6 and the covariances are updated and
projected in Section 2.7. At this point the approximate cost-to-go is calculated
(Section 2.8). Once the chosen control is applied to the system a new measurement
of the state becomes available and the estimate of the ‘current’ state is updated
(Section 2.9). The major results are summarized in Section 2.10.

2.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem is to find the set of controls ut for t= 0, 1, ..., T−1, where t=0 denotes
the first period the control is applied and T is the end of the time horizon,7 which
minimizes the linear functional8

[2-1] J = E{ }LT(xT) +  Σ
t=0

T-1
 Lt(xt, ut) ,
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where E is the expectations operator, subject to the linear system equations9

[2-2] xt+1 = f( t, xt, ut) + t+1 = A( t)xt + B( t)ut + c( t) + t+1 for t = 0, ..., T−1

where x0~ N (x̂0|0, 0|0
xx

 ) and the vectors of random disturbances  are independently
and normally distributed with mean zero and covariance Q. The states are indirectly
observed through the measurement, or observation, equations10

[2-3] yt = Hxt + t  for t = 1, ..., T,

with t~ N (0, R),11  and the parameters follow a ‘Return to Normality’ model, i.e.

[2-4] t+1 = t + (Ik − )b + t+1     for t = 0, ..., T−1

with b the k-dimensional unconditional mean vector of t,  the k×k transition
matrix constrained to guarantee stationarity, Ik the identity matrix of dimension k,

t~ N (0, )  and  0~ N (^0|0, 0|0).
12  Finally it is assumed that all the random

vectors are mutually independent with known mean and variance and that all
parameters are stochastic and enter linearly into A, B and c.

As in the quadratic linear tracking problem, the terms in the objective
functional look like13

[2-5] LT(xT) = (1/2)(xT − x~T)′WT (xT − x~T)

and

[2-6] Lt(xt, ut) = (1/2)(xt − xt
~ )′Wt(xt − xt

~ ) + (xt − xt
~ )′Ft(ut − ut

~ )

+ (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t(ut − ut

~ ).

In addition the following definitions apply:
yt = the r×1 vector of measurements of xt at time t;
xt = the n×1 vector of state variables at time t;
xt
~  = the n×1 vector of desired state variables at time t;
ut = the m×1 vector of control variables at time t;
ut
~  = the m×1 vector of desired control variables at time t;
A( t) = is the n×n coefficient matrix of the state vector at time t;
B( t) = is the n×m coefficient matrix of the control vector at time t;
H = is the r×n coefficient matrix in the measurement equation with r≥n;
c( t) = is the n×1 constant coefficient vector at time t;

t = is the n×1 system noise vector at time t;

t = is the r×1 measurement noise vector at time t;
Wt = is the n×n symmetric penalty matrix on the  deviations of the state   
variables from their desired  path at time t;
Ft = is the n×m penalty matrix on the deviations of the state-control 
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variables from their desired path at time t;

t = is the  m×m  symmetric penalty  matrix  on  the  deviations  of  the 
control variables from their desired path at time t.

When the hyperstructural parameters, i.e. b,  and , are known the con-
trol problem [2-1]-[2-6] can be solved treating the stochastic parameters as additional
state variables (Kendrick, 1981, Ch. 10). It is then restated in terms of an aug-
mented state vector zt as: find the controls ut for t= 0, 1, ..., T−1 minimizing

[2-7] J = E{ }LT(zT) + Σ
t=0

T-1
 Lt(zt, ut)

subject to the discrete-time system equations

[2-8] zt+1 = f(zt, ut) + t+1  for t = 0, ..., T−1

and with the measurement equations written as

[2-9] yt = Hzzt + vt  for t = 1, ..., T.

The arrays in [2-8] are defined as14

[2-10] zt = 






x

t

, f(zt, ut) = ft
z = 







f x

f 
t

= 






A( t)xt + B( t)ut + c( t) 

t + (Ik − )b

   
,
 

t = 








t

with zt, f(zt, ut) and t having dimension n+k, i.e. the number of original states plus
the number of stochastic parameters. Those in [2-9] take the form

[2-11] Hz = [H  O],  vt = 








0 t

where O is a null matrix of dimension r×k and vt is an (r+k)-dimensional vector.
Moreover the L’s in Eqt. [2-7] are defined as

[2-12] LT(zT) = (1/2)(zT − z~T)′W*
T(zT − z~T),

[2-13] Lt(zt, ut) = (1/2)(zt − z~t)′Wt
*(zt − z~t) + (zt − z~t)′Ft

*(ut − ut
~ )

+ (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t

*(ut − ut
~ ),

with W*
T having WT on the top left corner and zeros elsewhere, Wt

*, Ft
* and t

*

similarly constructed. Problems [2-1]-[2-6] and [2-7]-[2-13] are equivalent “however
the first is described as a linear quadratic problem with random coefficients and the
second as a non linear (in x, u and ) stochastic control problem” as noted in
Kendrick (1981, p. 94).
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2.3 ONE-PERIOD AHEAD PROJECTION OF THE MEAN AND
VARIANCE OF THE AUGMENTED STATE VECTOR Z

To project the mean of the augmented state vector, a second-order Taylor expansion
of [2-8] around the current estimate of the augmented state zt|t

^  and the current search
value of ut, namely ut

τ, is performed.15  It yields

zt+1 ≈ f(zt|t
^  , ut

τ) + fz,t
z (zt − zt|t

^  ) + fu,t
z (ut − ut

τ)

+ (1/2) Σ
i=1

n+k
ei(zt − zt|t

^  )′fzz,t
i  (zt − zt|t

^  ) + (1/2) Σ
i=1

n+k
ei(ut − ut

τ)′fuu,t
i   (ut − ut

τ)

+  Σ
i=1

n+k
ei(ut − ut

τ)′fuz,t
i   (zt − zt|t

^  ) + t+1

where ei is a column vector, in this case of dimension n+k, with 1 in its i-th
position and 0 elsewhere,16  fl,t

z denotes the matrix of derivatives of f(zt, ut) with
respect to the row vector l  ′ and  flm,t

i   stands for the matrix of second derivatives of
the i-th element of f(zt, ut) with respect to vectors l , m = z, u.17  All derivatives are
evaluated at  zt|t

^   and ut
τ. Then setting ut=ut

τ, since the goal is to find zt+1|t
^     conditional

on ut=ut
τ, and taking the expected value gives18

[2-14] zt+1|t
^     ≈ f(zt|t

^  , ut
τ) + (1/2) Σ

i=1

n+k
eitr[fzz,t

i  t|t]

with the subscript t+1|t indicating that the estimate relative to period t+1 is based
on all the information available up to time t. In the remaining of this section the
time subscript is t, omitted for simplicity sake, unless otherwise specified.19

Equation [2-10] implies20

[2-15] f i = Ai( )x + Bi( )u + c i( ) for i = 1, ..., n

and

[2-16] f i = i + (Ik − )ib for i = n+1, ..., n+k

with Ai, Bi, i and (Ik− )i the i-th row of A, B,  and (Ik− ), respectively, and
f i and ci the i-th element of f(zt, ut) and c, respectively. It follows that

[2-17] fzz
i  = 







fxx

i

f x
i

    fx
i

f i

  
 = 







  O

(Ai )′

   Ai

O

 
for i = 1, ..., n 

[2-18] fzz
i  = O for i = n+1, ..., n+k

where fzz
i  is of dimension (n+k)×(n+k) and Ai  is the n×k matrix of the derivatives

of the i-th row of A, transposed, with respect to the row vector ′ evaluated along
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the nominal path for the parameters.21  Multiplying fzz
i  by t|t gives

[2-19] fzz
i t|t = 







  O

(Ai )′

   Ai

O

  







xx

x

  x

t|t

= 






  Ai x

(Ai )′ xx

     Ai 

(Ai )′ x
t|t

 for i = 1, ..., n

[2-20] fzz
i t|t = O    for i = n+1, ..., n+k.

Then the last term on the right-hand side of [2-14] can be derived, i.e.22

[2-21] (1/2)  Σ
i=1

n+k
eitr[fzz

i t|t] = 






 Σ

i=1

n
 eitr(Ai x)

0k

       

t|t

with the vector ei  on the right-hand side of the equality having dimension n and 0k
a null vector of dimension k. Substituting [2-10] and [2-21] into [2-14] yields23

[2-22]






x̂

^
t+1|t

 = 






A( o)x + B( o)uτ + c( o) 

o + (Ik − )b

     

t|t

 + 






Σ

i=1

n
 eitr(Ai x)

0k

       

t|t

where o is the vector of parameters along the nominal path for time t obtained from
[2-4] with t-1 replaced by an estimate, based on measurements up to time t, and the
disturbance term set to 0.24  Comparing [2-22] with the original results reported in
Kendrick (1981, p. 203) it is evident that the projected mean of the unaugmented
state vector remains the same, even though the parameters are modeled differently,
but the projected mean vector of the parameters does not. In the present case this is a
function both of the ‘nominal parameters’ and of the mean vector b.

The projected covariance matrix of the augmented state vector, t+1|t, is
defined as

t+1|t = E[(zt+1 − ẑt+1|t)(zt+1 − ẑt+1|t)′]

and is conditional on It= (yt, yt-1, ..., ut-1, ut-2, ...), the information available at time
t. Approximating zt+1 by a second-order Taylor expansion of [2-8] around ẑt|t and
ut

τ and using [2-22] for ẑt+1|t gives, after taking the expectation,25

[2-23] t+1|t =  + Qz + (1/2)  Σ
i=1

n+k
  Σ

l=1

n+k
ei(el )′tr[fzz

i t|t fzz
l t|t]

where = fz
z 

t|t(fz
z)′ and Qz is the covariance of the ‘augmented’ error vector t.

26

When matrices are properly partitioned and [2-10] is applied, it yields

[2-24] fz
z = 







fx

x

fx

   f x

f
 = 







A

O

    f x
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with fl
m  the matrix of derivatives of the column vector f m  with respect to the row

vector l  ′, as before, and f x= Σi=1
n  eixt|t

^ ′A i +Σi=1
n  ei(ut

τ)′B i +Σi=1
n  ei(ci )′ where Bi  is the

m×k matrix of the derivatives of the i-th row of B, transposed, with respect to ′
and ci is the k×1 vector of derivatives of the element ci with respect to .27

Consequently the first term on the right-hand side of [2-23] looks like

[2-25]  = 






xx

x

   x

 

where

[2-26] xx  = (A t|t
xx  + f x

t|t
x)A′ + (A t|t

x  + f x
t|t )(f x)′

[2-27] x = ( x )′ = t|t
xA′ + t|t (f x)′

[2-28]  = t|t ′ .

The second term in [2-23] is simply

[2-29] Q z = 






Q

O

   O

where Q is the n×n covariance of the system noise and  is the k×k covariance of
the error term in the time-varying parameter equations.28

To find the last term in [2-23] it is worth it to spell out the three possible
cases: i) when both i and l go from 1 to n, f i and f l are elements of the non-
augmented state vector f x defined in [2-10]; ii) if i is between 1 and n but l is
between n+1 and n+k, or vice versa, then f i is an element of the non-augmented
state vector f x and f l an element of f  defined in [2-10], or vice versa; iii) finally for
i and l ranging from n+1 to n+k, both f i and f l are elements of the  parameter vector
f . Therefore using [2-19]-[2-20] gives29

[2-30]  (1/2)  Σ
i=1

n+k
  Σ

l=1

n+k
 ei(el )′tr[fzz

i t|t fzz
l t|t] =

=  Σ
i=1

n
  Σ

l=1

n
 ei(el )′tr[Ai t|t

xAl t|t
x 

+
 
Ai t|t  (Al )′ t|t

xx ] for  i, l = 1, ..., n

= O otherwise.

Finally, substituting Eqts. [2-25]-[2-30] into [2-23] yields

[2-31] t+1|t
xx    = (A t|t

xx  + f x
t|t

x)A′ + (A t|t
x  + f x

t|t )(f x)′ + Q
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 +  Σ
i=1

n
  Σ

l=1

n
 ei(el )′tr[Ai t|t

xAl t|t
x 

+
 
Ai t|t  (Al )′ t|t

xx ]

[2-32] t+1|t
x   = ( t+1|t

x   )′ = t|t
xA′ + t|t (f x)′

[2-33] t+1|t   = t|t ′ +  .

These equations are identical to those reported in Kendrick (1981, p. 205) when
≡D and ≡G.

2.4 THE NOMINAL PATH FOR THE STATES AND CONTROLS

As noticed in the introduction, to calculate the approximate cost-to-go for the period
t through T it is necessary to get the nominal path for the states and controls, to
compute the Riccati equations for periods t+1, ..., T and to update and project the
covariances from period t+1, conditional on the information available at time t, to
T−1. These steps will be discussed in detail in this and the following three sections.

The nominal path is obtained by solving a problem similar to [2-1]-[2-6].
Namely, choose the nominal control sequence uoj for j= t+1, ..., T−1 minimizing

[2-1a] Jo = E{ }LT(xoT) +  Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 Lj(xoj, uoj)

subject to30

[2-2a] xo, j+1 = f( oj, xoj, uoj) = A( oj)xoj  + B( oj)uoj  + c( oj)  for j = t+1, ..., T−1

where the parameters are generated by31

[2-4a] o, j+1 = oj + (Ik − )b for j = t+1, ..., T−1

with xo,t+1=x̂t+1|t and o,t+1=^
t+1|t the initial conditions given by [2-22]. The terms in

[2-1a] are defined as

[2-5a] LT(xoT) = (1/2)(xoT − x~T)′WT (xoT − x~T)

[2-6a] Lj(xoj, uoj) = (1/2)(xoj − xj
~ )′Wj(xoj − xj

~ ) + (xoj − xj
~ )′Fj(uoj − uj

~ )

+ (1/2)(uoj − uj
~ )′ j(uoj − uj

~ )

where the W’s, F’s and ’s are exactly those encountered in Section 2.2.

 This problem is also called the CE problem because all the random
variables appearing in [2-1]-[2-4] are set at their mean values and treated as known.
In this case the feedback rule for the optimal control is32
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 uoj = Gjxoj  + gj

where, omitting the time subscript j to save on notation,

G = − (  + B′KCE
j+1B)-1(F′ + B′KCE

j+1A)

g = − (  + B′KCE
j+1B)-1[B′(KCE

j+1c + pCE
j+1) − F′x~  − u~]

with A, B and c containing the parameters along the nominal path, the Riccati
recursions given by KCE= A′KCE

j+1A+(F′+B′KCE
j+1A)′G+W, pCE= (F′+B′KCE

j+1A)′g
+A′(KCE

j+1c +pCE
j+1) −Wx~−Fu~ and KCE

T  =WT, pCE
T  = −WTx~T .

2.5 RICCATI EQUATIONS FOR THE K MATRIX OF THE AUGMENTED
SYSTEM

To derive the Riccati recursions for the augmented system at time j for j= t+1, ...,
T−1, the optimal cost-to-go is approximated by a second-order Taylor expansion
around the nominal path.33  This approximate optimal cost-to-go, say J*

T-j to stress
that there are T−j periods remaining, can be written as

J*
T-j = min

uj
   JT-j =  min

uj
   E{ }LT(zoT) +  Σ

h=j

T-1
 Lh(zoh, uoh) + δT-j

where the minimization is over the deviation of the control from its nominal value
at time j, uj, and δT-j contains all the first and second-order terms in the expansion.
Therefore, this cost is the sum of a zeroth-order term and a ‘perturbation’ term. “The
expectation of the ... (former) is simply itself since it contains no random variables
but only the nominal path variables. The (δ term constitutes) ... a separate optimiza-
tion problem with a quadratic criterion ... (to be optimized) subject to system equa-
tions, which are constituted from the expansion of the original system equations”
(Kendrick, 1981, p. 78). Then J*

T-j is simply a constant plus the approximate opti-
mal cost-to-go for the perturbation problem, i.e.

J*
T-j = J*

o,T-j + ∆J*
T-j  .

Thanks to the optimality principle of dynamic programming, the ‘perturba-
tion problem’ for period j, or with T−j periods remaining, can be stated as: find uj=
uj−uoj which minimizes the expected approximate perturbation cost, i.e.

∆J*
T-j = min

uj
  E[δT-j ] = min

uj
  E[Lz

z, j′zj + (1/2)zj′L
z
zz, jzj + zj′L

z
zu, juj 

 
+ Lz

u, j′uj + (1/2)uj′L
z
uu, juj + ∆J*

T-j-1]

where zj= zj−zoj, L
z is the cost function in [2-12]-[2-13], Lz

l, j is the gradient of Lz,
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written as a column vector, with respect to l = z, u, Lz
lm, j is the matrix of second

derivatives of Lz with respect to l , m = z, u and all the derivatives are evaluated
along the nominal path. This minimization is conditional on Ij= (yj, yj-1, ..., uj-1,
uj-2, ...), and is subject to the perturbation system equations

zj+1 = fz, j
z  zj + fu, j

z  uj  + (1/2) Σ
i=1

n+k
ei(zj′fzz, j

i   zj + uj′fuu, j
i    uj + 2uj′fuz, j

i   zj) + j+1.

Assuming that the solution to this problem is, conditional on the current infor-
mation, a quadratic function of the current state of the system as in the quadratic
linear problem, i.e.34

∆J* = g + E[p′z + (1/2)z ′Kz ],

with g, p and K to be determined, the approximate optimal perturbation cost can be
rewritten as

∆J*
T-j  =

 
min

uj
   E{Lz

z, j′zj + (1/2)zj′L
z
zz, jzj + zj′L

z
zu, juj + Lz

u, j′uj

+ (1/2)uj′L
z
uu, juj + E[ gj+1 +  pj+1′  zj+1 + (1/2)zj+1′  Kj+1zj+1 |Ij+1] |Ij}.

This is a function of zj, zj+1 and uj. “The method of removing these last two sets of
terms is to use ... the system equations (for the perturbation problem) to eliminate
zj+1 and then to find the optimal control rule for uj as a function of zj in order to
eliminate the uj’s” (Kendrick, 1981, p. 80).35  Then simplifying, dropping terms
which are higher than second-order and taking the expectation over Ij+1 and Ij
yields36

[2-34] K =  + Hzz
z  − 

with

[2-35] = (fz
z)′Kj+1fz

z

[2-36] H z = Lz + p′j+1f z

[2-37]  = [Huz
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fz
z]′[Huu

z  + (fu
z)′Kj+1fu

z]-1[Huz
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fz
z]

where the time subscript is j, omitted throughout the rest of the section for
simplicity sake, unless otherwise specified, Hlm

z  is the Hessian of H z with respect to
l , m = z, u and all the derivatives are, as usual by now, evaluated along the nominal
path. Partitioning  Kj+1 as in Kendrick (1981, App. H)

[2-38] Kj+1 = 






Kxx

K x

  Kx

K  j+1
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and multiplying it by fz
z, defined as in [2-24], yields

[2-39]  = 






        A′Kj+1

xx  A

[(f x)′Kj+1
xx  + ′Kj+1

x ]A

      •
 ,

where only the diagonal and below diagonal elements are reported because the
matrix is symmetric, with

[2-40]  = [(f x)′Kj+1
xx  + ′Kj+1

x ]f x + [(f x)′Kj+1
x   + ′Kj+1 ]  .

Equation [2-36] is the Hamiltonian, a scalar, of the augmented system [2-
7]−[2-13] with  f z the system equations, a constraint for the minimization problem,
defined in [2-10] and pj+1 the vector of costate variables.37  In this case Lz is as in
[2-1], therefore Lx is given by [2-5]-[2-6] and L =0 because  does not enter the
objective functional. Then Equation [2-36] reduces to

[2-41] H z = Lx + pj+1′  f z

with pj+1′  = [px′  p  ′]j+1 and f z= [f x′  f  ′]′. The gradient of H z with respect to z is38

[2-42] Hz
z = 







Hx

z

H z
 = 







    Lx

x + (fx
x)′pj+1

x

(f x)′pj+1
x  + (f )′pj+1

 
 = 







W(xo − x~) + F(uo − u~) + A′pj+1

x

(f x)′pj+1
x  + ′pj+1

             

where the second equality can be easily derived from [2-36] or [2-41], recalling that
Lz=0, and the third one is obtained from [2-10] and [2-12]-[2-13]. Then the Hessian
of H z with respect to z can be partitioned as

[2-43] Hzz
z  = 







Hxx

z

H x
z

    Hx
z

H z

  

with

[2-44] Hlm
z  = Llm

x
   + Σ

i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  f i
lm + Σ

i=1

k
 (ei)′pj+1  f

 i
lm

where l , m = x,  and (ei)′pj+1
l   is simply the i-th costate variable in the vector pj+1

l  . In
the present case Eqt. [2-44] simplifies to

[2-45] Hxx
z  = Lx

xx , Hx
z  = Σ

i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  fx
i

with the other elements equal to zero. Then substituting [2-45] into [2-43] and
noting that  Lx

xx=W, from [2-5]-[2-6], and fx
i  =A i , from [2-15], yields
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[2-46] Hzz
z  = 







        W

Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (A i
 )′

        Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  A i

O

          
.

To compute the last term in [2-34] a few preliminary steps are needed. The
gradient of H z with respect to u is obtained from [2-5], [2-6], [2-10] and [2-41], i.e.

[2-47] Hu
z = Lu

x + (fu
x)′pj+1

x   = F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1
x   .

Furthermore it can be shown that

[2-48] Huu
z  = , Hzu

z  = 






Hxu

z

H u
z

 
 = 







        F

 Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (B i
 )′

 and fu
z = 







fu

x

fu

 = 






B

O

with B i  the m×k matrix of derivatives of fi defined in [2-15] with respect to u and
.39  It follows that

[2-49] Huu
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fu
z =   + B′Kxx

j+1B.

Finally a tedious but straightforward multiplication gives

[2-50] (fz
z)′Kj+1fu

z = 






         A′Kxx

j+1B

(f x)′Kxx
j+1B + ′K x

j+1B

and combining [2-48] and [2-50] yields

[2-51] Hzu
z  + (fz

z)′Kj+1fu
z = 







                 F + A′Kxx

j+1B

Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (B i
 )′ + (f x)′Kxx

j+1B + ′K x
j+1B

 .

Given Eqts. [2-37], [2-49] and [2-51], the matrix , partitioned similarly to Kj+1,

can be rewritten as

[2-52] xx  = [F + A′Kxx
j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx

j+1B]′

[2-53] x = ( x )′ = NM[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[2-54]  = NMN ′

with M and N matrices of dimension m×m and k×m, respectively, defined as M=
( +B′Kxx

j+1B)-1 and N= Σi=1
n  (ei)′pj+1

x  (B i
 )′+(f x)′Kxx

j+1B+ ′K x
j+1B.

Finally putting together [2-34], [2-39]-[2-40], [2-46] and [2-52]-[2-54] the
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matrix K at time j can be expressed in terms of the matrices in the original control
problem [2-1]-[2-6] and of Kj+1, i.e.40

[2-55] Kxx  = W + A′Kxx
j+1A − [F + A′Kxx

j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[2-56] K x = (Kx )′  = Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (A i
 )′  + (f x)′Kxx

j+1A + ′K x
j+1A − NM[F + A′Kxx

j+1B]′

[2-57] K  = [(f x)′Kxx
j+1 + ′K x

j+1]f x + [(f x)′Kx
j+1 + ′Kj+1]  − NMN ′

with Kl
T =O for l = x, , Kxx=KCE and Kxx

T = KCE
T =WT .  Again  these  results  are

identical to those reported in Kendrick (1981, p. 187) when  is replaced by D.

2.6 RICCATI EQUATIONS FOR THE P VECTOR OF THE AUGMENTED
SYSTEM

The recursions for the p vector of the augmented state vector at time j, for j= t+1,
..., T, in the perturbation problem of the previous section take the form41

[2-58] p = Hz
z − [Huz

z  + (fu
z)′Kj+1fz

z]′[Huu
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fu
z]-1Hu

z

where, again, the time subscript is j unless stated otherwise and all the derivatives
are evaluated along the nominal path. Substituting [2-42] and [2-47]-[2-49] into [2-
58] yields

[2-59] px = W(xo − x~) + F(uo − u~) + A′pj+1
x

− [F + A′Kxx
j+1B]M[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1

x  ] = KCExo + pCE

[2-60] p  = (f x)′pj+1
x   + ′pj+1   − NM[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1

x  ]

with pT =0 and pT
x

 = WT(xoT −x~T)= KCE
T xoT+pCE

T  .

2.7 UPDATING AND PROJECTING THE COVARIANCES OF THE
AUGMENTED SYSTEM

To derive the updated covariance of the augmented state vector from the projected
covariance seen in Section 2.3, the familiar Kalman filter can be used.42  Then start-
ing from the measurement equation and treating z as the unobserved component
yields the usual formula for updating the covariance, i.e.43

j|j = j|j-1 − j|j-1H′S-1H j|j-1

where S= H j|j-1
xx

 H′+R. This procedure is used to update the covariances of the

augmented system from period j|j−1 to j|j for j= t+1, ..., T−1.44  Given that
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[2-61] j|j = 






In − j|j-1

xx  H′S-1H

− j|j-1
x H′S-1H

      O

Ik

 
j|j-1

 each element of the covariance matrix can be updated as follows

[2-62] j|j
xl = j|j-1

xl  − j|j-1
xx  H′S-1H j|j-1

xl for l  = x, 

[2-63] j|j  = j|j-1  − j|j-1
x H′S-1H j|j-1

x   .

Equations [2-62]-[2-63] are identical to the formulae reported in Kendrick (1981, p.
197). Combining them with Eqts. [2-31]-[2-33], where t is replaced by j, it is pos-
sible to update and project the covariances for the whole period without the need for
new measurements of the states.45

2.8 THE APPROXIMATE COST-TO-GO

As in Bar-Shalom and Tse (1976) and Kendrick (1981, Ch. 10)  the approximate
cost-to-go associated with the ‘search’ control ut

τ is decomposed into three parts:
deterministic (JD), cautionary (JC) and probing (JP). The first component includes
only terms which are not stochastic. It depends upon ut

τ and the CE, or nominal,
path. The cautionary term includes uncertainty about the states and the stochastic
parameters for the next time period, i.e. their projected covariances, and the variance
of the error term in the system equations for all future periods. “The name
‘cautionary’ comes from the fact that such uncertainty normally biases the choice of
the control variable in a conservative direction since one is uncertain about the
magnitudes of the response to expect” (Kendrick, 1981, p. 71). Finally the probing
term depends upon the updated covariances of the augmented state vector for all
future periods. “This is the uncertainty associated with the (augmented) state vector
at each time period after the measurement has been taken at that period and the
covariance matrix has been updated. Since probing or perturbation of the system
early in time will tend to reduce the uncertainty and to make the elements of these
matrices smaller later, this term is called the probing term” (Kendrick, 1981, p. 71).
Thus the probing term includes the motivation to perturb the control variable in the
present period in order to reduce future uncertainty.

Therefore the approximate cost-to-go for the period t through T, say Jd,T-t,
is written as46

[2-64] Jd,T-t = JD,T-t + JC,T-t + JP,T-t .

The deterministic component JD,T-t  looks like

[2-65] JD,T-t = (xt − xt
~ )′Ft(ut − ut

~ ) + (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t(ut − ut

~ )

+ (1/2)(xoT − x~T)′WT(xoT − x~T) + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 [(xoj − xj

~ )′Wj(xoj − xj
~ )
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+ (uoj − uj
~ )′ j(uoj − uj

~ ) + 2(xoj − xj
~ )′Fj(uoj − uj

~ )]

where ut=ut
τ and the xo’s and uo’s are the values of the unaugmented states and

controls, respectively, along the nominal path.47  The cautionary and probing com-
ponent are defined, respectively, as

[2-66] JC,T-t = (1/2)tr(Kt+1 t+1|t) + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr(Kj+1Qj

z)

[2-67] JP,T-t = (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr( j j|j) .

The second term on the right-hand side of [2-66] and JP,T-t come from the g term of
the approximate optimal perturbation cost.48  Substituting [2-29], [2-38] and the  parti-
tioned covariance matrix of the augmented system  into [2-66] yields

[2-68] JC,T-t = (1/2)[tr(Kt+1
xx  t+1|t

xx   ) + tr(Kt+1 t+1|t  )] + tr(Kt+1
x  t+1|t

x  )

 + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr(Kj+1

xx  Qj + Kj+1 j),

with j=  for all the j’s. Using [2-52]-[2-54], the probing component can be written as

[2-69] JP,T-t =  (1/2)  Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 {tr[(Fj + Aj′K

xx
j+1Bj)Mj(Fj + Aj′K

xx
j+1Bj)′ j|j

xx ] + tr[NjMjN′j j|j ]}

 +  Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr[(Fj + Aj′K

xx
j+1Bj)MjN′j j|j

x]

with Mj and Nj defined as M and N in Section 2.5, respectively. Equations [2-65],
[2-68] and [2-69] are identical to the corresponding results in Kendrick (1981, App. Q).

2.9 UPDATING THE STATE VECTOR OF THE AUGMENTED SYSTEM

Once  the search is completed and the optimal control, or set of controls, for period
t has been selected, it is applied to the system which moves one step forward in
time. Using the Kalman filter, the difference between the ‘actual measurement’ at
time t and the ‘predicted measurement’, computed using all the information avail-
able at time t−1, is used to update both the state and the parameter vectors, i.e.49

[2-70] x̂t+1|t+1  = x̂t+1|t + t+1|t
xx   H′S-1(yt+1 − Hx̂t+1|t)

[2-71] ^
t+1|t+1  = ^t+1|t + t+1|t

x  H′S-1(yt+1 − Hx̂t+1|t).

When there is no measurement error H=I, S= t+1|t
xx    and [2-70] becomes an identity.

2.10 CONCLUSION

In this chapter the formulae to handle the case where the stochastic parameters fol-
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low a ‘Return to Normality’ model, with known hyperstructural parameters, in an
adaptive control framework have been developed. It is shown that they reduce to
those reported in Kendrick (1981, Ch. 10) when the mean vector of the parameters is
set equal to zero and the transition matrix is unconstrained. This means that the re-
sults of this chapter apply also to situations where some, or all, of the system pa-
rameters follow a nonstationary process, provided the identification and estimation
problem for these parameters has been carefully studied.

NOTES

1 See, e.g., Kendrick (1981, Ch. 8) for an intuitive introduction to adaptive, or dual, con-
trol.
2 Here and in the following the singular ‘control’ is sometimes used even when a ‘vector
of control variables’ is implied.
3 See, e.g., Intriligator (1971, Ch. 13) for a classical introduction to dynamic program-
ming.
4 The citation has been slightly modified to make it consistent with the rest of the text.
5 See Kendrick (1981, pp. 98-104) for a detailed description of the three steps.
6 Sometimes these parameters are referred to as hyperstructural parameters.
7 For a newly elected US President applying control methods to get reelected, t=0 would
be the first year He/She is in Office and T would represent next ‘election year’.
8 As stressed in Intriligator (1971, p. 342, fn. 4) “whereas J is a functional dependent on
the control trajectory ..., (the solution to the problem) J* is a function dependent on the
n+1 parameters” given by the initial state x0 and the initial time t=0.
9 Kendrick (1981, Ch. 10) considers the more general case in which A, B, c and H are
time-varying functions of the parameter vector t.
10  When H is treated as time-varying but does not depend upon t the results reported in
this chapter continue to hold. The initial condition x0 is known perfectly when there is
no measurement error, i.e. R=O.
11  The notation 0 denotes a null vector and O a null matrix unless otherwise specified.
12  In Kendrick (1981, p. 93) the parameter equations look like t= t-1+ t with 
unconstrained and t~ N (0, ).
13  As shown in Kendrick (1981, p. 8) this quadratic linear tracking problem can be easily
transformed into a general quadratic linear control model.
14  When all the elements of t are unknown but constant t= ( t′  0′)′.
15  See Kendrick (1981, App. A) for details.
16  The vector ei has the effect of ‘placing’ the scalar quantity tr[.] in the i-th row of the
vector on the left-hand side of the equality sign. Its dimension is given by the upper
limit of the summation sign in front of it.
17  The array fl

m , or  fml
i  , has dimension nm×nl  where nm is the dimension of the vector f 

m,
or fm

i , and nl  is that of the column vector l .
18  See Kendrick (1981, pp. 77 and 85-87) for the complete derivation of Eqt. [2-14].
19  Therefore an equation of the form a =f(at+1) should be read ‘at is a function of at+1’.
20  Kendrick (1981) uses ai and bi,  respectively, to indicate the first two arrays in [2-15].
21  This result comes from the fact that the derivative of [2-15], a scalar, with respect to
the column vector x can be expressed as a column vector i.e. fx

i = (Ai )′ =[ai1  ai2  ...  ain]′ for
i = 1, ... , n and the derivative of this vector with respect to ′ is the n×k matrix Ai  with
the hl -th element given by ∂aih/∂β l for h= 1, ..., n and l= 1, ..., k (Judge et al., 1985, p.
967). Equations [2-17]-[2-18] correspond to [M-3]-[M-4] in Kendrick (1981, p. 202).
22  From the properties of the trace operator follows that tr(Ai  x)=tr[(Ai )′  x ]. See also
Eqt. [M-7] in Kendrick (1981, p. 203).
23  The subscript ‘o’ indicates the value of a certain variable along the nominal path.
24  System [2-2]-[2-4] implies that the parameter vector t can be estimated only after the
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state xt+1 has been measured. See also Sect. 2.4 below.
25  In [2-23] the element ei(el )′ indicates a matrix with its il -th element equal to one and
zeros elsewhere.
26  See Kendrick (1981, pp. 86-87 and App. M) for details.
27  To save on notation, the arrays Ai , B i ,  c i , A, B and ci are written without the nominal
path subscript ‘o’ throughout the chapter. Again the dimension of fl

m is n m×nl where nm is
the dimension of the vector f 

m, 1 if a scalar, and nl  is the dimension of the vector l .
28  The variance of the system noise and of the stochastic parameters noise are assumed
constant over time.
29  See also Eqts. [M-14] and [M-15] in Kendrick (1981, p. 204).
30  See, e.g., Kendrick (1981, p. 95). The measurement equations are not needed to com-
pute the nominal path.
31  Indeed the nominal path for the parameters is generated during the first step, i.e.
initialization, of the search procedure performed at time t because it is needed to compute
the one-period ahead projected mean and covariance discussed in the previous section
(Kendrick, 1981, Ch. 10).
32  See Kendrick (1981, Ch. 2 and App. G). To save on notation, the arrays G and g are
written with a time subscript only. However they should have also the nominal path sub-
script ‘o’ because computed along the nominal path for the stochastic parameters.
33  See Kendrick (1981, pp. 76-82) for details.
34  See, e.g., Kendrick (1981, Ch. 2) for an introduction to the quadratic linear problem.
35  The citation has been slightly modified to make it consistent with the rest of the text.
36  See Kendrick (1981, p. 82) for details.
37  For a good discussion of this topic see Bryson and Ho (1969, Ch. 2).
38  See Judge et al. (1985, p. 967).
39  See footnote 21 above.
40  Equation [2-55] corresponds to the K  matrix derived in Sect. 2.4 to find the nominal
path. Therefore there is no need to compute it again.
41  See Kendrick (1981, pp. 76-82 and App. I) for details.
42  See Kendrick (1981, pp. 87-89 and App. D) and Appendix A in Chapter 10 of this book
43  See, e.g., Harvey (1989, p. 106).
44  See also Kendrick (1981, App. K) for details. As it will become apparent in the next
section, there is no need to project and update the covariance beyond time T−1.
45  In a Gaussian, linear Kalman filter like the one considered in the text the updated
covariance “matrix is independent of the observations. Thus it is also the unconditional
error covariance matrix associated with the conditional mean estimator” (Harvey, 1989,
p. 111). When the system matrix H changes with time in a non-stochastic way, Ht is
assumed known for all time periods in order to carry out the updating-and-projecting
step. See, e.g., Harvey (1989, Ch. 3) for a complete discussion of the ‘Gaussian, linear
Kalman filter’. Alternatively, when Ht is stochastic and independent of the other time-
varying parameters in the system a nominal path, as for A, B and c, should be computed
and used in the calculations.
46  As in Kendrick (1981, pp. 84-85) the subscript ‘d’ is used to indicate the portion of
the approximate cost-to-go which depends on the control applied at time t.
47  See Kendrick (1981, p. 97 and App. Q) for the derivation of Eqts. [2-65]-[2-67].
48  See Kendrick (1981, pp. 82-85 and App. J) for details.
49  See Kendrick (1981, App. N).



3 THE UNCERTAIN PARAMETER
MEAN CASE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The results reported in Chapter 2 are now generalized to the case in which the inves-
tigator treats the mean of the stochastic process generating t, i.e. b, as uncertain.1

However he/she assumes that both the variance of the disturbance vector, , and the
transition matrix, , characterizing the ‘Return to Normality’ model are known with
certainty. Section 3.2 contains the statement of the new control problem and its ‘re-
statement’ in terms of an augmented system. Then the one-period ahead projected
mean and covariance of the new augmented state vector are derived (Section 3.3).
The  nominal path for the states and controls is obtained in Section 3.4. Section 3.5
and 3.6 show the Riccati equations for the new augmented system. The covariances
for this problem are updated and projected in Section 3.7 and the approximate cost-
to-go is discussed in Section 3.8. As a new measurement of the state becomes avail-
able, the estimate of the ‘current’ state is updated (Section 3.9). Section 3.10
contains a numerical example based on the classical MacRae (1972) problem. The
major results are summarized in Section 3.11.

3.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

As in the previous chapter the problem is to find a set of controls ut for t= 0, 1, ...,
T−1 which minimizes2

[3-1] J = E{ }LT(xT) +  Σ
t=0

T-1
 Lt(xt, ut) ,

where E is the expectations operator, subject to a discrete-time linear system

[3-2] xt+1 = f( t, xt, ut) + t+1 = A( t)xt + B( t)ut + c( t) + t+1 for t = 0, ..., T−1

and with measurement equations3

[3-3] yt = Hxt + t   for t = 1, ..., T,

where t~ N (0, Q), t~ N (0, R) and x0~ N (x̂0|0, 0|0
xx

 ).4 The parameter equations are

[3-4] t+1 = t + (Ik − )b + t+1     for t = 0, ..., T−1,
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with b the k-dimensional mean vector of ,  the k×k transition matrix constrained
to guarantee stationarity, Ik the identity matrix of dimension k, t~ N (0, ) and

0~ N (^0|0, 0|0). As in the previous chapter, it is assumed that the vectors , , x0,

0 and  are mutually independent with known mean and variance and that the
stochastic parameters enter linearly into A, B and c. Finally, the terms in [3-1] are
specified as

[3-5] L T(x T) = (1/2)(xT − x~T)′WT (xT − x~T)

[3-6] Lt(xt, ut) = (1/2)(xt − xt
~ )′Wt(xt − xt

~ ) + (xt − xt
~ )′Ft(ut − ut

~ )

+ (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t(ut − ut

~ )

and all the variables in [3-1]-[3-6] are as in Section 2.2 unless stated otherwise.

As anticipated in the introduction to this chapter, it is now assumed that
the mean vector b is uncertain. Therefore the initial condition b0 is assumed nor-
mally distributed with known mean and variance and independent of the random
vectors , , x0 and . The covariance between b0 and 0 is also known.5 Similarly
to Chapter 2 the new random variables are treated as additional state variables and an
augmented state vector zt, with dimension n+2k, is created.6 The original control
problem [3-1]-[3-6] is then restated in terms of the augmented state vector as: find
the set of controls ut, for t= 0, 1, ..., T−1, minimizing

[3-7] J = E{ }LT(zT) + Σ
t=0

T-1
 Lt(zt, ut)

subject to a discrete-time system

[3-8] zt+1 = f(zt, ut) + t+1  for t = 0, ..., T−1

with measurement equations

[3-9] yt = Hzzt + vt   for t = 1, ..., T,

where7

[3-10] zt = 









x

b t

, f(zt, ut) = ft
z = 









f x

f 

f b
t

= 









A( t)xt + B( t)ut + c( t) 

t + (Ik − )bt

bt

               

, t = 









0 t

[3-11] Hz = [H  O],  vt = 








0 t
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with zt, f(zt, ut) and t having dimension n+2k, vt of dimension r+2k and O a null
matrix r×2k. The L’s in the objective functional of the augmented system look like

[3-12] LT(zT) = (1/2)(zT − z~T)′W*
T(zT − z~T)

[3-13] Lt(zt, ut) = (1/2)(zt − z~t)′Wt
*(zt − z~t) + (zt − z~t)′Ft

*(ut − ut
~ )

+ (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t

*(ut − ut
~ ),

with W*
T having WT on the top left corner and zeros everywhere else, Wt

*, Ft
* and

t
* similarly constructed.

3.3 ONE-PERIOD AHEAD PROJECTION OF THE MEAN AND
VARIANCE OF THE AUGMENTED STATE VECTOR Z

To project the mean of the augmented state vector a second-order Taylor expansion
of [3-8] around the current estimate of the augmented state zt|t

^  and the current search
value of ut, namely ut

τ, is performed.8 Then setting ut=ut
τ and taking the expected

value yields

[3-14] zt+1|t
^     ≈ f(zt|t

^  , ut
τ) + (1/2)  Σ

i=1

n+2k
eitr[fzz,t

i  t|t]

with ei the column vector of appropriate dimension, in this case n+2k, with 1 in its
i-th position and 0 elsewhere,9 fzz,t

i   the (n+2k)×(n+2k) Hessian of the i-th element of
the vector f(zt, ut) with respect to the augmented state vector z and the subscript
t+1|t indicating that the estimate relative to period t+1 is based on all the informa-
tion available up to time period t. In the remaining of this section the time subscript
is t, omitted for simplicity sake, unless otherwise specified.10

Equation [3-10] implies

[3-15] f i = Ai( )x + Bi( )u + c i( ) for i = 1, ..., n

[3-16] f i = i + (Ik − )ib for i = n+1, ..., n+k

[3-17] f i = bi   for i = n+k+1, ..., n+2k

with Ai, Bi, i and (Ik− )i the i-th row of the corresponding matrix and f i, ci and
bi the i-th element of  f(z, u), c and b, respectively. Partitioning the matrix fzz

i  as in
the previous chapter yields
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[3-18] fzz
i  = 







fxx

i

f x
i

fbx
i

    fx
i

f i

fb
i

    fxb
i

f b
i

fbb
i

 

 = 









  O

(Ai )′

O

    Ai

O

O

    O

O

O

for i = 1, ..., n 

[3-19] fzz
i  = O for i = n+1, ..., n+k

and

[3-20] fzz
i  = O for i = n+k+1, ..., n+2k

where Ai  is the n×k matrix of the derivatives of the i-th row of A, transposed, with
respect to ′ evaluated along the nominal path for the parameters. It follows that

[3-21] fzz
i t|t = 







  Ai x

(Ai )′ xx

O

           Ai 

(Ai )′ x

O

           Ai b

(Ai )′ xb

O 

   

t|t

 for i = 1, ..., n 

and

[3-22] fzz
i t|t = O    for i = n+1, ..., n+2k.

Then the last term on the right-hand side of [3-14] can be written as

[3-23] (1/2)  Σ
i=1

n+2k
eitr[fzz

i t|t] = 







 Σ

i=1

n
 eitr(Ai x)

0k

0k

       

t|t

with the vector ei on the right-hand side of the equality of dimension n and 0k a null
vector of dimension k. Substituting [3-10] and [3-23] into [3-14] gives11

[3-24]







x̂

^

b̂ t+1|t

 = 









A( o)x + B( o)uτ + c( o) 

o + (Ik − )bo

bo

               

t|t

 + 







 Σ

i=1

n
 eitr(Ai x)

0k

0k

       

t|t

 . 

It should be noticed that the projected mean of the unaugmented state vector in [3-
24] is the same as [2-22] in Chapter 2 and is therefore identical to the result reported
in Kendrick (1981, p. 203).

The projected covariance matrix can be derived from12
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[3-25] t+1|t =  + Qz + (1/2)  Σ
i=1

n+2k
   Σ

l=1

n+2k
ei(el

 )′tr[fzz
i t|t fzz

l t|t]

where = fz
z 

t|t(fz
z)′ and fz

z is the (n+2k)×(n+2k) Jacobian of the vector f(z, u) with
respect to the augmented state vector z.13  When definition [3-10] or [3-15]-[3-17] is
used, the matrix fz

z can be partitioned as

[3-26] fz
z = 







fx

x

fx

fx
b

   f x

f

f b

   fb
x

fb

fb
b

 = 







A

O

O

     f x

O

      O

(Ik − )

Ik

    

with fl
m the matrix of derivatives of the column vector f m with respect to the row

vector l  ′, as before, and f x= Σi=1
n  eixt|t

^ ′A i +Σi=1
n  ei(ut

τ)′B i +Σi=1
n  ei(ci )′ where Bi is the

m×k matrix of the derivatives of the i-th row of B, transposed, with respect to  ′
and ci is the k×1 vector of derivatives of the element ci with respect to .14

Consequently the first term on the right-hand side of [3-25] looks like

[3-27]  = 









xx

x

bx

   x

b

   xb

b

t|t
bb

 

where

[3-28] xx  = (A t|t
xx  + f x

t|t
x)A′ + (A t|t

x  + f x
t|t )(f x)′

[3-29] x = ( x )′ = [ t|t
x + (Ik − ) t|t

bx]A′ + [ t|t  + (Ik − ) t|t
b ](f x)′

[3-30] bx = ( xb)′ = t|t
bxA′ + t|t

b (f x)′

[3-31]  = [ t|t  + (Ik − ) t|t
b ] ′ + [ t|t

b + (Ik − ) t|t
bb](Ik − )′

[3-32] b  = ( b)′ = t|t
b ′ + t|t

bb(Ik − )′.

The second term in [3-25] is the covariance matrix of the error term vector

t defined in [3-10], i.e.

[3-33] Q z = 









Q

O

O

   O

O

   O

O

O

where Q is the n×n covariance associated with the non−augmented state vector due
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to the system noise and  is the k×k covariance of the error term vector appearing in
the time-varying parameter equations.15  The last diagonal element indicates that b is
unknown but constant. Finally, the last term in [3-25] is16

[3-34] (1/2)  Σ
i=1

n+2k
  Σ

l=1

n+2k
 ei(el

 )′tr[fzz
i t|t fzz

l t|t] =

=  Σ
i=1

n
  Σ

l=1

n
 ei(el )′tr[Ai t|t

xAl t|t
x + Ai t|t (Al )′ t|t

xx ] for i, l = 1, ..., n

= O otherwise

as for the case in which b was assumed known (Chapter 2). Now substituting Eqts.
[3-27]-[3-34] into [3-25] yields

[3-35] t+1|t
xx    = (A t|t

xx  + f x
t|t

x)A′ + (A t|t
x  + f x

t|t )(f x)′ + Q

 +  Σ
i=1

n
  Σ

l=1

n
 ei(el )′tr[Ai t|t

xAl t|t
x + Ai t|t (Al )′ t|t

xx ]

[3-36] t+1|t
x   = ( t+1|t

x   )′ = [ t|t
x + (Ik − ) t|t

bx]A′ + [ t|t  + (Ik − ) t|t
b ](f x)′

[3-37] t+1|t
bx   = ( t+1|t

xb  )′ = t|t
bxA′ + t|t

b (f x)′

[3-38] t+1|t   = [ t|t  + (Ik − ) t|t
b ] ′ + [ t|t

b + (Ik − ) t|t
bb](Ik − )′ + 

[3-39] t+1|t
b    = ( t+1|t

b  )′ = t|t
b ′ + t|t

bb(Ik − )′

[3-40] t+1|t
bb   = t|t

bb .

3.4 THE NOMINAL PATH FOR THE STATES AND CONTROLS

As in the previous chapter, the nominal path for the states and controls is obtained
by solving a problem similar to [3-1]-[3-6]. Namely the problem is to choose the
nominal control sequence uoj for j= t+1, ..., T−1 which minimizes

[3-1a] Jo = E{ }LT(xoT) +  Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 Lj(xoj, uoj)

subject to17

[3-2a] xo, j+1 = f( oj, xoj, uoj) = A( oj)xoj  + B( oj)uoj  + c( oj)  for j = t+1, ..., T−1

where the parameters are generated by18

[3-4a] o, j+1 = oj + (Ik − )boj for j = t+1, ..., T−1

[3-4b] bo, j+1 = boj for j = t+1, ..., T−1
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with xo,t+1=x̂t+1|t, o,t+1=^
t+1|t and bo,t+1=b̂t+1|t the initial conditions given by [3-24].

Equation [3-4b] is needed for the nominal path of the parameter mean vector. Given
that it is assumed unknown but constant, it simply sets the future values of the
mean equal to its latest estimate. Again, the terms in [3-1a] are defined as

[3-5a] LT(xoT) = (1/2)(xoT − x~T)′WT (xoT − x~T)

[3-6a] Lj(xoj, uoj) = (1/2)(xoj − xj
~ )′Wj(xoj − xj

~ ) + (xoj − xj
~ )′Fj(uoj − uj

~ )

+ (1/2)(uoj − uj
~ )′ j(uoj − uj

~ )

where the W’s, F’s and ’s are the matrices seen in Section 3.2 and the feedback
rule for the optimal control is as in Section 2.4.

3.5 RICCATI EQUATIONS FOR THE K MATRIX OF THE AUGMENTED
SYSTEM

As in Chapter 2, the Riccati recursions for the K matrix of the augmented system at
time j, for j= t+1, ..., T−1, take the form19

[3-41] K =  + Hzz
z  − 

with

[3-42] = (fz
z)′Kj+1fz

z

[3-43] H z = Lz + p′j+1f z

[3-44]  = [Huz
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fz
z]′[Huu

z  + (fu
z)′Kj+1fu

z]-1[Huz
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fz
z]

where the time subscript is j, omitted for simplicity sake, unless otherwise noted,
Hlm

z  is the matrix of second derivatives of H z with respect to vectors l , m = z, u and
all the derivatives are evaluated along the nominal path. Partitioning  Kj+1 as

[3-45] Kj+1 = 









Kxx

K x

Kbx

  Kx

K

Kb

  Kxb

K b

Kbb
 j+1

and multiplying it by fz
z, defined as in [3-26], yields
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[3-46]  = 







         A′Kj+1

xx  A

[(f x)′Kj+1
xx  + ′Kj+1

x ]A

[(Ik − )′Kj+1
x + Kj+1

bx ]A

      •

b

      •

•
bb

 ,

a symmetric matrix with

[3-47]  = [(f x)′Kj+1
xx  + ′Kj+1

x ]f x + [(f x)′Kj+1
x   + ′Kj+1 ]

[3-48] b  = [(Ik − )′Kj+1
x  + Kj+1

bx ]f x + [(Ik − )′Kj+1  + Kj+1
b  ]

[3-49] bb = [(Ik − )′Kj+1  + Kj+1
b  ](Ik − ) + (Ik − )′Kj+1

b  + Kj+1
bb .

Equation [3-43] is the Hamiltonian of the augmented system [3-7]-[3-13]
with Lz given by [3-12]-[3-13], f z the system equations defined in [3-10] and pj+1
the vector of costate variables. The cost functional for the augmented system is as in
[3-1]. Then Lx is described by [3-5]-[3-6] and Lm=0 for m = , b. Under these as-
sumptions Equation [3-43] reduces to

[3-50] H z = Lx + pj+1′  f z

with pj+1′  = [px′  p  ′  pb ′]j+1 and f z= [f x′  f  ′  f b ′]′. The gradient of H z with respect
to z looks like

[3-51] Hz
z = 







Hx

z

H z

Hb
z

 = 







   Lx

x + (fx
x)′pj+1

x

(f x)′pj+1
x  + (f )′pj+1

(fb )′pj+1  + (fb
b)′pj+1

b

 

 = 







W(xo − x~) + F(uo − u~) + A′pj+1

x

(f x)′pj+1
x  + ′pj+1

(Ik − )′pj+1  + pj+1
b

           

where the second equality follows from [3-43] or [3-50], recalling that Lz= Lz
b=0

because of the definition of Lz, and the third one is obtained from [3-10] and [3-12]-
[3-13]. Then, the Hessian of H z with respect to z can be written as

[3-52] Hzz
z  = 







Hxx

z

H x
z

Hbx
z

   Hx
z

H z

Hb
z

    Hxb
z

H b
z

Hbb
z

 

with

[3-53] Hlm
z  = Llm

x
   + Σ

i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  flm
i  + Σ

i=1

k
 (ei)′pj+1  flm

n+i + Σ
i=1

k
 (ei)′pj+1

b  flm
n1+i

where l , m = x, , b, n1= n+k and (ei)′pj+1
l   is the i-th costate variable in the vector
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pj+1
l   . In the present case Equation [3-53] yields

[3-54] Hxx
z  = Lx

xx , Hx
z  = Σ

i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  fx
i

and zero for all the other blocks. Given that Lx
xx=W, from [3-5]-[3-6], and fx

i =A i
 ,

from [3-15], Eqt. [3-52] can be rewritten  as

[3-55] Hzz
z  = 







        W

Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (A i )′

O

             Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  A i

O

O

              O

O

O

 

 .

To compute the last term in [3-41] as defined in [3-44] a few preliminary
steps are needed. The gradient of H z with respect to u is obtained using [3-5], [3-6],
[3-10] and [3-50], i.e.

[3-56] Hu
z = Lu

x + (fu
x)′pj+1

x   = F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1
x   .

Furthermore it can be shown that

[3-57] Huu
z  = , Hzu

z  = 







Hxu

z

H u
z

Hbu
z

 

 = 









        F

 Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (B i
 )′

O

         

 and fu
z = 







fu

x

fu

fu
b

 = 









B

O

O

with B i  the m×k matrix of derivatives of f i defined in [3-15] with respect to u and
. Applying [3-45] and [3-57] the following result is derived

[3-58] Huu
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fu
z =   + B′Kxx

j+1 B.

Finally a tedious but straightforward multiplication gives

[3-59] (fz
z)′Kj+1fu

z =

 







           A′Kxx

j+1B

(f x)′Kxx
j+1B + ′K x

j+1B

(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B

and combining [3-57] and [3-59] yields

[3-60] Hzu
z  + (fz

z)′Kj+1fu
z = 







                  F + A′Kxx

j+1B

Σ
i=1

n
 (ei

 )′pj+1
x  (B i

 )′ + (f x)′Kxx
j+1B + ′K x

j+1B

(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B

          

 .
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Using [3-44] and [3-57]-[3-60] the matrix , partitioned similarly to Kj+1, can be
written as

[3-61] xx  = [F + A′Kxx
j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx

j+1B]′

[3-62] x = ( x )′ = NM[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[3-63] bx = ( xb)′ = [(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[3-64]  = NMN ′

[3-65] b  = ( b)′ = [(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]MN ′

[3-66] bb = [(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]M[(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]′

with M and N matrices of dimension m×m and k×m, respectively, defined as M=
( +B′Kxx

j+1B)-1 and N= Σi=1
n  (ei

 )′pj+1
x  (B i

 )′+(f x)′Kxx
j+1B+ ′K x

j+1B.

Equations [3-41], [3-46]-[3-49], [3-55] and [3-61]-[3-66] give the matrix K
at time j in terms of the matrices in the original control problem and Kj+1, i.e.

[3-67] Kxx  = W + A′Kxx
j+1A − [F + A′Kxx

j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[3-68] K x
 = (Kx )′  = Σ

i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (A i )′  + (f x)′Kxx
j+1A + ′K x

j+1A − NM[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[3-69] Kbx = (Kxb)′ = (Ik − )′K x
j+1A + Kbx

j+1A − [(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]M

×[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[3-70] K  = [(f x)′Kxx
j+1 + ′K x

j+1]f x + [(f x)′Kx
j+1 + ′Kj+1]  − NMN ′

[3-71] Kb  = (K b)′ = [(Ik − )′K x
j+1 + Kbx

j+1]f x + [(Ik − )′Kj+1  + Kb
j+1 ]

− [(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]MN ′

[3-72] Kbb = (Ik − )′[Kj+1(Ik − ) + K b
j+1] + Kb

j+1(Ik − ) + Kbb
j+1

− [(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]M[(Ik − )′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]′

with Klm
T =O, for l = x, , b and m = , b, Kxx=KCE and Kxx

T = KCE
T =WT .

3.6 RICCATI EQUATIONS FOR THE P VECTOR OF THE AUGMENTED
SYSTEM

The recursions for the p vector of the augmented state vector at time j, for j= t+1,
..., T, are20
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[3-73] p = Hz
z − [Huz

z  + (fu
z)′Kj+1fz

z]′[Huu
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fu
z]-1Hu

z

where, again, the time subscript is j unless otherwise stated and all the derivatives
are evaluated along the nominal path. Substituting Eqts. [3-51] and [3-56]-[3-58]
into [3-73] yields

[3-74] px = W(xo − x~) + F(uo − u~) + A′pj+1
x

− [F + A′Kxx
j+1B]M[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1

x  ] = KCExo + pCE

[3-75] p  = (f x)′pj+1
x   + ′pj+1   − N′M[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1

x  ]

[3-76] pb = (Ik − )′pj+1   + pj+1
b

− [(Ik − )′Kj+1
x B + Kj+1

bx B]M[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1
x  ]

with  pT
l =0, for l = , b, and pT

x
 = WT(xoT −x~T)= KCE

T xoT+pCE
T  .

3.7 UPDATING AND PROJECTING THE COVARIANCES OF THE
AUGMENTED SYSTEM

The approach seen in Section 2.7 can be used also to update the covariances of the
augmented system [3-7]-[3-13] from period j|j−1 to j|j.21   Starting out with

[3-77] j|j = 







In − j|j-1

xx  H′S-1H

− j|j-1
x H′S-1H

 

− j|j-1
bx H′S-1H

     O

Ik

O

     O

O

Ik

 

j|j-1 ,

where S= H j|j-1
xx  H′+R, each element of the covariance matrix can be updated as fol-

lows for j= t+1, ..., T−1

[3-78] j|j
xl = j|j-1

xl  − j|j-1
xx  H′S-1H j|j-1

xl for l  = x, , b

[3-79] j|j
l = j|j-1

l  − j|j-1
x H′S-1H j|j-1

xl for l  = , b

[3-80] j|j
bb = j|j-1

bb  − j|j-1
bx H′S-1H j|j-1

xb .

Combining these equations with [3-35]-[3-40], where t is replaced by j, it is possi-
ble to update and project the covariances for the whole period.

3.8 THE APPROXIMATE COST-TO-GO

Again the approximate cost-to-go associated with ut
τ for the period t through T,
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Jd,T-t, is decomposed into deterministic, cautionary and probing component, i.e.22

[3-81] Jd,T-t = JD,T-t + JC,T-t + JP,T-t ,

where

[3-82] JD,T-t = (xt − xt
~ )′Ft(ut − ut

~ ) + (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t(ut − ut

~ )

+ (1/2)(xoT − x~T)′WT(xoT − x~T) + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 [(xoj − xj

~ )′Wj(xoj − xj
~ )

+ (uoj − uj
~ )′ j(uoj − uj

~ ) + 2(xoj − xj
~ )′Fj(uoj − uj

~ )]

[3-83] JC,T-t = (1/2)tr(Kt+1 t+1|t) + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr(Kj+1Qj

z)

[3-84] JP,T-t = (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr( j j|j),

ut=ut
τ and the xo’s and uo’s are the values of the states and controls, respectively,

along the nominal path. Substituting [3-33], [3-45] and the partitioned covariance
matrix  into the cautionary component [3-83] yields

[3-85] JC,T-t = (1/2)[tr(Kt+1
xx  t+1|t

xx   ) + tr(Kt+1 t+1|t  ) + tr(Kt+1
bb t+1|t

bb  )] + tr(Kt+1
x  t+1|t

x  )

 + tr(Kt+1
xb t+1|t

bx  ) + tr(Kt+1
b t+1|t

b   ) + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr(Kj+1

xx  Qj + Kj+1 j + Kj+1
bb Qj

b)

with Qj
b=O because the parameter b is assumed unknown but constant and j=  for

all the j’s. Inserting [3-61]-[3-66] into the probing component [3-84] gives

[3-86] JP,T-t = (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 {tr[(Fj + Aj′K

xx
j+1Bj)Mj(Fj + Aj′K

xx
j+1Bj)′ j|j

xx ] + tr[NjMjN′j j|j ]

+ tr[((Ik − )′K x
j+1Bj + Kbx

j+1Bj)Mj((Ik − )′K x
j+1Bj + Kbx

j+1Bj)′
j|j
bb]}

+  Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 {tr[(Fj + Aj′K

xx
j+1Bj)MjN′j j|j

x] + tr[(Fj + Aj′K
xx
j+1Bj)Mj((Ik − )′K x

j+1Bj

+ Kbx
j+1Bj)′

j|j
bx] + tr[NjMj((Ik − )′K x

j+1Bj + Kbx
j+1Bj)′

j|j
b ]}

with Mj and Nj defined as M and N in Section 3.5, respectively. Equations [3-85]-
[3-86] are likely to be larger than the corresponding equations in Kendrick (1981,
App. Q). Therefore, the choice of the optimal control is more affected by the
stochastic components of the approximate cost-to-go than in the previous chapter.

3.9 UPDATING THE STATE VECTOR OF THE AUGMENTED SYSTEM

As soon as the optimal control is selected and applied, the system moves one step
forward in time. To update the estimate of the augmented state vector any time a
new observation becomes available, the same procedure seen in Section 2.9 can be
used, namely
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[3-87] x̂t+1|t+1  = x̂t+1|t + t+1|t
xx   H′S-1(yt+1 − Hx̂t+1|t)

[3-88] ^
t+1|t+1  = ^t+1|t + t+1|t

x  H′S-1(yt+1 − Hx̂t+1|t)

[3-89] b̂t+1|t+1  = b̂t+1|t + t+1|t
bx  H′S-1(yt+1 − Hx̂t+1|t).

When there is no measurement error H=I, S= t+1|t
xx   and [3-87] becomes an identity.

Therefore even when the mean of the stochastic parameters b is treated as uncertain
it is possible to take advantage of the Kalman filter to update the estimates of the
states and parameters.

3.10 A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The classical MacRae (1972) problem with one state and one control variable has
been extensively used in the control literature (see, e.g., Amman and Kendrick,
1995; Bar-Shalom and Tse, 1976; Kendrick, 1981; Mizrach, 1991; and Tucci, 1997
and 1998) and it is simple enough for hand calculations. It is therefore ideal to
show the effect of the new assumptions about the parameters on the cost-to-go and,
consequently, on the selected control. In these pages the MacRae (1972) problem is
modified to include one time-varying parameter and the evaluation of the cost-to-go
closely follows Kendrick (1981, Ch. 11).

The problem is to find the controls u0 and u1 which minimize23

[3-90] J = E [(1/2)w2x2
2

 + (1/2) Σ
t=0

1
 (wtxt

2
 + λtut

2)]

subject to the system and parameter equation, respectively,

[3-91] xt+1 = αxt + βtut + γ  + ν t+1 for t = 0, 1,

[3-92] βt+1 = φβt + (1 − φ)b + ξt+1 

with xt and ut the state and control variables, respectively, α, βt and γ  the system
parameters and no measurement error. The ν’s and ξ’s are mutually independent,
serially uncorrelated and normally distributed with mean zero and variance q and
σξ

2, respectively. As in Kendrick (1981, p. 106), α and γ  are perfectly known and

[3-93a] α = .7, γ  = 3.5, q = .2, w0 = w1 = w2 = λ0 = λ1 =1, x0 = 0.

[3-93b] φ = .99, σξ
2 = .01, β̂0|0 = −.5, V(b0) = .2, b̂0|0 = −.5.

where all the assumptions of Section 3.2 continue to hold.24  In the notation of the
previous sections, the parameters for this problem are
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[3-94a] A = .7, Bt = βt, c = 3.5, x0 = 0, x~0 = x~1 = x~2 = u~0 = u~1 = 0, Q = .2

[3-94b] F0 = F1 = 0, ^0|0 = −.5, b̂0|0 = −.5,  = .99, = .01, 0|0
x = 0, 0|0

xx  = 0

[3-94c] W0 = W1 = W2 = 0 = 1 =1, 0|0
bb = .2, 0|0

b = .2, 0|0 = .7

where it is assumed that the variance of β0 is the same as the unconditional variance
of  βt, i.e. 0|0= V(b0)+(1−φ2)-1σξ

2.

i) Initialization

When the first ‘search’ control, at every time period t, is the solution of the certain-
ty equivalence (CE) problem for the unaugmented state vector, the initialization
consists of three steps :

1) determine the nominal path for βj and bj for j= t, ..., T;
 2) find Kj and pj for j= t+1, ..., T for the CE problem;

3) compute ut
CE to be used as the ‘search’ control at iteration 1.

In this example t=0 and the nominal path for b is bo0= bo1= −.5 whereas
that for β is βo0= −.5 and, using the expected value of [3-92] and [3-94],25

[3-95] βo1  = .99(−.5) + (1 − .99)(−.5) = −.5.

As in Section 2.4 of Chap. 2, the Riccati equations for K and p in step i-2) are

[3-96] K2
CE = W2 = 1 and p2

CE = −W2x~2  = − 1(0) = 0

[3-97] K1
CE =  A′K2

CEA − (F1′ + B1′K2
CEA)′M1(F1′ + B1′K2

CEA) + W1

= .7(1).7 − [(.7)1(−.5)][1 + (−.5)1(−.5)]-1[−.5(1).7] + 1 = 1.392

[3-98] p1
CE =  A′(K2

CEc + p2
CE) − (F1′ + B1′K2

CEA)′M1[B1′(K2
CEc + p2

CE) − F1′x~1

− 1u~1]  − W1x~1 − F1u~1

= .7(1)3.5 − [(.7)1(−.5)](1.25)-1[−.5(1)3.5] − 0 − 0 = 1.96,

with M1= ( 1 + B1′K2
CEB1)-1, and the optimal control is derived from

[3-99] u0
CE = G0x0 + g0

where G0 and g0 are defined, omitting the time subscript 0 to save on notation, as

[3-100a] G = − (  + B′K1
CEB)-1(F′ + B′K1

CEA)

[3-100b] g = − (  + B′K1
CEB)-1[B′(K1

CEc + p1
CE) − F′x~  − u~].

Substituting [3-94] and [3-97]-[3-98] into [3-100] yields26
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[3-101] u0
CE = .361(0) + 2.535 = 2.535

which completes the initialization procedure.

ii) Search for the Optimal Control

For each ‘search’ control at iteration τ, say uτ
t, the following steps are performed:

1) project the augmented state and covariance from period t to t+1;
2) get the nominal path for xoj and uoi for j= t+1, ..., T and i= t+1, ..., T−1

by solving the CE problem with x̂t+1|t as initial condition;
3) compute the Riccati matrices Kj

x , Kj
xb, Kj

b , Kj , Kj
bb for j= t+1, ..., T;

4) determine the approximate cost-to-go associated with uτ
t.

Substituting [3-94] and u0
CE into [3-24] yields

[3-102a] x̂1|0 = .7(0) + (−.5)2.535 + 3.5 + 0 = 2.233

[3-102b] β̂1|0 = .99(−.5) + (1 − .99)(−.5) = −.5

[3-102c] b̂1|0 = −.5

given that Ai =0 in this instance. The projected covariance is obtained from [3-35]-
[3-40] noticing that f ,1

x =u0
CE, i.e.

[3-103a] 1|0
xx  = [.7(0) + 2.535(0)].7 + [0 + 2.535(.7)]2.535 + .2 = 4.698

[3-103b] 1|0
x  = 2.535(.7).99 = 1.757

[3-103c] 1|0 = [.99(.7) + .01(.2)].99 + [.99(.2) + .01(.2)].01 + .01 = .7

[3-103d] 1|0
xb = 0, 1|0

bb = .2,  1|0
b = .99(.2) + .01(.2) = .2.

Comparing these results with those reported in Kendrick (1981, p. 107), that is

 x̂1|0 = 2.233, u0
CE = 2.534, β̂1|0 = −.5, 1|0

xx  = 3.410, 1|0
x  = 1.267, 1|0 = .5,

it is apparent that in this case the different assumption on the parameters has a sig-
nificant effect on the covariances.

The CE problem for period 1 through 2 is solved using x̂1|0=2.233 as ini-
tial condition in step ii-2). The nominal values for u1 and x2 are, respectively,27

[3-104a] uo1  = .28(2.233) + 1.4 = 2.025

[3-104b] xo2  = .7(2.233) + (−.5)2.205 + 3.5 = 4.051

as in Kendrick (1981, p. 109). From [3-67]-[3-72] follows that the Riccati matrices
in step ii-3) are
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[3-105] K2
xx  = K2

CE = 1, K2
x  = 0, K2

xb = 0, K2
b  = 0, K2  = 0, K2

bb = 0

[3-106] K1
x  =  0 + [.7(1)2.025] − {(.7)1(−.5)(1.25)-1[4.051(1) + (−.5)1(2.025) + 0]}

= 1.418 − {−.35(.8)3.039} = 2.269

[3-107] K1  = [2.025(1) + .99(0)]2.025 + 0 − [1(4.051) + (2.025)1(−.5) + 0] 

×.8[4.051 + (2.025)1(−.5) + 0] = 4.101 − 7.386 = −3.285

[3-108] K1
b  = 0, K1

xb = 0, K1
bb = 0 and K1

xx  = K1
CE = 1.392

where p2
x= K2

CExo2+p2
CE= 1(4.051)+0= 4.051 and K1

b , K1
xb and K1

bb are null be-
cause the time horizon is only two periods.

In step ii-4), first the deterministic component for periods 0 and 2, say JD1,
and the cautionary component for period 1, say JC1 , are evaluated using the first
three terms in [3-82] and the first six ones in [3-85], respectively, i.e.

[3-109a] JD1 = 0 + 2-1(2.535)1(2.535) + 2-1(4.051)1(4.051) = 11.418

[3-110a] JC1  = 2-1(1.392)4.698 + (2.269)1.757 + 0 + 2-1(−3.285).7 + 0 + 0 = 6.107.

Then the deterministic and cautionary component relative to future periods, say JD2
and JC2  respectively, are computed, that is

[3-109b] JD2 = 2-1[(2.233)1(2.233) + (2.025)1(2.025)]  = 4.544

[3-110b] JC2  = 2-1[1(.2)] + 0 + 0 = .1.

At this point the covariances are updated using [3-78]-[3-80], namely

[3-111a] 1|1 = .7 − 1.757(4.698) -11.757 = .043

[3-111b] 1|1
b = .2 − 1.757(4.698) -10 = .2

[3-111c] 1|1
xx  = 0, 1|1

x  = 0, 1|1
xb = 0, 1|1

bb = .2 − 0 = .2

where xx , xb and x  go back to 0 because there is no measurement error and 
reduces drastically, as already noticed in Kendrick (1981). Then Eqt. [3-86] gives
the probing component

[3-112] JP,2  = 0 + 0 + 0 + 2-1[4.051 + (−.5)2.025 + (.99)0(−.5)].8[4.051
+ (−.5)2.025 + (.99)0(−.5)].043 + 0 + 0 = .159.

Finally summing up all the components of the approximate cost-to-go yields

[3-113] Jd,2 = JD,2  + JC,2 + JP,2  = (11.418 + 4.544) + (6.107 + .10) + .159 = 22.328.
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When the mean of the parameter vector is assumed known with certainty
and φ=1 the approximate cost-to-go is (Kendrick, 1981, p. 113)

 Jd,2 = 15.955 + 4.526 + .110 = 20.591.

This means that the different assumptions about the parameters have a little impact
in this case on the total cost-to-go, less than 10%, but a meaningful effect on the
relative weight of the different components. Both the probing and cautionary
component increase by forty percent approximately.28  This supports the intuition
expressed in Section 3.8. Obviously the deterministic component does not change.

3.11 CONCLUSION

In these pages the results of Chapter 2 have been generalized to the case in which the
mean of the time-varying parameter vector is regarded as unknown but constant. It is
shown that the projected mean of the unaugmented state vector is not affected by the
new assumption but the projected covariance matrices are. Furthermore the Kalman
filter can be used, as in the previous chapter, to update the estimates of the aug-
mented state vector every time a new observation becomes available. The main con-
clusion is that in this case the cautionary and probing component of the approximate
cost-to-go are likely to be larger than those found in Chapter 2. This means that,
under the assumptions of this chapter, they will play a more important role than in
Kendrick’s (1981) case.

NOTES

1 The expressions ‘uncertain  parameters’ and ‘unknown parameters’ are used as  syn-
onymous throughout Part 1.
2 See Section 2.2 for details.
3 The results of this chapter continue to hold when H is treated as time-varying but does
not depend upon t.
4 As in the previous chapter 0 stands for a null vector and O for a null matrix unless oth-
erwise noted.
5 Writing the time-varying parameters as t= b+ t with t= t-1+ t it can be shown that
the unconditional mean of t is b both when b0 or the true hyperstructural parameter is
used. The unconditional variance is V(b0)+V( t) in the former case and V( t) in the latter.
Then the covariance between b0 and  0 is simply the variance of  b0.
6 The  fact  that  the  vectors  t  and  b  have  dimension  k  does  not  imply  that  all  the
stochastic parameters are time-varying. To model an unknown but constant intercept it
suffices to set the first row of  equal to (1 0 ... 0) and the first element of t equal to 0.
7 The zero subvector in t indicates that the elements of b are unknown but constant.
8 See Section 2.3 for details on the procedure used in these pages.
9 As in Chapter 2,  the vector ei has the effect of ‘placing’ the scalar quantity tr[.] in the i-
th row of the vector on the left-hand side of the equality sign.
10  As in Chapter 2, a =f(at+1) should be read ‘at is a function of at+1’.
11  The subscript ‘o’ indicates the value of a certain variable on the nominal path.
12  In [3-25] the element ei(el )′ indicates a matrix with its il -th element equal to one and
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zeros everywhere else.
13  This is to remind the reader that the time subscript is t unless otherwise specified.
14   To save on notation, the arrays Ai , B i , c i , A, B and ci are written without the nominal
path subscript ‘o’ throughout the chapter. Again the  dimension of fl

m  is nm×nl where nm
is the  dimension of the vector f 

m, 1 if a scalar, and nl  is the dimension of the column
vector l .
15  As in Chapter 2, the variance of the system noise and of the stochastic parameters
noise are assumed constant over time.
16  This is a simple generalization of the results presented in Chapter 2 in equations [2-
30]-[2-33].
17  See Section 2.4 for details.
18  As noticed in Chapter 2, the nominal path for the parameters is generated during the
first step, i.e. initialization, of the search procedure performed at time period t because it
is needed to evaluate the one-period ahead projected mean and covariance of the
augmented state vector.
19  See Section 2.5 for details on the procedure used in the following pages.
20  See Section 2.6 for details.
21  See Section 2.7 for details.
22  See Section 2.8 for details on the procedure used to derive Eqts. [3-82]-[3-84].
23  This section draws from Tucci (1989, Ch. 5).
24  The set of values in [3-93] is chosen to be as close as possible to the example carried
out in Kendrick (1981, p. 106). This is done to make sure that the possible difference
between the results reported there and here is due exclusively to the different
assumption on β.
25  As in the previous sections, a lower case ‘o’ denotes a value on the nominal path and
‘0’ stands for period 0.
26  The minor differences in the value of u0

CE,  xo2  and the deterministic component of the
cost-to-go with respect to Kendrick (1981, pp. 107-113) are solely due to a different
rounding off procedure.
27  The quantities G1 and g1 are computed as above with the indices increased by 1, i.e.
G1= (−.8)[−.5(1).7]= .28, g1= (−.8)[−.5(3.5)]= 1.4.
28  These conclusions are appropriate for the case in which the mean of the time-varying
parameter is highly uncertain. Indeed V(b0)=.2 implies a t-ratio for the estimate of b
around 1. When there is less uncertainty about the unknown mean of the stochastic
parameter, say V(b0)=.04 with a t-ratio around 2.5, the approximate cost-to-go associated
with  u0

CE=2.535 is Jd,2= 15.962+4.8423+.146= 20.95. In this case the total cost-to-go
increases only by 2.5% but the probing component still jumps by 30%.



4 THE COMPLETE UNCERTAINTY
CASE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter all the hyperstructural parameters of the ‘Return to Normality’ model
generating the stochastic coefficients of the system equations, namely the mean vec-
tor b, the transition matrix  and the covariance of the disturbance term ,  are
considered known with uncertainty. The discussion is organized as in Chapter 2 and
3. Section 4.2 contains the statement of the problem and its ‘re-statement’ in terms
of an augmented system. The one-period ahead projected mean and covariance of the
augmented state vector is derived in Section 4.3. Then the nominal path is obtained
(Section 4.4). The Riccati equations for the augmented system are computed in
Section 4.5 and 4.6 and the covariances are updated and projected in Section 4.7. At
this point the approximate cost-to-go is calculated (Section 4.8). Once the chosen
control is applied to the system a new measurement of the state becomes available
and the estimate of the ‘current’ state is updated (Section 4.9). The major results are
summarized in Section 4.10.

4.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Again the problem is to find a set of controls ut for t= 0, 1, ..., T−1 which mini-
mizes

[4-1] J = E{ }LT(xT) +  Σ
t=0

T-1
 Lt(xt, ut) ,

where E denotes expectation, subject to a discrete-time linear system

[4-2] xt+1 = f( t, xt, ut) + t+1 = A( t)xt + B( t)ut + c( t) + t+1 for t = 0, ..., T−1

with measurement equations1

[4-3] yt = Hxt + t   for t = 1, ..., T,

where t~ N (0, Q), t~ N (0, R) and x0~ N (x̂0|0, 0|0
xx

 ).2 The parameter equations are

[4-4] t+1 = t + (Ik − )b + t+1     for t = 0, ..., T−1,
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with b the k-dimensional mean vector of ,  the ‘stable’ transition matrix, Ik the
identity matrix of order k, t~ N (0, ) and 0~ N (^0|0, 0|0). As in the previous
chapters, it is assumed that the vectors , , x0, 0 and  are mutually independent
with known mean and variance and that the stochastic parameters enter linearly into
A, B and c. Finally, the terms in [4-1] are3

[4-5] L T(x T) = (1/2)(xT − x~T)′WT (xT − x~T)

and

[4-6] Lt(xt, ut) = (1/2)(xt − xt
~ )′Wt(xt − xt

~ ) + (xt − xt
~ )′Ft(ut − ut

~ )

+ (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t(ut − ut

~ )

with all the variables in [4-1]-[4-6] defined as in the previous chapters unless stated
otherwise.

In the following pages it is assumed that the vector b and some of, or all,
the elements of  and  are uncertain. Therefore the initial conditions b0, 0 and

0 are assumed distributed with known mean and variance and independent of the
stochastic processes generating the random vectors , , x0 and . The covariances
between b0, 0, 0 and 0 are also known.4 As usual by now, the new random
variables are treated as additional state variables and an augmented state vector zt is
created. The dimension of this vector is n+s with s= 2k+n +n  where n  and n
stand for the number of distinct unknown elements of  and , respectively.5

The control problem described in [4-1]-[4-6] is then restated in terms of the
augmented state vector as: find the set of controls minimizing

[4-7] J = E{ }LT(zT) + Σ
t=0

T-1
 Lt(zt, ut)

subject to a discrete-time system

[4-8] zt+1 = f(zt, ut) + t+1  for t = 0, ..., T−1

with measurement equations

[4-9] yt = Hzzt + vt   for t = 1, ..., T,

where6
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[4-10] zt = 











    x

b

vec( )

vech( )  t

, f(zt, ut) = ft
z = 











f x

f 

f b

f 

f  t

= 











A( t)xt + B( t)ut + c( t) 

t t + (Ik − t)bt

bt

vec( t)

vech( t)

          

 ,

[4-11] Hz = [H  O], t = [ t′  t′  0′]′, vt = [ t′  0′]′

with zt, f(zt, ut) and t having dimension n+s, vt an (r+s)-dimensional vector and O
an r×s null matrix. The L’s in Eqt. [4-7] look like

[4-12] LT(zT) = (1/2)(zT − z~T)′W*
T(zT − z~T)

and

[4-13] Lt(zt, ut) = (1/2)(zt − z~t)′Wt
*(zt − z~t) + (zt − z~t)′Ft

*(ut − ut
~ )

+ (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t

*(ut − ut
~ ),

with W*
T having WT on the top left corner and zeros elsewhere, Wt

*, Ft
* and t

*

similarly constructed.

4.3 ONE-PERIOD AHEAD PROJECTION OF THE MEAN AND
VARIANCE OF THE AUGMENTED STATE VECTOR Z

To project the mean of the augmented state vector a second-order Taylor expansion
of [4-8] around the current estimate of the augmented state zt|t

^  and the current search
value of ut, namely ut

τ, is performed.7 Then setting ut=ut
τ and taking the expected

value yields

[4-14] zt+1|t
^     ≈ f(zt|t

^  , ut
τ) + (1/2) Σ

i=1

n+s
eitr[fzz,t

i  t|t]

with ei the column vector of appropriate dimension, in this case n+s, with 1 in its i-
th position and 0 elsewhere,8 fzz,t

i   the (n+s)×(n+s) Hessian of the i-th element of the
vector f(zt, ut) with respect to the augmented state vector z and the subscript t+1|t
indicating that the estimate for period t+1 is based on all the information available
up to time period t. In the remaining of this section the time subscript is t, omitted
for simplicity sake, unless otherwise specified.9

Equation [4-10] implies

[4-15] f i = Ai( )x + Bi( )u + c i( ) for i = 1, ..., n
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[4-16] f i = i + (Ik − )ib for i = n+1, ..., n+k

[4-17] f i = bi   for i = n+k+1, ..., n+2k

[4-18] f i = φ i for i = n+2k+1, ..., n+2k+n

[4-19] f i = ξi for i = n+2k+n +1, ..., n+s

with  Ai, Bi, i and (Ik− )i the i-th row of the corresponding matrix and f i, ci, bi,
φ i and ξi the i-th element of f(z, u), c, b, vec( ) and vech( ), respectively. Then the
matrix fzz

i  takes the form10

[4-20] fzz
i  = 











fxx
i

f x
i

fbx
i

f x
i

f x
i

    fx
i

f i

fb
i

f i

f i

     fxb
i

f b
i

fbb
i

f b
i

f b
i

    fx
i

f i

fb
i

f i

f i

     fx
i

f i

fb
i

f i

f i

  

 = 











 O

(Ai )′

O

O

O

    Ai

O

O

O

O

   O

O

O

O

O

   O

O

O

O

O

   O

O

O

O

O

 ,  

for i= 1, ..., n, where Ai  is the n×k matrix of the derivatives of the i-th row of A,
transposed,  with respect to the row vector ′ evaluated along the nominal path  for
the parameters. When i= n+1, ..., n+k and k = i−n, the Hessian of f  i looks like

[4-21] fzz
i  =

 











 O

O

O

O

O

       O

O

O

(Ik )′

O

       O

O

O

−(Ik )′

O

       O

Ik 

−Ik 

O

O

      O

O

O

O

O

 .

The array Ik, with k ranging from 1 to k, is of dimension k×n  and in general can be
partitioned as

[4-22] Ik  = [O    Ink     O]

where the O’s are null matrices of appropriate dimension and Ink  is a matrix of di-
mension k×nk  where each column has 1 in the position corresponding to the param-
eter associated with the unknown element of the k-th row of  under consideration
and zero elsewhere.11  The subscript nk  denotes the number of unknown elements of

 in the equation of the k-th parameter and is such that n = Σk=1
k  n k  .12  Finally,  the

matrix fzz
i  is simply
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[4-23] fzz
i  = O

 for i= n+k+1, ..., n+s. Then multiplying the Hessian of f i by t|t gives

[4-24] fzz
i t|t =  











 Ai x

(Ai )′ xx

O

O

O

       Ai 

(Ai )′ x

O

O

O

       Ai b

(Ai )′ xb

O

O

O

       Ai 

(Ai )′ x

O

O

O

       Ai 

(Ai )′ x

O

O

O 

  

 t|t

 for i = 1, ..., n,

[4-25] fzz
i t|t =  











  O

Ik
 

x

−Ik
 

x

(Ik)′ *x

O

           O

Ik
 

−Ik
 

(Ik)′ *

O

            O

Ik
 

b

−Ik
 

b

(Ik)′ *b

O

           O

Ik
 

−Ik
 

(Ik )′ *

O

            O

Ik
 

−Ik
 

(Ik )′ *

O

     

 t|t

 

for i= n+1, ..., n+k, with *l = l − bl  for l = x, , b, ,  and

[4-26] fzz
i t|t =  O for i = n+k+1, ..., n+s.

Using Eqts. [4-24]-[4-26] the last term on the right-hand side of [4-14] can be writ-
ten as

[4-27] (1/2)  Σ
i=1

n+s
eitr[fzz

i t|t] = 











  Σ
i=1

n
 eitr(Ai x)

Σ
k=1

k
 ek tr[(Ik )′ * ]

0k

0k

0k

         

 t|t

 

with the vectors ei and ek on the right-hand side of the equality of dimension n and
k, respectively, and 0k a null vector of dimension k. By substituting [4-10] and [4-
27] into [4-14] yields the projected state vector13
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[4-28]











   x̂

^

b̂

vec( ^
 )

vech(^
 )  t+1| t

 = 











A( o)x + B( o)uτ + c( o) 

o o + (Ik − o)bo

bo

vec( o)

vech( o)

        

 t|t

 + 











  Σ
i=1

n
 eitr(Ai x)

Σ
k=1

k
 ek tr[(Ik )′ * ]

0k

0k

0k

         

 t|t

 .

As in Chapter 2 and 3 the projected covariance matrix is obtained from14

[4-29] t+1|t =  + Qz + (1/2)  Σ
i=1

n+s
  Σ

l=1

n+s
ei(el )′tr[fzz

i t|t fzz
l t|t]

where =  fz
z 

t|t(fz
z)′ and fz

z is the (n+s)×(n+s) Jacobian of the vector f(z, u) with
respect to the augmented state vector z.15  When the arrays are properly partitioned
and definition [4-10] or [4-15]-[4-17] is applied

[4-30] fz
z = 











fx
x

fx

fx
b

fx

fx

   f x

f

f b

f

f

   fb
x

fb

fb
b

fb

fb

   f x

f

f b

f

f

   f x

f

f b

f

f

 = 











A

O

O

O

O

    f x

o

O

O

O

        O

(Ik − o)

Ik

O

O

        O

Bo

O

In  

O

     O

O

O

O

In

 

with fl
m  the matrix of derivatives of the column vector f m with respect to the row

vector l  ′, the O’s null arrays of appropriate dimension and the I’s identity matrices
of the specified order. As in the previous chapters, the matrix f x is defined as f x=
Σi=1

n  eixt|t
^ ′A i +Σi=1

n  ei(ut
τ)′B i+Σi=1

n  ei(ci )′ where Bi  is the m×k matrix of the derivatives
of the i-th row of B, transposed, with respect to  ′ and ci is the k×1 vector  of
derivatives of the element ci with respect to .16  Finally Bo is of dimension k×n
and looks like

[4-31] Bo = 







B1′

0′
...

0′

   0′

B2′
...

0′

   .

.

...

.

 .

.

...

.

 .

.

...

.

   0′

0′
...

Bk′

with the nk -dimensional column vectors Bk obtained multiplying the vector of
‘nominal’ discrepancies between the time-varying parameter values and their mean
vector by the matrix Ink  defined above, i.e. Bk= (Ink )′( o−bo).17  Consequently the
first term on the right-hand side of [4-29] looks like
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[4-32]  = 











xx

x

bx

x

x

   x

b

   xb

b

t|t
bb
t|t

b
t|t

b
t|t

    x

b
t|t

t|t

t|t

    x

b
t|t

t|t

t|t

 

where

[4-33] xx  = (A t|t
xx  + f x

t|t
x)A′ + (A t|t

x  + f x
t|t )(f x)′

[4-34] x = ( x )′ = [ o t|t
x + (Ik − o) t|t

bx + Bo t|t
x]A′ + [ o t|t

 + (Ik − o) t|t
b  + Bo t|t ](f x)′

[4-35] bx = ( xb)′ = t|t
bxA′ + t|t

b (f x)′

[4-36] x = ( x )′ = t|t
xA′ + t|t (f x)′

[4-37] x = ( x )′ = t|t
xA′ + t|t (f x)′

[4-38]  = [ o t|t  + (Ik − o) t|t
b  + Bo t|t ] o′ + [ o t|t

b + (Ik − o) t|t
bb

+ Bo t|t
b](Ik − o)′ + [ o t|t  + (Ik − o) t|t

b  + Bo t|t ]Bo′

[4-39] b  = ( b)′ = t|t
b

o′ + t|t
bb(Ik − o)′ + t|t

b Bo′

[4-40]  = ( )′ = t|t o′ + t|t
b(Ik − o)′ + t|t Bo′

[4-41]  = ( )′ = t|t o′ + t|t
b(Ik − o)′ + t|t Bo′  .

The second term in [4-29] is the covariance matrix of the error term vector

t defined in [4-10], i.e.

[4-42] Q z = 











Q

O

O

O

O

   O

O

O

O

   O

O

O

O

O

   O

O

O

O

O

   O

O

O

O

O

 

where Q is the n×n covariance associated with the non−augmented state vector due
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to the system noise,  is the k×k covariance of the error term vector appearing in
the time-varying parameter equations and the null diagonal elements indicate that
the hyperstructural parameters of the ‘Return to Normality’ model are unknown but
constant.18  Finally, the last term in [4-29] is19

[4-43] (1/2)  Σ
i=1

n+s
 Σ
l=1

n+s
ei(el )′tr[fzz

i t|t fzz
l t|t] =

=  Σ
i=1

n
  Σ

l=1

n
 ei(el )′tr[Ai t|t

xAl t|t
x + Ai t|t (Al )′ t|t

xx ] for  i, l = 1, ..., n

= Σ
i=1

k
  Σ

k=1

k
 ei(ek )′tr[Ii 

t|t Ik 
t|t  − Ii 

t|t
bIk 

t|t  − Ii 
t|t Ik 

t|t
b + Ii 

t|t
bIk 

t|t
b

+ Ii 
t|t (Ik )′( t|t  − t|t

b   − t|t
b + t|t

bb)] for i, l = n+1,  ..., n+k, k = l−n

= O otherwise.

Now substituting Equations [4-32]-[4-43] into [4-29] yields

[4-44] t+1|t
xx    = (A t|t

xx  + f x
t|t

x)A′ + (A t|t
x  + f x

t|t )(f x)′ + Q

 +  Σ
i=1

n
  Σ

l=1

n
 ei(el )′tr[Ai t|t

xAl t|t
x + Ai t|t (Al )′ t|t

xx ]

[4-45] t+1|t
x   = ( t+1|t

x   )′ = [ o t|t
x + (Ik − o) t|t

bx + Bo t|t
x]A′ + [ o t|t

+ (Ik − o) t|t
b  + Bo t|t ](f x)′

[4-46] t+1|t
bx   = ( t+1|t

xb  )′ = t|t
bxA′ + t|t

b (f x)′

[4-47] t+1|t
x  = ( t+1|t

x   )′ = t|t
xA′ + t|t (f

x
)′

[4-48] t+1|t
x  = ( t+1|t

x   )′ = t|t
xA′ + t|t (fx)′

[4-49] t+1|t   = [ o t|t  + (Ik − o) t|t
b  + Bo t|t ] o′ + [ o t|t

b + (Ik − o) t|t
bb 

+ Bo t|t
b](Ik − o)′ + [ o t|t + (Ik− o) t|t

b  + Bo t|t ]Bo′ + 

+  Σ
i=1

k
  Σ

k=1

k
 ei(ek )′tr[Ii 

t|t Ik 
t|t  − Ii 

t|t
bIk 

t|t  − Ii 
t|t Ik 

t|t
b + Ii 

t|t
bIk 

t|t
b

+ Ii 
t|t (Ik )′( t|t  − t|t

b   − t|t
b + t|t

bb)]

[4-50] t+1|t
b    = ( t+1|t

b  )′ = t|t
b

o′ + t|t
bb(Ik − o)′ + t|t

b Bo′

[4-51] t+1|t  = ( t+1|t  )′ = t|t o′ + t|t
b(Ik − o)′ + t|t Bo′

[4-52] t+1|t  = ( t+1|t  )′ = t|t o′ + t|t
b(Ik − o)′ + t|t Bo′

and

[4-53a] t+1|t
bb   = t|t

bb, t+1|t
b  = t|t

b, t+1|t
b  = t|t

b
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[4-53b] t+1|t  = t|t , t+1|t  = t|t , t+1|t  = t|t .

4.4 THE NOMINAL PATH FOR THE STATES AND CONTROLS

As in the previous chapters, the nominal path for the states and controls is obtained
by choosing the control sequence uoj, for j= t+1, ..., T−1, which minimizes

[4-1a] Jo = E{ }LT(xoT) +  Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 Lj(xoj, uoj)

subject to20

[4-2a] xo, j+1 = f( oj, xoj, uoj) = A( oj)xoj  + B( oj)uoj  + c( oj)  for j = t+1, ..., T−1

where the parameters are generated by21

[4-4a] o, j+1 = oj oj + (Ik − oj)boj for j = t+1, ..., T−1

[4-4b] bo, j+1 = boj for j = t+1, ..., T−1

[4-4c] vec( o, j+1) = vec( oj) for j = t+1, ..., T−1

[4-4d] vech( o, j+1) = vech( oj) for j = t+1, ..., T−1,

with xo,t+1=x̂t+1|t, o,t+1=^
t+1|t, bo,t+1=b̂t+1|t, o,t+1= ^

 t+1|t and o,t+1= ^
 t+1|t the initial

conditions given by [4-28]. Equations [4-4b]-[4-4d] give the nominal path for the
mean, transition and covariance matrix needed for the stochastic parameters. Given
that they are assumed unknown but constant, their future values are set equal to their
latest estimates. Again, the terms in the penalty functional are defined as

[4-5a] LT(xoT) = (1/2)(xoT − x~T)′WT (xoT − x~T)

and

[4-6a] Lj(xoj, uoj) = (1/2)(xoj − xj
~ )′Wj(xoj − xj

~ ) + (xoj − xj
~ )′Fj(uoj − uj

~ )

+ (1/2)(uoj − uj
~ )′ j(uoj − uj

~ ) ,

where the W’s, F’s and ’s are the matrices met in Section 4.2 and the feedback
rule for the optimal control is as in Section 2.4.

4.5 RICCATI EQUATIONS FOR THE K MATRIX OF THE AUGMENTED
SYSTEM

As in the previous chapters, the Riccati recursions for the K matrix at time j, for j=
t+1, ..., T−1, can be written as22

[4-54] K =  + Hzz
z  − 
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with

[4-55] = (fz
z)′Kj+1fz

z

[4-56] H z = Lz + p′j+1f z

[4-57]  = [Huz
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fz
z]′[Huu

z  + (fu
z)′Kj+1fu

z]-1[Huz
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fz
z]

where the time subscript is j, omitted for simplicity sake, unless otherwise noted,
Hlm

z  is the matrix of second derivatives of H z with respect to vectors l , m = z, u and
all the derivatives are evaluated along the nominal path for the states, controls and
parameters. Partitioning Kj+1 as

[4-58] Kj+1 = 











Kxx

K x

Kbx

K x

K x

  Kx

K

Kb

K

K

  Kxb

K b

Kbb

K b

K b

  Kx

K

Kb

K

K

  Kx

K

Kb

K

K  j+1

and performing the multiplication in [4-55], with fz
z defined as in [4-30], yields

[4-59]  = 











         A′Kj+1
xx  A

[(f x)′Kj+1
xx  + o′Kj+1

x ]A

[(Ik − o)′Kj+1
x + Kj+1

bx ]A

[Bo′Kj+1
x + Kj+1

x ]A

Kj+1
x A

                  •

b

       •

•
bb

b

b

       •

•

•

       •

•

•

•

where, as usual by now, only the lower portion is reported because the matrix is
symmetric, with

[4-60]  = [(f x)′Kj+1
xx  + o′Kj+1

x ]f x + [(f x)′Kj+1
x   + o′Kj+1 ] o

[4-61] b  = [(Ik − o)′Kj+1
x  + Kj+1

bx ]f x + [(Ik − o)′Kj+1  + Kj+1
b  ] o

[4-62]  = [Bo′Kj+1
x  + Kj+1

x ]f x + [Bo′Kj+1  + Kj+1] o

[4-63]  = Kj+1
xf x + Kj+1 o

[4-64] bb = [(Ik − o)′Kj+1  + Kj+1
b

 ](Ik − o) + (Ik − o)′Kj+1
b  + Kj+1

bb
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[4-65] b = [Bo′Kj+1  + Kj+1]f
x + Bo′Kj+1

b  + Kj+1
b

[4-66] b = Kj+1(Ik − o) + Kj+1
b

[4-67]  = [Bo′Kj+1  + Kj+1]Bo + Bo′Kj+1  + Kj+1

[4-68]  = Kj+1Bo + Kj+1

[4-69]  = Kj+1 .

Equation [4-56] is the Hamiltonian, a scalar, of the augmented system [4-
7]-[4-13] with Lz the cost functional for the augmented system given by [4-11]-[4-
12], f z the system equations which represent a constraint to the minimization prob-
lem defined in [4-10] and pj+1 the vector of costate variables. In this case Lz is spec-
ified as in [4-1], then Lx is described by [4-5]-[4-6] and Lm=0 for m = , b, , .23

Under these assumptions, Equation [4-56] reduces to

[4-70] H z = Lx + pj+1′  f z

with p= [px′  p  ′  pb ′  p  ′  p ′]′, f z= [f x′  f  ′  f b ′  f  ′  f ′]′ and f x, f , f b, f  and
f  as in [4-10]. The gradient of H z with respect to z looks like

[4-71] Hz
z
 =











   Lx
x + (fx

x)′pj+1
x

(f x)′pj+1
x   + (f )′pj+1

(fb )′pj+1   + (fb
b)′pj+1

b

(f )′pj+1   + (f )′pj+1

(f )′pj+1

         

 = 











W(xo − x~) + F(uo − u~) + A′pj+1
x

(f x)′pj+1
x   + o′pj+1

(Ik − o)′pj+1   + pj+1
b

Bo′pj+1   + pj+1

pj+1

                   

where the first equality follows from [5-56] or [4-70], recalling that Lz= Lz
b= Lz =

Lz =0 because of the definition of Lz, and the second one is obtained from [4-10]
and [4-12]-[4-13]. Then, the Hessian of H z with respect to z can be written as

[4-72] Hzz
z  = 











 Hxx
z

H x
z

Hbx
z

H x
z

H x
z

    Hx
z

H z

Hb
z

H z

H z

    Hxb
z

H b
z

Hbb
z

H b
z

H b
z

    Hx
z

H z

Hb
z

H z

H z

    Hx
z

H z

Hb
z

H z

H z
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with each block defined as

[4-73]  Hlm
z  = Llm

x
   + Σ

i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  flm
i  + Σ

k=1

k
 (ek )′pj+1  flm

n+k  + Σ
i=1

k
 (ei)′pj+1

b  flm
n1+i

+ Σ
i=1

n

 (ei)′pj+1  flm
n2+i + Σ

i=1

n

 (ei)′pj+1  flm
n3+i

where l , m = x, , b, , , n1= n+k, n2= n+2k, n3= n+2k+n  ,  (ei)′pj+1
l   is the i-th

costate variable in the vector pj+1
l   and the flm’s indicate the derivative of the specified

equation in the augmented state vector with respect to vectors l  and m. In the pre-
sent case Equation [4-73] gives

[4-74a] Hxx
z  = Lx

xx , Hx
z  = Σ

i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  fx
i  ,

[4-74b] H z  = Σ
i=1

k
 (ei)′pj+1  f

n+i, Hb
z  = Σ

i=1

k
 (ei)′pj+1  fb

n+i

and zero for all the other blocks.

Substituting [4-74] into [4-72] and recalling that Lx
xx=W from [4-5]-[4-6],

fx
i  =A i  from [4-15], f n+k

 =Ik and fb
n+k

 = −Ik  for k = 1, ..., k from [4-21] yields

[4-75] Hzz
z  = 











      W

Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (A i )′

O

O

O

        Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  A i

O

O

Σ
k=1

k
 (ek )′pj+1  (Ik )′

O

                    O

O

O

Σ
k=1

k
 (ek )′pj+1  (−Ik )′

O

                 O

Σ
k=1

k
 (ek )′pj+1  I

k 

Σ
k=1

k
 (ek )′pj+1  (−Ik )

O

O

            O

O

O

O

O

 .

To compute the last term in [4-54], as defined in [4-57], a few preliminary
steps are needed. The gradient of H z with respect to u is obtained using [4-5], [4-6],
[4-10] and [4-70], i.e.

[4-76] Hu
z = Lu

x + (fu
x)′pj+1

x   = F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1
x   .

Furthermore it can be shown that

[4-77] Huu
z  = , Hzu

z  = 











Hxu
z

H u
z

Hbu
z

H u
z

H u
z

 

 

 = 











       F

 Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (B i)′

O

O

O
 

        

 and fu
z = 











fu
x

fu

fu
b

fu

fu  

 = 











B

O

O

O

O
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with B i  the m×k matrix of derivatives of f i with respect to u and  defined in [4-
15]. Applying [4-58] and [4-77] the following result is derived

[4-78] Huu
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fu
z =   + B′Kxx

j+1B.

Finally a tedious but straightforward multiplication gives

[4-79] (fz
z)′Kj+1fu

z =

 











           A′Kxx
j+1B

(f x)′Kxx
j+1B + o′K

x
j+1B

(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B

Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
t+1B

K x
j+1B

            

with the five blocks of dimension n×m, k×m, k×m, n ×m and n ×m, respectively.
Combining [4-77] and [4-79] yields

[4-80] Hzu
z  + (fz

z)′Kj+1fu
z = 











                   F + A′Kxx
j+1B

Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (B i)′ + (f x)′Kxx
j+1B + o′K

x
j+1B

(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B

Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B

K x
j+1B

                      

 .

Then using Eqts. [4-57] and [4-77]-[4-80], the blocks of , partitioned similarly to
Kj+1, can be rewritten as

[4-81] xx  = [F + A′Kxx
j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx

j+1B]′

[4-82] x = ( x )′ = NM[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[4-83] bx = ( xb)′ = [(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[4-84] x = ( x )′ = [Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx

j+1B]′

[4-85] x = ( x )′ = K x
j+1BM[F + A′Kxx

j+1B]′

[4-86]  = NMN ′

[4-87] b  = ( b)′ = [(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]MN ′
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[4-88]  = ( )′ = [Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B]MN ′

[4-89]  = ( )′ = K x
j+1BMN ′

[4-90] bb = [(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]M[(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]′

[4-91] b = ( b )′ = [Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B]M[(Ik − o)′K x

j+1B + Kbx
j+1B]′

[4-92] b = ( b )′ = K x
j+1BM[(Ik − o)′K x

j+1B + Kbx
j+1B]′

[4-93]  = [Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B]M[Bo′K

x
j+1B + K x

j+1B]′

[4-94]  = ( )′ = K x
j+1BM[Bo′K

x
j+1B + K x

j+1B]′

[4-95]  = K x
j+1BM[K x

j+1B]′

with M and N matrices of dimension m×m and k×m, respectively, defined as M=
( +B′Kxx

j+1B)-1 and N= Σi=1
n  (ei)′pj+1

x  (B i )′+(f x)′Kxx
j+1B+ o′K

x
j+1B.

Equations [4-54], [4-59]-[4-64], [4-75] and [4-81]-[4-95] give the matrix K
at time j in terms of the arrays in [4-1]-[4-6] and Kj+1, i.e.

[4-96] Kxx  = W + A′Kxx
j+1A − [F + A′Kxx

j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[4-97] K x
 = (Kx )′  = Σ

i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (A i )′  + (f x)′Kxx
j+1A + o′K

x
j+1A − NM[F + A′Kxx

j+1B]′

[4-98] Kbx = (Kxb)′ = [(Ik − o)′K x
j+1A + Kbx

j+1A] − [(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]

×M[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[4-99] K x = (Kx )′ = [Bo′K
x

j+1 + K x
j+1]A − [Bo′K

x
j+1B + K x

j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[4-100] K x = (Kx )′ = K x
j+1A − K x

j+1BM[F + A′Kxx
j+1B]′

[4-101] K  = [(f x)′Kxx
j+1 + o′K

x
j+1]f x + [(f x)′Kx

j+1 + o′Kj+1] o − NMN ′

[4-102] Kb  = (K b)′ = [(Ik − o)′K x
j+1 + Kbx

j+1]f x + [(Ik − o)′Kj+1 + Kb
j+1] o

− [(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]MN ′

[4-103] K   = (K )′ = Σ
k=1

k
 (ek )′pj+1  (Ik )′ + [Bo′K

x
j+1 + K x

j+1]f x +  [Bo′Kj+1 + Kj+1] o

− [Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B]MN ′

[4-104] K   = (K )′ = K x
j+1f x + Kj+1 o − K x

j+1BMN ′

[4-105] Kbb  = [(Ik − o)′Kj+1 +Kb
j+1](Ik − o) + (Ik − o)′K b

j+1 + Kbb
j+1

− [(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]M[(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]′
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[4-106] K b = (Kb )′ =  Σ
k=1

k
 (ek )′pj+1  (−Ik )′ + [Bo′Kj+1 + Kj+1]f x + Bo′K

b
j+1 + K b

j+1

− [Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B]M[(Ik − o)′K x

j+1B + Kbx
j+1B]′

[4-107] K b = (Kb )′ = Kj+1(Ik − o) + K b
j+1 − K x

j+1BM[(Ik − o)′K x
j+1B + Kbx

j+1B]′

[4-108] K  = [Bo′Kj+1 + Kj+1]Bo + Bo′Kj+1  + Kj+1  − [Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B]

×M[Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B]′

[4-109] K  = (K )′ = Kj+1Bo + Kj+1  − K x
j+1BM[Bo′K

x
j+1B + K x

j+1B]′

[4-110] K  = Kj+1  K x
j+1BM[K x

j+1B]′

with Klm
T =O for l = x, , b, , , m = , b, , , and Kxx=KCE, Kxx

T = KCE
T =WT .

4.6 RICCATI EQUATIONS FOR THE P VECTOR OF THE AUGMENTED
SYSTEM

The recursions for the p vector of the augmented state vector at time j, for j= t+1,
..., T, take the form

[4-111] p = Hz
z − [Huz

z  + (fu
z)′Kj+1fz

z]′[Huu
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fu
z]-1Hu

z

where, again, the time subscript is j unless otherwise stated and all the derivatives
are evaluated along the nominal path. Substituting the previous results, [4-71] and
[4-76]-[4-78], into [4-111] yields

[4-112] px = W(xo − x~) + F(uo − u~) + A′pj+1
x

− [F + A′Kxx
j+1B]M[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1

x  ] = KCExo + pCE

[4-113] p   = (f x)′pj+1
x   + o′pj+1   − NM[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1

x  ]

[4-114] pb = (Ik − o)′pj+1   + pj+1
b

− [(Ik − o)′Kj+1
x B + Kj+1

bx B]M[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1
x  ]

[4-115] p  = Bo′pj+1   + pj+1   − [Bo′K
x

j+1B + K x
j+1B]M[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1

x  ]

[4-116] p  = pj+1   − K x
j+1BM[F′(xo − x~) + (uo − u~) + B′pj+1

x  ]

with pT
l =0, for l = , b, ,  and pT

x
 = WT(xoT −x~T)= KCE

T xoT+pCE
T  .
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4.7 UPDATING AND PROJECTING THE COVARIANCES OF THE
AUGMENTED SYSTEM

As in the previous chapters, the covariances of the augmented system [4-7]-[4-13]
are updated from period j|j−1 to j|j, for j= t+1, ..., T−1, using the Kalman filter.24

Starting out with

[4-117] j|j = 











In − j|j-1
xx  H′S-1H

− j|j-1
x H′S-1H

− j|j-1
bx H′S-1H

− j|j-1
x H′S-1H

− j|j-1
x H′S-1H

       O

Ik

O

O

O

    O

O

Ik

O

O

    O

O

O

In

O

    O

O

O

O

In

 

j|j-1

where S= H j|j-1
xx  H′+R, each element of the covariance matrix can be updated as fol-

lows

[4-118] j|j
xl  = j|j-1

xl  − j|j-1
xx  H′S-1H j|j-1

xl for l  = x, , b, , 

[4-119] j|j
l  = j|j-1

l  − j|j-1
x H′S-1H j|j-1

xl for l  = , b, , 

[4-120] j|j
bl  = j|j-1

bl  − j|j-1
bx H′S-1H j|j-1

xl for l  = b, , 

[4-121] j|j
l  = j|j-1

l  − j|j-1
x H′S-1H j|j-1

xl for l  = , 

[4-122] j|j  = j|j-1  − j|j-1
x H′S-1H j|j-1

x  .

Combining these results with Eqts. [4-44]-[4-53], where t is replaced by j, it is pos-
sible to update and project the covariances for the whole period.

4.8 THE APPROXIMATE COST-TO-GO

Again the approximate cost-to-go associated with ut
τ for the period t through T,

Jd,T-t, is written as25

[4-123] Jd,T-t = JD,T-t + JC,T-t + JP,T-t

with the deterministic, cautionary and probing component defined as, respectively,

[4-124] JD,T-t = (xt − xt
~ )′Ft(ut − ut

~ ) + (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t(ut − ut

~ )

+ (1/2)(xoT − x~T)′WT(xoT − x~T) + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 [(xoj − xj

~ )′Wj(xoj − xj
~ )
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+ (uoj − uj
~ )′ j(uoj − uj

~ ) + 2(xoj − xj
~ )′Fj(uoj − uj

~ )]

[4-125] JC,T-t = (1/2)tr(Kt+1 t+1|t) + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr(Kj+1Qj

z)

[4-126] JP,T-t = (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr( j j|j)

where ut=ut
τ and the xo’s and uo’s are the values of the states and controls, respec-

tively, along the nominal path. Substituting [4-42], [4-58] and  into [4-125] yields

[4-127] JC T-t = (1/2)tr( )      Σ
l=x,  , b, , 

 
 
 Kt+1

ll  t+1|t
ll

    + tr( )     Σ
l= , b, , 

 
 Kt+1

xl t+1|t
lx

  

+ tr( )   Σ
l=b, , 

 
 Kt+1

l t+1|t
l

   + tr( )  Σ
l= , 

 
 Kt+1

bl t+1|t
lb

   + tr(Kt+1 t+1|t )

+  (1/2)  Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr(Kj+1

xx  Qj + Kj+1 j + Kj+1
bb Qj

b + Kj+1 Q j  + Kj+1 Q j ) ,

with Qj
b=Qj =Qj =O because the hyperstructural parameters b, and  are as-

sumed unknown but constant and j=  for all j’s. Using the results of this chapter
the probing component looks like26

[4-128] JP T-t = (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
  




tr( )      Σ

l=x,  , b, , 
 

 
 j

ll j|j
ll  +  Σ

j=t+1

T-1
  




tr( )    Σ

l= , b, , 

 
 j

xl
 j|j

lx

+  Σ
j=t+1

T-1
  




tr( )   Σ

l=b, , 

 
 j

l
 j|j

l  + tr( )  Σ
l= , 

 
 j

bl
 j|j

lb  + tr( j  j|j )  .

Equations [4-127] and [4-128] are likely to be larger than the corresponding results
in Chapter 3. This means that the choice of the optimal control is affected more and
more by the stochastic components of the approximate cost-to-go as the degree of
uncertainty about the hyperstructural parameters increases.

4.9 UPDATING THE STATE VECTOR OF THE AUGMENTED SYSTEM

In this case the use of the standard Kalman filter recursions for updating the esti-
mates of the states, time-varying parameters and hyperstructural parameters may not
be appropriate. These recursions may not ensure that the restrictions needed to guar-
antee the non-explosiveness of , in the ‘Return to Normality’ model, and the posi-
tive semi-definiteness of  are satisfied by the updated estimates. The most intu-
itive way to get around this problem is to ‘completely reestimate’ the whole model
every time a new observation becomes available. In other words, using all the in-
formation up to time t+1 all the parameters of the system, included the hyperstruc-
tural parameters, are reestimated and  and  are appropriately constrained. These
new estimates are then used to find the optimal control for next period.
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4.10 CONCLUSION

This chapter contains the derivations of the approximate cost-to-go for the case in
which the stochastic parameters follow a ‘Return to Normality’ model with all the
hyperstructural parameters assumed known with uncertainty, i.e. estimated.  When
the mean vector of the parameters, and the corresponding block in the covariance
matrix, is set equal to zero and the transition matrix is unconstrained they apply
also to situations where some of, or all, the system parameters follow a nonstation-
ary process with unknown, i.e. estimated, hyperstructural parameters. In this ‘non-
stationary’ case however, the identification and estimation problem have to be care-
fully studied. The main difference with the results reported in Chapter 2 and 3 is
that in the present case the stochastic components of the approximate cost-to-go are
likely to be larger than before. Therefore they may be much more relevant in the
choice of the optimal control. Moreover the standard Kalman filter recursions for
updating the estimates of the states, time-varying parameters and hyperstructural pa-
rameters may not be appropriate. So, it may be necessary to ‘completely reestimate’
the whole model every time a new observation becomes available. It is one of the
tasks left for future research to assess the relevance of the stochastic components in
the choice of the control in the complete uncertainty case and to see if the gain in
precision associated with the use of the results of this chapter, with respect to the
simpler case discussed in Chapter 3, justifies the ‘extra (computational) effort’
needed.

NOTES

1 As in the previous chapters, when H is treated as time varying but does not depend
upon t the results of these pages continue to hold.
2 Again 0 is used to indicate a null vector and O a null matrix unless otherwise noted.
3 See Section 2.2 for details.
4 The initial conditions b0 and 0 can be assumed normally distributed, i.e. b0~ N (b,

0|0
bb) and vec( 0)~ N (vec( ), 0|0 ), but the elements in 0 are at most functions of the

squares of normally distributed random variables. In this case 0 has a Wishart distribu-
tion with parameters , the true covariance, and n, the number of observations used to de-
termine the initial condition (see, e.g., Mardia et al., 1979, pp. 66-70). As well known this
distribution reduces to the familiar chi-square distribution in the univariate case, i.e.
when there is only one unknown variance. Then the Kalman filter estimator of the state
vector is no longer the minimum mean square estimator as is the case when all the initial
conditions and random vectors are normally distributed, but “the minimum mean square
linear estimator ... based on observations up to and including time t. This estimator is
unconditionally unbiased and the unconditional covariance matrix of the estimation er-
ror is ... (that) given by the Kalman filter” (Harvey, 1989, p. 111). However when n is large
the central limit theorem can be applied and the asymptotic approximation, with the
elements of vech( 0) normally distributed as in Hamilton (1994, Ch. 11), used. If the
stochastic parameters enter only B and c the covariances between b0, 0 and 0 are null
(see, e.g., Johnston, 1984, pp. 327-329). Then, writing the time-varying parameters as t=
b+ t with t= t-1+ t, it can be shown that the covariance between b0 and 0 is V(b0) as
in the previous chapter and those between 0 and 0 and 0 are null. When the initial
conditions for the hyperstructural parameters are used, the unconditional variance of 0
is V(b0)+V(̂  t) with the variance of ^

 t depending upon V( 0
^

 t-1). Again if the initial
conditions are obtained from a large number of observations and assuming that ^

 t con-
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verges in probability to t which is independent of 0 the asymptotic approximation can
be used (see, e.g., Amemiya, 1985,  pp. 186-189). The variance of ^ t, say t, simplifies
then to vec( t)= [E( 0)⊗E( 0)+ 0|0 ]vec( t-1)+vec( ) (see Mood et al., 1974, p. 180).
Given that the unconditional variance of ^

 t is the same as that of ^
 t-1 it yields vec( )=

(I− ⊗ − 0)-1vec( ) where 0 has the covariance between the ik-th and lh -th elements of

0 in the [(i−1)k+ l, (k−1)k+h]-th position for i, k, h, l = 1, ..., k.
5 At most the dimension of the ‘additional’ state vector is s= 2k+k2+k(k+1)/2 where k is
the number of elements in t and b, k2 are the elements of  and the last term indicates
the number of distinct elements in . The notation in the text takes into account the fact
that some of these elements may be known a priori. For instance if the  matrix is diago-
nal the number of unknowns reduces from k2 to k. Then to derive the unconditional vari-
ance of t the matrix 0 seen in the previous footnote should include an appropriate
number of zeros, associated with the known elements of , to be conformable with the
other arrays. Furthermore some of the parameters may be unknown but fixed, in which
case the corresponding elements of  are zero.
6 The operator vec(.) rearranges a matrix in a column vector with the elements of column
1 first, the elements of column 2 second and so on. Whereas vech(.) is the operator trans-
forming a k-dimensional symmetric matrix into a k(k+1)/2×1 array containing the ele-
ments on and below the main diagonal. In this case however vec( t) and vech( t) contain
only the unknown elements of t and t, respectively. The three zero subvectors in t in-
dicate that the elements of b,  and  are unknown but constant.
7 See Section 2.3 for details on the procedure used in these pages.
8 As in the previous chapters,  the vector ei has the effect of ‘placing’ the scalar quantity
tr[.] in the i-th row of the vector on the left-hand side of the equality sign.
9 Again, the expression a =f(at+1) should be read ‘at is a function of at+1’.
10  To be consistent with the notation adopted in [4-10] the matrices  and  appearing
as subscripts in the last two rows and columns of [4-20], and in general in the rest of this
chapter, should be substituted by vec( ) and vech( ), respectively. However this would
make the notation extremely awkward and hard to read. For this reason the present, sim-
pler, format is preferred.
11  For instance if there are 3 parameters in the augmented state vector and only the first
and last one are associated with unknown elements of  in the k-th equation, for k= i−n
and i= n+1, ..., n+k, the matrix In

k  will look like

I2 = 






1

0
0

   0
0
1

 .

12  When all the elements of  are estimated, the various Ik have dimension k×k2 and
look like I1= [Ik  O  ...  O], I2= [O  Ik  ...  O], ..., Ik= [O  O  ...  Ik] with the null matrices of
dimension k×k. Another relevant special case is when only the diagonal elements the
transition matrix are estimated. Then Ik is of dimension k×k with 1 in its kk-th position,
for k= 1, ..., k, and zero elsewhere. This is the case considered in Tucci (1989, App. C).
13  The subscript ‘o’ indicates the value of a certain variable on the nominal path.
14  As in the previous chapters, ei(el )′ indicates a matrix with its il -th element equal to
one and zeros elsewhere.
15  This is to remind the reader that the time subscript is t unless otherwise specified.
16   To save on notation, the arrays Ai , B i ,  c i , A, B and ci are written without the  nominal
path subscript ‘o’ throughout the chapter. Again the dimension of fl

m is n m×nl where nm is
the dimension of the vector f 

m  and n l  is the dimension of the column vector l.
17  It follows immediately that when all the elements of  are unknown Bo= Ik⊗( o−bo)′
and has dimension k×k2. On the other hand if  is diagonal, Bo will be k×k with the
‘nominal’ discrepancy relative to the k-th parameter in its k-th diagonal position, for k=
1, ..., k, and zero elsewhere. This is the case considered in Tucci (1989, App. C).
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18  As in the previous chapters, the variance of the system noise and of the stochastic pa-
rameters noise are assumed constant over time.
19  This is a generalization of the results reported in Eqts. [2-30]-[2-33].
20  See Section 2.4 and 3.4 for details.
21  As stressed in the previous chapters, the nominal path for the parameters is generated
during the first step, i.e. initialization, of the search procedure performed at each time
period t because it is needed, in Section 4.3, to evaluate the one-period ahead projected
mean and covariance of the augmented state vector.
22  See Section 2.5 for details on the procedure used in the following pages.
23  This is to remind the reader that the superscripts and subscripts  and stand for
vec( ) and vech( ), respectively.
24  See Section 2.7 for details.
25  As in the previous chapters, the subscript ‘d’ is used to indicate the portion of the  ap-
proximate cost-to-go which depends on the control applied at time t.
26  The elements of  are defined in Eqts. [4-81]-[4-95].



5 ADAPTIVE CONTROL IN THE
PRESENCE OF TIME-VARYING

PARAMETERS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapters two strands of literature have been brought together. The
first strand is the research on time-varying parameters following a ‘Return to
Normality’ model, viz. Harvey and Phillips (1982) and Swamy and Tinsley
(1980).1 The second strand is the work on adaptive control in the tradition of Tse
and Bar-Shalom (1973) and Kendrick (1981). As indicated in Chapter 2, given a
time horizon of T periods, the goal was to find the values of control variables for
period 0, period 1 and so on until period T−1 which minimized the objective func-
tional, or cost-to-go, in an adaptive control framework. For each period in the time
horizon, say period t, several trial, or search, values of the controls were tried.2 The
optimal cost-to-go associated with each ‘search’ control was then calculated.
Following Kendrick (1981, Ch. 10) the computations performed at time t were or-
ganized in three steps. First the nominal value for the parameters for period t
through T was computed using their estimates for time t−1 and their ‘expected’ law
of motion. The first ‘search’ control was also selected. Then the search for the opti-
mal control was carried out. This step included: a) use the ‘search’ control and the
nominal value for the parameters to get the projected states and covariances in period
t+1; b) get the nominal path for the states and controls for the period t+1 through T
by solving the certainty equivalence (CE) problem with the projected states as the
initial condition; c) compute the Riccati matrices for periods t+1, ..., T; d) update
and project the covariances from period t+1 given t, i.e. the covariance seen at point
a) above, to T−1; e) calculate the approximate cost-to-go for the period t through T;
f) choose a new ‘search’ control and repeat a)-f) until all ‘search’ points are evalu-
ated; g) select the control which yields the minimum cost. After the selected control
was applied to the system and the process moved one step forward in time, the es-
timates of the states and parameters were updated.

These pages summarize and compare the results derived so far. The time-
varying parameters following a ‘Return to Normality’ model with mean b, transi-
tion matrix  and covariance of the error term  are briefly described in Section
5.2. Then they are introduced in an adaptive control framework and the three cases
seen in detail in the previous chapters are presented side by side (Section 5.3). In the
first case, derived in Chapter 2, all the hyperstructural parameters of the model, i.e.
b,  and , are known. This situation corresponds to the model discussed in
Kendrick (1981, Ch. 10). In the second case the mean is assumed unknown (Chapter
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3) and in the last one all the hyperstructural parameters are treated as unknown
(Chapter 4). The formulae associated with the computations performed at time t to
find the optimal control in the three cases are compared in Section 5.4. Section 5.5
describes the ‘comparative’ effect of the various assumptions about the hyperstruc-
tural parameters on the approximate cost-to-go. Finally a Monte Carlo experiment
using the classical MacRae (1972) problem with one state, one control variable and
one stochastic parameter following a ‘Return to Normality’ model with unknown
mean, i.e. the case studied in Chapter 3, is carried out. The plan of the Monte Carlo
experiment is outlined in Section 5.6 and the numerical results are reported in
Section 5.7. Some of these results are discussed also in Tucci (1997).3 The major
conclusions are summarized in the ending section.

5.2 PARAMETERS GENERATED BY A STATIONARY STOCHASTIC
PROCESS

As pointed out in Chapter 1, the most common way of modeling time-varying pa-
rameters in econometrics is the ‘Return to Normality’ model (Harvey and Phillips,
1982; Swamy and Tinsley, 1980). Namely, it is assumed that the parameters are re-
alizations of a stationary stochastic process with mean b and a certain variance, i.e.

[5-1] t = b + t

[5-2] t = t + t

where t, b, and t are k-components vectors,  is a k×k matrix and t is a nor-
mally distributed error term with mean 0 and variance . Furthermore  is assumed
to have all eigenvalues less than 1 in absolute value, for stationarity reasons.4 It is
interesting to note that even if the mean of the process is constant the conditional
mean of each realization, given all the information up to that moment, is not
(Priestley, 1982; Box and Jenkins, 1976). So if at time t1 the value of the stochastic
parameter is β̂1, the conditional mean of the parameter realization at time t1+1 is its
mean b plus a fraction of the error term at time t1 as can be seen combining [5-1]-[5-
2]. The dynamic behavior of this parameter is best described by Fig. 5.1.

The major reason for assuming that the parameters are generated by a sta-
tionary process is that the statistical properties of these processes are well known
(see, e.g., Priestley, 1982, Ch. 1).  However this does not imply that the true hyper-
structural parameters remain constant for ever. Indeed it may well be that the realiza-
tions of a certain stochastic parameter are generated by a certain  process  with  mean
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Figure 5.1. Dynamic behavior of a time-varying parameter modeled as in [5-1]-[5-2].

b1 and given variance up to time ts and by another process  with  the  same  variance
but with mean b2 afterwards. This unanticipated ‘switch’ in the regime (see, e.g.,
Goldfeld and Quandt, 1973) will affect all the estimates of b obtained using data
relative to time period ts and on. Therefore whenever a recursive technique, i.e.
Kalman filter or Flexible Least Squares, is used an unanticipated shift in the true
mean of a certain parameter, at a certain point in time, ts, from b1 to b2 will cause
the estimates of the parameter to show the behavior depicted in Fig. 5.2 (Kalaba and
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Figure 5.2. Recursive estimates of b when there is a shift in the regime from b1 to b2.

Tesfatsion, 1988). This is a  clear indication of a change in the parameter generating
process. Similarly a change in the variance and/or the transition matrix can be de-
tected by estimating all the hyperstructural parameters every time a new observation
becomes available. In this case however the use of recursive techniques may not en-
sure that the restrictions, stationarity and positive semi-definiteness, on the transi-
tion and covariance matrix are satisfied by the updated estimates. Therefore it may
be necessary to ‘completely reestimate’ the whole model every time a new observa-
tion becomes available.
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5.3 TIME-VARYING PARAMETERS IN A CONTROL THEORY
FRAMEWORK

The problem is to find a set of controls ut for t= 0, 1, ..., T−1, where t=0 denotes
the first period the control is applied and T is the end of the time horizon, which
minimizes the objective functional

[5-3] J =  E{ }LT(xT) +  Σ
t=0

T-1
 Lt(xt, ut) ,

where E is the expectations operator, subject to a discrete-time linear system

[5-4] xt+1 = f( t, xt, ut) + t+1 = Atxt + Btut + ct + t+1  for t = 0, ..., T−1

where xt is the n-components vector of state variables at time t, ut the m×1 vector of
controls, the initial state x0~ N (x̂0|0, 0|0

xx
 ), the system noise t~ N (0, Q), and the

arrays At, Bt, ct are of appropriate dimension with At=A( t), Bt=B( t) and ct=c( t).
5

The measurement equations are of the form6

[5-5] yt = Hxt + t   for t = 1, ..., T,

where t~ N  (0, R) and the parameters follow a ‘Return to Normality’ model, i.e.

[5-6] t+1 = t + (Ik − )b + t+1     for t = 0, ..., T−1,

with b the k-dimensional  mean vector of t,  the transition matrix with eigenval-
ues less than one for stationarity reasons, t~ N (0, ) and 0~ N (^0|0, 0|0). As in
the previous chapters, it is assumed that the vectors , , x0, 0 and  are mutually
independent with known mean and variance and that the stochastic parameters enter
linearly into A, B and c. Finally, the terms in [5-3] look like

[5-7] L T(x T) = (1/2)(xT − x~T)′WT (xT − x~T)

[5-8] Lt(xt, ut) = (1/2)(xt − xt
~ )′Wt(xt − xt

~ ) + (xt − xt
~ )′Ft(ut − ut

~ )

+ (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t(ut − ut

~ )

where Wt, Ft and t are the penalty matrices of appropriate dimension and the tilde
denotes the desired path of the corresponding variable as in the previous chapters.

When the parameters are specified as in [5-6] three possible set of assump-
tions seem meaningful: i) b,  and  are known (Ch. 2);7 ii) b is unknown and the
initial condition b0 is assumed normally distributed with known mean and variance
and independent of the random vectors , , x0 and  (Ch. 3);8 iii) b,  and  are
unknown and the initial conditions b0, 0 and 0 are assumed distributed with
known mean and variance and independent of the random vectors , , x0 and 
(Ch. 4).9 In all these cases the problem is solved treating the time-varying parame-
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ters and the unknown hyperstructural parameters as additional state variables.
Therefore an augmented state vector zt with dimension n+s, where s is the number
of additional state variables, is created and the original control problem [5-3]-[5-8] is
restated in terms of zt, i.e. find the set of controls minimizing

[5-9] J = E{ }LT(zT) + Σ
t=0

T-1
 Lt(zt, ut)    

subject to a discrete-time system

[5-10] zt+1 = f(zt, ut) + t+1  for t = 0, ..., T−1

with measurement equations10

[5-11] yt = Hzzt + vt   for t = 1, ..., T

where t~ N (0, Qz), vt~ N (0, Rz). Then the L’s in [5-9] take the form

[5-12] LT(zT) = (1/2)(zT − z~T)′W*
T(zT − z~T)

and

[5-13] Lt(zt, ut) = (1/2)(zt − z~t)′Wt
*(zt − z~t) + (zt − z~t)′Ft

*(ut − ut
~ )

+ (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t

*(ut − ut
~ ),

with W*
T having WT on the top left corner and zeros elsewhere, Wt

*, Ft
* and t

* sim-
ilarly defined.

If b,  and  are known, as in case i), zt and f(zt, ut) look like

 
[5-14] zt = 







x

t

, f(zt, ut) = ft
z = 







f x

f 
t

= 






A( t)xt + B( t)ut + c( t) 

t + (Ik − )b

   

and t=[ t′  t′]′. In case ii), with  and  known and b unknown, the augmented
system is

[5-15] zt = 









x

b t

, f(zt, ut) = ft
z = 









f x

f 

f b
t

= 









A( t)xt + B( t)ut + c( t) 

t + (Ik − )bt

bt

              

with t=[ t′  t′  0′]′. Finally when all the hyperstructural parameters are unknown,
the following definitions hold
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[5-16] zt = 











    x

b

vec( )

vech( )  t

, f(zt, ut) = ft
z = 











f x

f 

f b

f 

f 
 t

= 











A( t)xt + B( t)ut + c( t) 

t t + (Ik − t)bt

bt

vec( t)

vech( t)

         

and t=[ t′  t′  0′  0′  0′]′.

5.4 THE COMPARISON OF RESULTS

In this section the major differences characterizing case i), ii) and iii) are presented.
The discussion focuses on step two of the procedure repeated at each time period t,
i.e. the step in which the search for the optimal control is carried out, and is orga-
nized in subsections which run parallel to the presentation followed in the previous
chapters.

a) One-Period Ahead Projection of the Mean and Covariance of the
Augmented State Vector

To project the mean of the augmented state vector a second-order Taylor expansion
of [5-10] around zt|t

^  and the current search value of ut, namely ut
τ, is performed.  Then

setting ut=ut
τ and taking the expectation yields

[5-17] zt+1|t
^     ≈ f(zt|t

^  , ut
τ) + (1/2) Σ

i=1

n+s
eitr[fzz,t

i  t|t]

with ei the column vector of appropriate dimension, in this case n+s, with 1 in its i-
th position and 0 elsewhere,11  fzz,t

i   the (n+s)×(n+s) Hessian of the i-th element of the
vector f(zt, ut) with respect to zt and the subscript t+1|t indicating that the estimate
for period t+1 is based on all the information available up to time period t.12

Therefore the one-period ahead projected mean of x and  are, respectively,13

[5-18] x̂t+1|t = A( ot)xt|t + B( ot)ut
τ + c( ot) + Σ

i=1

n
 eitr(A ,t

i  t|t
x),

with the subscript ‘o’ denoting the value assumed by a variable along the nominal
path used for the Taylor expansion, in all three cases and14

[5-19] ^
t+1|t = ot ot + (I k − ot)bot+ Σ

k=1

k
 ek tr[(Ik )′( t|t  − t|t

b  )]
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where Ik is a matrix of zeros and ones designed to isolate the elements of t|t  and

t|t
b   relative to the k-th parameter, in case iii).15  Equation [5-19] reduces to the first

two terms in case i) and ii). For the remaining components b,  and  the pro-
jected mean is simply the present mean, as can be shown starting from [5-16].

The different assumptions about the hyperstructural parameters have a pro-
found impact on the projected covariances. For example, in case iii) the projected
variance of  is16

[5-20] t+1|t   = [ ot t|t  + (Ik − ot) t|t
b  + Bot t|t ] ot′  + [ ot t|t

b + (Ik − ot) t|t
bb 

+ Bot t|t
b](Ik − ot)′ + [ ot t|t + (Ik− ot) t|t

b  + Bot t|t ]Bot′ + ot

+  Σ
i=1

k
  Σ

k=1

k
 ei(ek )′tr[Ii 

t|t Ik 
t|t  − Ii 

t|t
bIk 

t|t  − Ii 
t|t Ik 

t|t
b + Ii 

t|t
bIk 

t|t
b

+ Ii 
t|t (Ik )′( t|t  − t|t

b   − t|t
b + t|t

bb)] .

Even though apparently complicated, this result is intuitively obvious. It states that
when b and  are unknown the uncertainty associated with their current estimates
enters the projected variance of  together with the variance of the latter and the error
term. In case ii), Eqt. [5-20] contains only the variance of , b, their covariance and

. Only the first and the last of these terms appear in case i). Similarly the other
projected covariances between  and x, b, ,  are likely to be higher in case iii)
than in the other two cases. For instance, that between  and x takes the form

[5-21] t+1|t
x   = ( t+1|t

x   )′ = [ ot t|t
x + (Ik − ot) t|t

bx + Bot t|t
x]Aot′  + [ ot t|t

+ (Ik − ot) t|t
b  + Bot t|t ](f ,t

x )′

which collapses to the terms with ot in case i) and with ot and (Ik− ot) in case
ii). All the other covariances of  look like

[5-22] t+1|t
l   = f ,t t|t

l + fb,t t|t
bl +  f ,t  t|t

l

for l = b, ,  with the matrices of derivatives, in this case the f ’s, evaluated along
the nominal path for the parameters.

These considerations about the covariances of  suggest that t+1|t
xx  , in all

cases

[5-23] t+1|t
xx    = (Aot t|t

xx  + f ,t
x t|t

x)Aot′  + (Aot t|t
x  + f ,t

x t|t )(f ,t
x )′ + Q

 +  Σ
i=1

n
  Σ

l=1

n
 ei(el )′tr[A ,t

i  t|t
xA ,t

l  t|t
x + A ,t

i  t|t (A ,t
l  )′ t|t

xx ] ,

is likely to be larger in case iii) than in the two simpler cases. As before this is due
to the fact that in the former case the variances on the right-hand side of [5-23] will
generally be larger. The remaining covariances in case iii) can be written as

[5-24] t+1|t
xl   = fx,t

x t|t
xl + f ,t

x t|t
xl        for l  = b, , 
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[5-25] t+1|t
ml   = t|t

ml                       for l  and m  = b, , 

and they have the same specification as in case i) and ii) when the latter exist.

b) The Nominal Path for the States and Controls for j= t+1, ..., T

In all cases the nominal path for the states and controls is obtained by choosing the
nominal control sequence uoj, for j= t+1, ..., T−1, which minimizes

[5-3a] Jo = E{ }LT(xoT) +  Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 Lj(xoj, uoj)

subject to

[5-4a] xo, j+1 = f( oj, xoj, uoj) = A( oj)xoj  + B( oj)uoj  + c( oj)  for j = t+1, ..., T−1

where the parameters are generated by17

[5-6a] o, j+1 = oj oj + (Ik − oj)boj for j = t+1, ..., T−1

[5-6b] bo, j+1 = boj for j = t+1, ..., T−1

[5-6c] vec( o, j+1) = vec( oj) for j = t+1, ..., T−1

[5-6d] vech( o, j+1) = vech( oj) for j = t+1, ..., T−1,

with the one-period ahead projected mean derived in the previous section as initial
condition, i.e. xo,t+1=x̂t+1|t, o,t+1=^

t+1|t, bo,t+1=b̂t+1|t, o,t+1= ^
 t+1|t and o,t+1= ^

 t+1|t.
Equations [5-6b]-[5-6d] provide the nominal path for the so-called hyperstructural
parameters. Given that they are assumed unknown but constant, their future values
are set equal to their latest estimates in case iii). In the other two situations the
nominal values for the known hyperparameters are simply the ‘known values’.
Again, the terms in [5-3a] are

[5-7a] LT(xoT) = (1/2)(xoT − x~T)′WT (xoT − x~T)

and

[5-8a] Lj(xoj, uoj) = (1/2)(xoj − xj
~ )′Wj(xoj − xj

~ ) + (xoj − xj
~ )′Fj(uoj − uj

~ )

+ (1/2)(uoj − uj
~ )′ j(uoj − uj

~ ) ,

where the W’s, F’s and ’s are the matrices seen in Sect. 5.3. The feedback rule for
the optimal control is obtained by solving the deterministic quadratic linear problem
[5-3a]-[5-8a], which corresponds to the original problem [5-3]-[5-8] with all the ran-
dom variables set at their mean values, as in Section 2.4.
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c) The Riccati Equations for j= t+1, ..., T

The different assumptions about the hyperstructural parameters slightly affect the
Riccati equations.18  Partitioning K appropriately, the Riccati equations for x,  and
their cross effect are always

[5-26] Kj
xx  = Wj + Aoj′ K

xx
j+1Aoj − [Fj + Aoj′ K

xx
j+1Boj]Mj[Fj + Aoj′ K

xx
j+1Boj]′

[5-27] Kj
x = (Kj

x )′ =  Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (A , j
i   )′ + (f , j

x  )′Kxx
j+1Aoj + oj′ K

x
j+1Aoj

− NjMj[Fj + Aoj′ K
xx
j+1Boj]′

[5-28] Kj  = [(f , j
x  )′Kxx

j+1 + oj′ K
x

j+1]f , j
x  + [(f , j

x  )′Kx
j+1 + oj′ Kj+1 ] oj − NjMjNj′

with Mj and Nj matrices of dimension m×m and k×m, respectively, defined as

Mj = ( j + Boj′ K
xx
j+1Boj)

-1

Nj =  Σ
i=1

n
 (ei)′pj+1

x  (B , j
i   )′ + (f , j

x  )′Kxx
j+1Boj + oj′K

x
j+1Boj ,

Kxx=KCE and terminal conditions Kxx
T = KCE

T =WT, KT
x = KT =O.19  This ‘insensi-

tivity result’ is a consequence of the specification of the cost-to-go, i.e. [5-12]-[5-
13]. In all the three cases, only discrepancies between actual, or nominal, path and
the desired path for the non augmented state vector and for the control vector are pe-
nalized. However alternative specifications with penalties attached to b,  and/or 
may be desirable and would produce different Riccati equations.20

The same considerations apply to the p vector. The recursions are

[5-29] pj = Hz, j
z  − [Huz, j

z   + (fu, j
z  )′Kj+1fz, j

z  ]′[Huu, j
z   + (fu, j

z  )′Kj+1fu, j
z  ]-1Hu, j

z

and the subvectors px and p  look like

[5-30] pj
x = Wj(xoj − x~j) + Fj(uoj − u~j) + Aoj′ pj+1

x   − [Fj + Aoj′ K
xx
j+1Boj]

×Mj[Fj′(xoj − x~j) + j(uoj − u~j) + Boj′ pj+1
x  ] = Kj

CExoj + pj
CE

[5-31] pj   = (f , j
x  )′pj+1

x   + oj′pj+1   − NjMj[Fj′(xoj − x~j) + j(uoj − u~j) + Boj′ pj+1
x  ]

in all cases. The new elements characterizing case ii) and iii) take the form

[5-32] pj
l = (fl, j )′pj+1   + pj+1

l   − [(fl, j )′Kj+1
x Boj + Kj+1

lx Boj]Mj[Fj′(xoj − x~j)

+ j(uoj − u~j) + Boj′ pj+1
x  ] for l  = b, , 

with pT
m =0, for m = , b, , , and pT

x
 = WT(xoT −x~T)= KCE

T xoT+pCE
T  .
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d) Updating and Projecting the Covariances for j= t+1, ..., T 1

The variance of the augmented system defined in [5-10] is updated, without any
need for new measurements of the states, using the Kalman filter.21  Defining Sj=
H j|j-1

xx
 H′+R, in case iii) each sub-matrix of j|j is derived from

[5-33] j|j
ml  = j|j-1

ml   − j|j-1
mx H′Sj

-1H j|j-1
xl for m, l  = x, , b, , .

Combining these equations with [5-20]-[5-25], where t is replaced by j, the covari-
ances are updated and projected for the whole period.

5.5 THE EFFECT OF TIME-VARYING PARAMETERS ON THE
APPROXIMATE COST-TO-GO

The consequences of the various assumptions about the hyperstructural parameters
on the cost-to-go are now summarized. In all cases the approximate cost from period
t to T, say Jd,T-t, associated with the ‘search’ control ut

τ looks like22

[5-34] Jd,T-t = JD,T-t + JC,T-t + JP,T-t

where the deterministic component is defined as

[5-35] JD,T-t = (xt − xt
~ )′Ft(ut − ut

~ ) + (1/2)(ut − ut
~ )′ t(ut − ut

~ )

+ (1/2)(xoT − x~T)′WT(xoT − x~T) + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 [(xoj − xj

~ )′Wj(xoj − xj
~ )

+ (uoj − uj
~ )′ j(uoj − uj

~ ) + 2(xoj − xj
~ )′Fj(uoj − uj

~ )]

with ut=ut
τ and the xo’s and uo’s the values of the states and controls, respectively,

along the nominal path, and the cautionary and probing terms are, respectively,23

[5-36] JC,T-t = (1/2)tr(Kt+1 t+1|t) + (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr(Kj+1Qj

z)

[5-37] JP,T-t = (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr( j j|j).

As apparent from Eqt. [5-35] the deterministic component does not depend
upon the assumptions about the hyperstructural parameters. It remains unchanged in
all the three cases. This is not true for the other terms. In case iii) the cautionary one
can be written as24

[5-38] JC,T-t= (1/2)tr[       Σ
m=x,  , b, , 

        Σ
l=x,  , b, , 

 
 
 Kt+1

ml  t+1|t
ml   ] + (1/2) Σ

j=t+1

T-1
 tr(Kj+1Qj

z)

which is likely to be larger than in case ii) because the first term on the right-hand
side of [5-38] contains the K and  submatrices relative to  and  and the covari-
ances common to case ii) and iii) are probably larger in the latter case because of the
increased uncertainty.25  Moreover the K submatrices appearing in the first term are
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identical in both cases. However the undetermined sign and entity of the product be-
tween K and  prevents from drawing a general and unambiguous conclusion.

These considerations apply also to the probing component which in case
iii) looks like

[5-39] JP,T-t= (1/2) Σ
j=t+1

T-1
 tr[       Σ

m=x,  , b, , 
        Σ

l=x,  , b, , 
 

 
 j+1

ml j|j
ml ].

As before more terms involving covariances appear in case iii) than ii) and in addi-
tion the covariances common to the two cases are likely to be larger in the former
one.26  Summarizing it is very likely that the non-deterministic part of the approxi-
mate cost-to-go gets higher when the degree of uncertainty increases. One interesting
question is if the higher level of uncertainty affects more strongly the cautionary or
the probing component. From [5-38] and [5-39] it is evident that the covariances af-
fect the cautionary component only for one time period, t+1, whereas they affect the
probing component every time period from t+1 to T−1. On the other hand the cau-
tionary component depends upon the projected variance, which is larger than the up-
dated one appearing in the probing component, and K, which may be larger than 
in [5-39]. Again, no unambiguous conclusion can be drawn.

A point which deserves some further considerations is how to update the
estimates of the states and parameters once a new measurement is available. In cases
i) and ii) the usual Kalman filter recursions are appropriate, i.e.

[5-40] l̂ t|t = l̂ t|t-1 + t|t-1
xl  H′St

-1(yt − Hx̂t|t-1) for l  = x, , b.

However [5-40] may not be appropriate when the transition matrix and the variance
of the error term in [5-6] are unknown. This is due to the fact that the updated esti-
mates of the elements of  and  may not guarantee the non-explosiveness of ,
required when the stochastic parameters are assumed to follow a ‘Return to
Normality’ model, and the positive semi-definiteness of  for every period. The
most intuitive way to get around this problem is to reestimate the whole model ev-
ery time a new observations becomes available and to impose, when needed, the re-
quired constraints.

5.6 THE PLAN OF THE MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENT

To get an idea of the relative performance of Active Learning, Passive Learning and
Certainty Equivalence methods when the parameters follow a ‘Return to Normality’
model, a simple Monte Carlo experiment is carried out. Active Learning (DUAL)
controls are obtained using the algorithm discussed in the previous pages and coded
in DUALTVP.27  The Passive Learning (OLF) method takes into account the uncer-
tainty of the parameters but ignores the fact that they will be remeasured in the fu-
ture.28  Finally in the Certainty Equivalent (CE) procedure the controls are obtained
assuming that the parameters are known with certainty but they are reestimated every
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time a new piece of information becomes available. Given the ‘preliminary’ nature
of this experiment the simple MacRae (1972) problem introduced in Chapter 3 is
used.29  It is assumed that the parameter associated with the control is time-varying
and its mean is estimated as unknown but constant, whereas the other hyperstruc-
tural parameters are treated as known.30  This is case ii) of Section 5.3.

A base case in which the values of the parameters and of their variances are
as in Section 3.10, except for V(b0)≡ 0|0

bb =.249 rather than .2, is compared with
situations in which the stationarity assumption is removed or the level of uncer-
tainty is modified.31  More precisely in Case A the stochastic parameter is modeled
as non stationary and Φ=1.2.32  In B the unconditional variance of the time-varying
parameter is 1, twice the level indicated in Kendrick (1981), and it is evenly split
between the variance of the estimated mean of the time-varying parameter, V(b0),
and that of error term appearing in the parameter equation, Ξ.33  In Case C the
system equation variance is 2 instead of 0.2. Differently from the Base Case and
Case B, in D the variance of the time-varying parameter is allocated for 90% to the
variance of the estimated mean, V(b0), and 10% to the component associated with
the variance of the error term in the parameter equation, Ξ. The opposite is done in
Case E. Finally in F the variance of the time-varying parameter is one-tenth of the
Base Case. The various sets of parameters used in all these cases are summarized in
Tab. 5.1. A series of 100 Monte Carlo runs is carried out for each case.

To understand whether the relative performance of DUAL, OLF and CE in
the seven situations just described is due to the assumptions about the stochastic pa-
rameter or to some characteristics intrinsic to the algorithms, four additional cases
are investigated. These cases, labeled K, H, Q and .05 in Tab. 5.1, assume an un-
known but constant parameter. Finally the case of a ‘lazy’ researcher is considered.
Namely it is assumed that the parameter evolves over time according to a ‘Return to
Normality’ model, but the researcher determines the optimal control treating it as
unknown but constant. Again a set of Monte Carlo runs, 100 for each of the first 7
cases described in Tab. 5.1, is carried out.

Table 5.1. Sets of parameters used in the Monte Carlo runs.
                                                                                                                                                          

Base Case: β = −.5, V(β) = .5, b = − .5, V(b0)= .249, Q = .2, Φ = .99, Ξ = .005
Case A: same as Base Case except for   b = 0, V(b0)= 0, Φ = 1.2, Ξ = .005
Case B: same as Base Case except for  V(β) = 1, V(b0)= .498, Ξ = .01
Case C: same as Base Case except for  Q = 2
Case D: same as Base Case except for  V(b0) = .45, Ξ = .001
Case E: same as Base Case except for  V(b0)= .048, Ξ = .009
Case F: same as Base Case except for  V(β) = .05, V(b0) = .0249, Ξ = .0005
Case K: same as Base Case except for   b = 0, V(b0)= 0, Φ = 1.0, Ξ = .005
Case H: same as Case K      except for   V(β) = .25
Case Q: same as Case K      except for   V(β) = .125
Case .05: same as Case K      except for   V(β) = .05
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5.7  THE NUMERICAL RESULTS

The  summary statistics of the Monte Carlo runs relative to the first 7 cases of Tab.
5.1, namely the mean cost associated with the optimal controls, the standard devia-
tion of these costs and the number of successes, are reported in Tab. 5.2. The overall
impression  is  that  the  stochastic  methods DUAL and OLF perform very well,
relatively to CE with sequential updating, when the time horizon is short. In partic-
ular the adaptive procedure is not worse than the competitors in 9 out of the 14 dif-
ferent situations with time horizons of 1 and 2 periods, 11 out of 14 if only differ-
ences greater than 0.01 are accepted as indication of ‘real differences’, and OLF is
not worse in 7 of those situations. When time horizons with 4 and 8 periods are
considered, the CE method with sequential updating seems clearly superior because
it is not worse than the other two methods in 12 out of 14 situations.

In detail, when the time horizon is 1 period all the methods show very
similar mean costs, as intuitively obvious, but CE shows the highest variance in all
cases except Case F where it is the best. Even when the time horizon is 2 the differ-
ences among the mean costs are very small. Now the standard deviation of the con-
trols obtained from DUAL is always lower than that of the competitors when only
differences greater than 0.01 are considered meaningful. For longer time horizons,
4/8 periods, the differences among the various mean costs and standard deviations
become higher. However only in a few occasions the differences among the mean
costs are statistically significant at high levels of significance.34

Comparing the Base Case with Case B and F, which differ only for the
variance of the stochastic parameter, it is clear that the mean cost and the standard
deviation increase when this variance is higher. The importance of the origin of this
variance, the unknown mean component or the error term component, can be
appreciated comparing the Base Case with Case D and E. Table 5.2 shows that the
variance of the error term in the parameter equation, Ξ, has a stronger effect on the
mean cost and the standard deviation than the uncertainty associated with the
estimate of the mean of the stochastic parameter, i.e. V(b0).

Finally when the number of successes of the various methods, i.e. the
number of times that each of the three methods proved to have  the  lowest  cost,  is
considered, the superiority of the CE method is evident. Therefore the fact that
DUAL “does reasonably well even in cases where it is not better than Passive
Learning and Certainty Equivalence, while the reverse is not true” (Amman and
Kendrick, 1994a, p. 121) seems to hold also when the unknown parameter is as-
sumed time-varying.

Summarizing, the DUAL method produces controls which have a variance
lower than the other methods in short time horizons but it appears to be extremely
sensitive to the set of parameters used when the time horizon gets longer. This sen-
sitivity can be seen comparing the results of the Base Case, Case B and F when the
time horizon is 8 periods. In the first two cases DUAL produces the worst results in
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Table 5.2. Summary results of a Monte Carlo experiment (100 runs for each case). The
parameters are time-varying and the controls are determined correctly.
                                                                                                                                                                         

Time Horizon (periods):          1 2          4 8
                                                                                                 

B DUAL mean 5.88 19.20 57.10 141.00
A s. d. 2.16 5.99 16.00 48.00
S successes 41 16 23 21
E OLF mean 5.88 19.10 56.20 133.00

s. d. 2.16 6.30 15.00 42.20
C successes 14 19 5 6
A CE mean 6.05 19.40 55.30 133.00
S s. d. 2.48 7.32 15.20 41.70
E successes 45 65 72 73

DUAL mean 5.79 16.30 38.30 57.10
C s. d. 2.47 6.50 15.10 31.50
A successes 13 16 24 18
S OLF mean 5.76 17.00 36.90 49.20
E s. d. 2.35 6.70 13.20 16.60

successes 30 9 3 6
CE mean 5.99 17.10 36.00 49.20

A s. d. 2.91 7.86 12.60 17.20
successes 57 75 73 76

DUAL mean 6.14 20.10 60.90 152.00
C s. d. 2.29 6.48 19.70 68.20
A successes 42 22 32 22
S OLF mean 6.15 19.70 61.30 144.00
E s. d. 2.29 6.47 20.30 63.20

successes 14 6 6 13
CE mean 6.57 19.90 60.50 145.00

B s. d. 2.96 7.83 20.10 61.30
successes 44 72 66 65

DUAL mean 6.95 22.80 72.40 112.00
C s. d. 5.04 14.40 37.90 56.80
A successes 50 28 33 27
S OLF mean 6.95 22.60 74.20 110.00
E s. d. 5.04 14.40 39.00 57.70

successes 5 27 13 15
CE mean 7.14 22.80 69.80 103.00

C s. d. 5.15 14.40 37.30 53.40
successes 45 45 54 58

DUAL mean 5.88 19.20 56.60 135.00
C s. d. 2.16 5.89 13.30 32.90
A successes 40 16 24 19
S OLF mean 5.89 19.20 55.90 127.00
E s. d. 2.16 6.20 13.60 22.50

successes 15 18 1 2
CE mean 6.06 19.50 55.00 127.00

D s. d. 2.48 7.23 13.60 23.40
successes 45 66 75 79
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Table 5.2  Summary results of a Monte Carlo experiment (100 runs for each case). The
parameters are time-varying and the controls are determined correctly (continued).
                                                                                                                                                                         

Time Horizon (periods):          1 2          4 8
                                                                                                 

DUAL mean 5.88 19.10 57.30 146.00
C s. d. 2.17 6.09 17.40 60.10
A successes 43 16 25 21
S OLF mean 5.88 19.10 56.70 140.00
E s. d. 2.17 6.40 16.90 59.40

successes 13 21 5 8
CE mean 6.05 19.40 55.80 138.00

E s. d. 2.49 7.41 17.10 55.20
successes 44 63 70 71

DUAL mean 5.11 16.60 48.20 120.00
C s. d. 1.38 3.68 7.34 17.60
A successes 43 38 14 22
S OLF mean 5.11 16.70 48.10 121.00
E s. d. 1.38 3.74 7.03 24.10

successes 3 14 14 17
CE mean 5.11 16.60 48.00 121.00

F s. d. 1.37 3.67 6.92 24.10
successes 54 48 72 61

                                                                                                                                                                         

terms of mean cost and standard deviation relative to the hundred runs carried out.
But it produces the best results in the last one, i.e. when the stochastic parameter
variance is assumed very small. Finally DUAL seems particularly  penalized in the
nonstationary Case A. In this case it shows a mean cost significantly higher than the
best competitor, OLF, at the level of significance 99% and a standard deviation for
the controls which is almost twice that of the best competitor. These results are not
due to the assumptions about the stochastic parameter. Table 5.3 shows that the
same qualitative conclusions continue to hold when the parameter is assumed un-
known but constant, as in Amman and Kendrick (1994a).

At this point the gain, in terms of mean cost and standard deviation, asso-
ciated with the use of the algorithm needed to compute the optimal control in the
presence of time-varying parameters is investigated. Table 5.4 contains the summary
statistics of the Monte Carlo runs carried out assuming that the unknown parameter
of the MacRae problem evolves through time according to the ‘Return to Normality’
model but that the researcher mistakenly determines the optimal control treating it
as unknown but constant, i.e. uses Kendrick’s (1981) algorithm. This approxima-
tion should result in ‘less-precise’ controls, that is in higher mean costs and stan-
dard deviations. Indeed, comparing the results of Tab. 5.2 with those in Tab. 5.4
there appears to be only a minor increase in the mean cost and variance.
Consequently in this small model with only one unknown time-varying parameter
the loss due to the ‘simplification’ of the problem is almost nil. This however may
change when larger and more complicated models are considered. Interesting is also
the fact that DUAL shows a higher mean cost but an improvement of approximately
20% in the standard deviation for the nonstationary case (Case A in Tab. 5.2 and
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Table 5.3 Summary results of a Monte Carlo experiment (100 runs for each case). The
parameters are unknown but constant as in Amman and Kendrick (1994a).
                                                                                                                                                                         

Time Horizon (periods):          1 2          4 8
                                                                                                 

DUAL mean 5.90 19.30 56.60 134.00
C s. d. 2.17 5.89 13.20 29.00
A successes 26 16 24 20
S OLF mean 5.90 19.30 56.20 126.00
E s. d. 2.17 6.18 14.50 15.10

successes 29 14 0 1
CE mean 6.07 19.50 55.00 126.00

K s. d. 2.49 7.22 13.90 16.70
successes 45 70 76 79

DUAL mean 5.58 18.30 55.40 127.00
C s. d. 1.88 5.66 12.70 17.40
A successes 34 14 13 14
S OLF mean 5.58 18.30 53.90 125.00
E s. d. 1.88 5.63 14.20 22.40

successes 22 24 3 1
CE mean 5.62 18.30 53.20 126.00

H s. d. 1.96 6.07 14.30 26.90
successes 44 61 84 85

DUAL mean 5.31 17.40 49.70 123.00
C s. d. 1.58 4.80 9.01 14.60
A successes 26 25 12 6
S OLF mean 5.31 17.50 50.50 120.00
E s. d. 1.58 4.78 11.60 13.10

successes 25 26 8 13
CE mean 5.31 17.40 50.00 120.00

Q s. d. 1.57 4.74 11.00 13.40
successes 49 49 80 81

DUAL mean 5.12 16.70 48.10 119.00
C s. d. 1.39 3.66 6.82 12.10
A successes 25 44 15 20
S OLF mean 5.12 16.70 48.10 120.00
E s. d. 1.39 3.72 6.58 20.90

successes 22 10 10 14
CE mean 5.12 16.70 47.90 120.00

.05 s. d. 1.37 3.66 6.45 18.00
successes 53 46 75 66

                                                                                                                                                                         

5.4) when the time horizon is 8 periods. This suggests that there may be cases in
which the ‘simplification’ is useful because the loss associated with a higher mean
cost is more than offset by the gain due to a lower variance.

5.8 CONCLUSION

This chapter has summarized and compared the main results derived so far in Part 1.
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Table 5.4 Summary results of a Monte Carlo experiment (100 runs for each case). The
parameters are time-varying but the controls are determined as if  they were constant.
                                                                                                                                                                         

Time Horizon (periods):          1 2          4 8
                                                                                                 

B DUAL mean 5.89 19.20 57.20 141.00
A s. d. 2.17 6.00 16.10 49.50
S successes 24 17 25 21
E OLF mean 5.89 19.10 56.30 133.00

s. d. 2.17 6.32 15.30 42.40
C successes 31 18 3 5
A CE mean 6.07 19.40 55.40 133.00
S s. d. 2.49 7.33 15.30 41.80
E successes 45 65 72 74

DUAL mean 5.75 16.70 36.80 63.00
C s. d. 2.36 6.17 12.40 25.70
A successes 17 17 27 56
S OLF mean 5.75 16.80 36.00 54.30
E s. d. 2.36 6.67 12.80 14.00

successes 27 17 19 24
CE mean 5.92 17.00 35.60 56.60

A s. d. 2.78 7.77 11.90 17.30
successes 56 66 54 20

DUAL mean 6.15 20.00 61.40 154.00
C s. d. 2.29 6.45 20.20 70.90
A successes 23 23 33 21
S OLF mean 6.15 19.70 614.50 144.00
E s. d. 2.29 6.48 20.80 62.30

successes 33 6 1 10
CE mean 6.58 19.90 60.40 145.00

B s. d. 2.96 7.82 20.10 62.70
successes 44 71 66 69

DUAL mean 6.96 22.90 73.80 112.00
C s. d. 5.05 14.40 40.70 58.10
A successes 22 27 30 29
S OLF mean 6.96 22.60 74.80 111.00
E s. d. 5.05 14.50 39.70 58.50

successes 33 28 15 15
CE mean 7.15 22.80 70.40 104.00

C s. d. 5.17 14.40 38.20 54.20
successes 45 45 55 56

DUAL mean 5.89 19.30 56.50 135.00
C s. d. 2.17 5.90 13.40 34.10
A successes 24 16 24 20
S OLF mean 5.89 19.20 56.00 127.00
E s. d. 2.17 6.20 13.80 22.60

successes 32 16 1 2
CE mean 6.06 19.50 55.00 127.00

D s. d. 2.49 7.23 13.70 23.40
successes 44 68 75 78
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Table 5.4 Summary results of a Monte Carlo experiment (100 runs for each case). The
parameters are time-varying but the controls are determined as if  ... (continued).
                                                                                                                                                                         

Time Horizon (periods):          1 2          4 8
                                                                                                 

DUAL mean 5.89 19.20 57.60 146.00
C s. d. 2.18 6.11 17.90 62.00
A successes 22 18 25 23
S OLF mean 5.89 19.10 56.80 140.00
E s. d. 2.18 6.42 17.10 59.60

successes 34 18 4 6
CE mean 6.06 19.40 56.00 139.00

E s. d. 2.50 7.42 17.20 55.60
successes 44 64 71 71

DUAL mean 5.12 16.60 48.20 120.00
C s. d. 1.38 3.71 7.34 17.50
A successes 25 39 15 22
S OLF mean 5.12 16.70 48.10 121.00
E s. d. 1.38 3.77 7.04 24.10

successes 21 14 12 16
CE mean 5.11 16.60 48.00 121.00

F s. d. 1.37 3.71 6.93 21.50
successes 54 47 73 62

                                                                                                                                                                         

The time-varying parameters following a ‘Return to Normality’ model have been
briefly described and introduced in an adaptive control framework. The three cases
seen in detail in Chapter 2 through 4 have been contrasted. In the first case (Chapter
2) all the hyperstructural parameters of the model are known. In the second one the
mean is assumed unknown (Chapter 3) and in the last one all the hyperstructural
parameters are treated as unknown (Chapter 4). The major differences in the formulae
needed to compute the approximate cost-to-go associated with a certain control have
been pointed out. The main conclusion is that the non-deterministic part of the ap-
proximate cost-to-go is very likely to become more important as the degree of uncer-
tainty increases. This is due to the fact that more and more covariances appear and
that a certain covariance is likely to grow larger as the number of uncertain parame-
ters increases. One interesting question, which remains unanswered, is if the higher
level of uncertainty affects more strongly the cautionary or the probing component
of the approximate cost-to-go. These results apply also when some of, or all, the
system parameters follow a nonstationary process. In this ‘non-stationary’ situations
however, the identification and estimation problem have to be carefully studied.

Then a Monte Carlo experiment, corresponding to the second case, has
been carried out using the classical MacRae (1972) problem with one state, one con-
trol variable and one time-varying parameter. The major conclusion is that the
DUAL method produces controls which have a variance lower than the other meth-
ods when the time horizon is sufficiently short but it appears to be extremely sensi-
tive to the set of parameters used when the time horizon gets longer. This is true
even when the parameter is assumed unknown but constant as in Amman and
Kendrick (1994a). It goes without saying that in order to understand fully the effect
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of the introduction of time-varying parameters on the choice of the control and to
assess the relative performance of the different methods much more research is
needed. It seems worth it of further investigation also the ‘gains and losses’ suffered
by ‘lazy researchers’. Namely, those who mistakenly determine the optimal control
treating the parameters as unknown but constant when indeed they evolve through
time. For these reasons the analysis should be extended to models with several con-
trols and time-varying parameters to see if the ‘numerical conclusions’ reached in
these pages hold in more ‘realistic’ situations. Moreover as argued in Chapter 1 the
introduction of time-varying parameters in a dynamic linear econometric model may
provide a useful way to capture, at least in part, the effect of government policy on
the behavior of the economic units discussed in Lucas (1976). Therefore also its ca-
pability to approximate the optimal control associated with the corresponding full
fledged rational expectations model should be also investigated.

NOTES

1 See also, among the others, Belsley and Kuh (1973), Brown et al. (1975), Cooley and
Prescott (1976), Goldfeld and Quandt (1973), Hildreth and Houck (1968), Quandt (1972)
and Swamy (1970) for their pioneering works on the use of time-varying parameters in
econometrics and Abutaleb and Papaioannou (2000), Blangiewicz and Charemza (2001),
Chang et al. (2002) and Shen (2000) for some recent applications.
2 Here and in the following the singular ‘control’ is sometimes used even when a ‘vector
of control variables’ is implied.
3 Equation (6) in Tucci (1997, p. 42) is clearly wrong. It should be replaced by [5-8] be-
low.
4 A critical introduction to time-varying parameters can be found in Tucci (1995).
5 When the states are measured without error x0 is given. Again 0 denotes a null vector
and O a null matrix unless otherwise noted.
6 The results of this chapter  hold even when H is time-varying but independent of t.
7 See Section 2.2 for details.
8 See Section 3.2 for details.
9 See Section 4.2 for details.
10  Matrix Hz is defined as Hz=[H  O], Hz=[H O O] and Hz=[H O O O  O] in case i), ii) and
iii), respectively. Similarly, the definition of vt is, respectively, vt=[ t′  0′]′, vt=[ t′  0′  0′]′
and vt=[ t′  0′  0′  0′  0′ ]′. The variance of  t, namely Qz, is assumed time invariant.
11  As in the previous chapters, the vector  ei has the effect of ‘placing’ the scalar quantity
tr[.] in the i-th row of the vector on the left-hand side of the equality sign.
12  As usual by now all derivatives are evaluated along the nominal path.
13  As in the previous chapters, Ai is the n×k matrix of the derivatives of the i-th row of
A, transposed, with respect to ′ and t|t

x is the covariance between the subvectors  and
x. When only the intercept and/or the parameters associated with the controls are
assumed time-varying, the last term on the right-hand side of [5-18] disappears.
14  To be consistent with the notation adopted in [5-16] the superscripts and subscripts 
and   should be replaced by vec( ) and vech( ), respectively.
15  See Chapter 4 for details. The array Ik  is of dimension k×n  and can be partitioned as

Ik = [O  Ink   O]

with nk   the number of estimates in the k-th row of , Σk=1
k  nk  =n  ,  the O’s null matrices

of appropriate dimension and Ink  a matrix k×nk  with each column having 1 in the posi-
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tion corresponding to the parameter associated with the estimated element of the k-th
row of  and zero elsewhere. When  is diagonal, Ik is an identity matrix of order k.
16  As in Chapter 4, the matrix Bot= diag(B 1 ′, B 2 ′, ..., B k ′) is of dimension  k×n   with
B k= (Ink )′( ot−bot). Some of the covariances may be zero as argued in Section 3.2 and
4.2.
17  As stressed in the previous chapters,  the nominal path for the parameters is  generated
during the first step of the search procedure performed at each time period t.
18  This is to remind the reader that the recursions for the  K  matrix take the form  K=

+Hzz
z −   where = (fz

z)′Kj+1fz
z with fz

z the derivative of f z with respect to z, Hzz
z  is the

Hessian of the Hamiltonian H z= Lz+p′j+1f z with Lz as in [5-12]-[5-13] and

= [Huz
z  + (fu

z)′Kj+1fz
z]′[Huu

z   +  (fu
z)′Kj+1fu

z]-1[Huz
z  +  (fu

z)′Kj+1fz
z]

where the time subscript is j unless otherwise specified.
19  As reported in the previous chapters the submatrices of K associated with the new ran-
dom variables included in the augmented state vector have a form similar to

Kbx = (Kxb)′ =
(Ik − )′K x

j+1A + Kbx
j+1A − [(Ik − )′K x

j+1B + Kbx
j+1B]M[F + A′Kxx

j+1B]′

which is the same in case ii) and iii), with all quantities having subscript j unless other-
wise specified and with A, B and  set at their nominal values.
20  A penalty on an element of the b vector would discourage, ceteris paribus, the use of
the control associated with that parameter whereas a penalty attached to an element of 
would discourage the use of controls whose effect is highly uncertain.
21  See the previous chapters for details.
22  As in the previous chapters, the subscript ‘d’ is used to indicate the portion of the  ap-
proximate cost-to-go which depends on the control applied at time t.
23  The relationship between j and Kj+1 is briefly described in footnote 18. See the pre-
vious chapters for details.
24  When b,  and  are assumed unknown but fixed, as in the text, the second term on
the right-hand side of [5-38] is the same in all cases.
25  Analogously the cautionary component in case ii) is likely to be larger than in case i)
because of the K and  submatrices relative to the vector b and for reasons similar to
those mentioned in the remainder of the paragraph.
26  Analogous considerations apply to the relationship between case ii) and i).
27  DUALTVP is the time-varying parameter version, coded by the author, of the original
active learning DUAL code developed by Kendrick (1981).
28  See Kendrick (1981, chapters 5-7) for a nice introduction to OLF methods.
29  See also next chapter.
30  Except for the ‘time-varying’ assumption, this is the first experiment in Amman and
Kendrick (1994).
31  Indeed Kendrick (1981) calls the transition matrix D rather than  as in the text.
32  This case corresponds to Kendrick’s (1981) case discussed in Chapter 2.
33  When V(βt)=1, the variance of b0 is set equal to .498 and V(ξ)=.01.
34  The standard deviation of the mean, say sdev, is s/n1/2 with s the standard deviation
reported in the tables and n the number of Monte Carlo runs. Therefore a 95% confidence
interval for the mean cost is approximately  mean cost +− 2sdev.



6 THE NONCONVEXITIES PROBLEM IN
ADAPTIVE CONTROL MODELS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the last few years new attention has been paid to the problem of nonconvexities
in the objective functional, or cost-to-go, of adaptive control models. The problem
was first discovered in the late seventies (Kendrick, 1978; Norman et al., 1979) but
only recently Mizrach (1991), Amman and Kendrick (1995) and Tucci (1998) have
returned to it showing that nonconvexities are fundamental in this type of models.1

They can occur even when there is only one state variable, one control variable, one
unknown parameter and a time horizon of two periods as in the simple MacRae
(1972) problem seen in Chapter 3 and 5.

Using analytical methods, it has been found that nonconvexities are caused
by the probing (Mizrach, 1991) and/or cautionary component of the cost-to-go
(Amman and Kendrick, 1995). In the former case, when only the parameter associ-
ated with the control variable is unknown, they are determined by the changes in the
path of future state variables induced by modifying the value of the control. If more
than one parameter is unknown the covariance between the unknown parameters, i.e.
the covariance between the unknown parameter associated with the control and that
associated with the state, and the relative magnitude of their variances is another
possible source of nonconvexities (Mizrach, 1991). The situation with only one un-
known parameter is further investigated in Amman and Kendrick (1995). They find
that nonconvexities depend upon the magnitude of the initial variance of the un-
known parameter, the level of the parameter itself and the variance of the additive
noise in the system equation. Moreover, they show that particular combinations of
the parameters and of the penalty weights in the objective functional can turn the
usually convex cautionary term of the cost-to-go into a concave term which, under
certain circumstances, may generate a concave cost-to-go.

These results are extremely important because they clearly indicate that
nonconvexities are “fundamental in the mathematics of the problem” (Amman and
Kendrick, 1995, p. 456) and can arise even in very simple adaptive control prob-
lems. Indeed as shown in Tucci (1998), nonconvexities are much more common and
subtle than these theoretical results suggest. These conclusions have profound com-
putational consequences. When nonconvexities are absent, the stochastic control
problem can be solved resorting to gradient methods. However the ‘gradient solu-
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tion’ may be a local optimum, rather than a global optimum, when they are present.
For this reason a globally optimizing algorithm has to be used.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. For the reader’s convenience
the main analytical and numerical results contained in Mizrach (1991) and Amman
and Kendrick (1995) are summarized in Section 6.2. Then EZGRAD, the algorithm
presented in Tucci (2002), is introduced (Section 6.3). A detailed description of this
globally optimizing algorithm is given in Section 6.4 which can be skipped without
any loss of continuity. The plan of a Monte Carlo experiment is discussed in
Section 6.5. Even though EZGRAD is general enough to handle more than one con-
trol, the experiment is carried out using the one dimensional MacRae problem with
one unknown parameter as in Chapter 5. The reason is that the analytical results
available for this case provide a natural framework for the conclusions of this numer-
ical exercise. At first the unknown parameter is assumed constant, as in Mizrach
(1991, pp. 534-538) and Amman and Kendrick (1995), with the variance ranging
from 0.5 to 0.05. To see if nonconvexities occur more frequently at the beginning or
at the end of the time horizon used for the control experiment, time horizons of 1,
2, 4 and 8 periods are considered.2 The fact that the cautionary and probing compo-
nents of the approximate cost-to-go are responsible for the presence of nonconvexi-
ties, together with the observation, made in the previous chapters, that these two
terms are likely to be larger when the parameters evolve through time with uncertain
hyperstructural parameters lead to presume that nonconvexities occur more fre-
quently in the presence of time-varying parameters. However, it is unclear what is
the level of uncertainty in the hyperstructural parameters needed to show this effect
and if this happens in all cases or is problem specific. Then another set of Monte
Carlo runs, with the same parameter variances and time horizons as before, is carried
out assuming that the unknown parameter follows a ‘Return to Normality’ model
with an unknown mean. The results of this Monte Carlo experiment are reported in
Section 6.6. The major conclusions are summarized in Section 6.7.

6.2 THE PROBLEM

Mizrach (1991) and Amman and Kendrick (1995) consider the MacRae (1972) prob-
lem with one state, one control and a time horizon of only 2 periods in which the
policy maker has to find u0 and u1 to minimize

[6-1] J = E [(1/2)w2x2
2

 + (1/2) Σ
t=0

1
 (wtxt

2
 + λtut

2)],

where E is the expectations operator, subject to

[6-2] xt+1 = αxt + βut + γ  + ε t+1 for t = 0, 1,

with x t and ut the state and control variables, respectively,  α, β and γ  the parameters
of the system equation, ε t+1 the additive error term normally distributed with mean
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zero and variance q, the initial state x0 and the penalty weights w’s and λ’s given.
From [6-1]-[6-2] follows that the desired path for the state and control variables is

[6-3] x~0 = x~1 = x~2 = 0, u~0 = u~1 = 0,

and that the states are measured without error.3

As seen in the previous chapters, in an adaptive control model the optimal
control is found computing the approximate cost-to-go at different values of the con-
trol and then choosing that value which yields the minimum cost.4 Then the ap-
proximate cost associated with a certain control at period 0, i.e. with 2 periods to-
go, is written as

[6-4] Jd,2  = JD,2 + JC,2 + JP,2

where JD,2, JC,2 and JP,2  are the deterministic, cautionary and probing component, re-
spectively.

When the only unknown parameter in [6-2] is β and its estimated variance,
given all the information at period 0, is σβ

2 the probing component takes the form5

[6-5] JP,2   = (1/2) g(u0) [h(u0)]-1

where g(u0) is a quadratic function reflecting the effect of the control u0 on future
states x1 and x2,6 and h(u0) is a quadratic function whose inverse defines the rela-
tionship between the control and the updated variance of the unknown parameter β.7

Consequently the probing component is the ratio, not necessarily convex, of two
quadratic functions that can be written as8

[6-6] [h(u0)]-1 =    
 σβ

2q            

u0
2σβ

2
 + q

and

[6-7] g(u0) =
 







     w2

2
              

λ1 + β2w2

 (βuo1   + xo2  − x~2)2

with uo1  and xo2  the nominal, or CE, values of u1 and x2 defined as

[6-8] uo1  = 








−
        1              

λ1 + β2w2

 [αβ2w2u0 + α2βw2x0 + αβγw2 + βw2(γ  − x~2) − λ1u~1]
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[6-9] xo2  = β 









α − 
     1             

λ1 + β2w2

αβ2w2  u0 + α2x0 + α γ  + γ

      + β 









−
      1             

λ1 + β2w2

 [α2βw2x0 + αβγw2 + βw2(γ  − x~2) − λ1u~1].

Substituting [6-8]-[6-9] into [6-7], setting λ1= w2=1 and x~2= u~1=0 as in the MacRae
example and simplifying yields

[6-10] g(u0) = φ1(φ2u0 + φ3)2

with φ1= [1/(1+β2)], φ2= αβ[(1−β2)/(1+β2)] and φ3= [(1−β2)/(1+β2)](α2x0+α γ +γ ).9

To see how changes in the control at time 0 affect this component of the
probing cost its partial derivative with respect to the control, i.e.

[6-11]
∂g(u0)       

∂u0

 
 = 2φ1(φ2u0 + φ3)

 







∂(φ2u0 + φ3)                

∂u0

      
 ,

has to be studied (Mizrach, 1991). Given that φ1 is positive regardless of b and u0
when the weights are λ1= w2=1, in general when they are positive, the signs of the
term in parenthesis and of the partial derivative appearing on the right-hand side are
critical. If both of them are positive an increase in the control increases the volatility
of the future states path and, depending upon how fast the variance of the uncertain
parameter decreases when the control is increased, this can cause the appearance of
nonconvexities in the probing component of the cost-to-go.10  Rewriting the relevant
terms of the right-hand side of [6-11] in terms of the parameters in [6-1]-[6-2] yields

[6-12]
∂(φ2u0 + φ3)                

∂u0

       = φ2 = 
 αβ − αβ3
             

1 + β2
   ,

which is positive only for β< −1, and11

[6-13] φ2u0 + φ3 = 
 αβ − αβ3
             

1 + β2
   u0 +  

1 − β2
        

1 + β2
(α2x0 + α γ  + γ )

=    
2β         

1 + β2
 (− αβ2u0 − α2βx0 − αβγ − βγ) + αβu0 + α2x0 + α γ  + γ  .

Equation [6-11] is indeed positive when the set of parameters is α=0.7, β= −3.5,
γ =3.5, Q=0.2, σβ

2=2.5, x0=2, λ1= λ2= w1= w2=1 and x~0= x~1= x~2= u~0= u~1=0. In
this case movements in the control variable produce changes in g(u0) large enough
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to overcome the drop in the updated variance of β caused by the same movement in
the control and give rise to nonconvexities in the probing component (Mizrach,
1991).

When only β is unknown, another possible cause of nonconvexities lies in
the cautionary term. Amman and Kendrick (1995, p. 463)  rewrite it as

[6-14] JC,2= δ1u0
2 + δ2u0 + δ3

for period 0, with

[6-15a] δ1 = (σβ
2/2) {w2υ1

2 − [(λ1 + β2w2)]-1(2βw2υ1)2 + w1}

[6-15b] δ2 = σβ
2{w2υ1υ2 − [(λ1 + β2w2)]-1(2βw2υ1)w2(2βυ2 + α2x0 + α γ  + γ  − x~2)}

[6-15c] δ3 = (σβ
2/2){w2υ2

2 − [(λ1 + β2w2)]-1[w2(2βυ2 + α2x0 + α γ  +  γ  − x~2)]2} + χ

where υ1= α−[(λ1 + β2w2)]-1αβ2w2, υ2= −[(λ1 + β2w2)]-1[α2βw2x0+αβγw2+βw2(γ

−x~2)−λ1u~1] and χ= (q/2){α2w2+w2+w1−[(λ1 + β2w2)]-1α2β2w2
2}.

This component is convex if δ1>0. Expressing this coefficient in terms of
the original parameters yields

[6-16] δ1= (σβ
2/2)

 









w2

 









1 −
     4β2w2             

λ1 + β2w2

 υ1
2 + w1

which is positive if and only if the term in brackets is positive. When the penalty
weights w1 and w2 are positive

[6-17] 1 −
     4β2w2              

λ1 + β2w2

 =  
λ1 − 3β2w2               

λ1 + β2w2

  > 0

or λ1> 3β2w2 is a sufficient condition for [6-16] to be positive.12  The cautionary
component is concave, when the parameters a and b take the value 5 and 2, respec-
tively, in the place of the original 0.7 and −0.5 used by MacRae. However “even if
the cautionary term is concave, the ... cost-to-go ... will usually be convex because
the deterministic term is always convex and is frequently larger in magnitude than
the cautionary term. ... Only when the (parameter) variance gets large ... (the) ...
concave cautionary ... (term) can overcome the deterministic (one) ... to produce a
concave cost-to-go” (Amman and Kendrick, 1995, p. 466).13

When the MacRae problem contains two unknown parameters, Mizrach
(1991) finds another possible cause of nonconvexities in the probing component of
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the cost-to-go. For instance when the parameters associated with the state and the
control are unknown, the equation to update their covariance at period 1 is14

[6-18] 1|1 = 1|0  − 1|0
x( 1|0

xx )-1
1|0
x

with = (α  β)′ the parameter vector and 1|0
xx= x0

2V(α)+2x0u0cov(α, β)+2u0
2V(β)+q

where all the variances are estimated at time 0. The product 1|0
x

1|0
x  is a 2×2 matrix,

say D, with elements

[6-19] d11  = x0
2[V(α)]2 + 2x0u0cov(α, β)var(α) + u0

2[cov(α, β)]2

[6-20] d12  = x0
2cov(α, β)V(α) + u0

2cov(α, β)V(β) + x0u0{[cov(α, β)]2

+ V(β)V(α)}

[6-21] d22  = x0
2[cov(α, β)]2 + 2x0u0cov(α, β)V(β) + u0

2[V(β)]2 .

Then to see the effect of changes in the control on the covariance matrix Mizrach
(1991, p. 521) analyses the derivative of [6-18], i.e.

[6-22]
∂ 1|1       

∂u0

   = −   
∂D     

∂u0

 ( 1|0
xx )-1 + D( 1|0

xx )-2
 ∂ 1|0

xx
      

∂u0

  .

For instance the derivative of the first element of the matrix D, i.e. d11 , is

[6-23]
∂d11     

∂u0

  = 2x0cov(α, β)V(α) + 2u0[cov(α, β)]2 

which is negative when cov(α, β) is negative and V(α) is sufficiently large.15  This
means that an increase in the control increases the updated variance of the parameter
associated with the state. Even though “increases in the control variables ultimately
do reduce the parametric uncertainty to zero in the limit ... there will often be at
least one region in which increases in the control value raise parametric uncertainty
before it begins to decline” (Mizrach, 1991, p. 516).  This phenomenon can generate
nonconvexities in the probing component of the cost-to-go as it happens in an ex-
ample with x0=2, α=0.7, β=0.5, V(α)=5, cov(α, β)= −2 and V(β)=1 (Mizrach,
1991, pp. 526-534).16

6.3  INTRODUCING EZGRAD

To detect nonconvexities in the cost-to-go of an adaptive control problem, the glob-
ally optimizing algorithm EZGRAD (Tucci, 2002) is used in the rest of this chap-
ter. This algorithm implements a very simple idea, namely to start the usual gradi-
ent procedure from different initial points or ‘shooting points’. Simply put, when
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the optimum obtained starting the usual gradient procedure from two different val-
ues of the control variable is the same, it is concluded that ‘this’ cost-to-go does not
have nonconvexities in the region under investigation. In other words it is argued
that it appears to satisfy the usual regularity conditions in the region included be-
tween the two control values used as ‘shooting points’. The presence of two or more
local optima, on the other hand, is taken as evidence of a nonconvex function.17

The code EZGRAD combines GRADMNG, a sort of ‘gradient manager’
discussed in Tucci (1998), with an ‘accordion type’ mechanism which generates a
number of fictitious search regions, or boundaries, for the controls.18  At first the
routine GRADMNG is executed twice with completely different boundaries. If the
two optima are identical, i.e. within the convergence threshold internally set at a
conservative level, the algorithm stops and returns the optimum as the global opti-
mum. The rational being that if the first GRADMNG, which starts the gradient pro-
cedure from a set of points closely related to true search region specified by the
user,19  gives the same answer as the second one, which starts the gradient procedure
assuming a completely different search region, or boundary, for the controls, the
function is likely to satisfy the regularity conditions over the whole search space.
Therefore, there seems to be little scope in continuing the investigation.

When the 2 optima are different the search procedure is continued at a
deeper level (NDEPTH=2). Then GRADMNG is executed two more times (22-1),
again with different boundaries, before the next ‘check for convergence’ is carried
out. If the convergence criteria is not satisfied the level of depth (NDEPTH) is fur-
ther increased to three and the main routine is executed four additional times (23-1)
before the next convergence check and so on until the convergence criteria is satis-
fied. By default the maximum level of depth, i.e. the parameter MAXNDP, is set to
15. Therefore when the function looks complicated and NDEPTH=MAXNDP the
program computes a total of 32678 (215 ) boundary changes with associated optima.
In this case, if the convergence criteria is not satisfied, the code stores the best solu-
tion and prompts the user to increase by one the parameter MAXNDP, i.e. the max-
imum exponent for 2.20  If this results in a better, but not ‘converged’, optimum it
is convenient to increase again that parameter otherwise it is appropriate to resort to
an alternative globally optimizing algorithm.21

Therefore differently from most of the ‘new’ algorithms, EZGRAD starts
with very few points scattered all over the search space specified by the user and
checks if the function ‘seems to satisfy the regularity conditions’.22  If not it in-
creases exponentially the number of points evaluated. This means that by assuming
that a certain function is ‘regular’ unless proved otherwise, it is fast with ‘regular
functions’ and slow with complicated ones. Consequently the main characteristics
of  EZGRAD is its ability to ‘adapt’ to the function investigated. Thanks to this
‘adaptability’ there is no need to know in advance what the function to optimize
looks like and to perform a ‘trial optimization’.23  Indeed there is not even the need
to ask ‘is the function regular?’ and/or to learn EZGRAD in order to set the key pa-
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rameters at the appropriate level. All the parameters are internally set at a conserva-
tive and depend upon the function under consideration.24

6.4 A DESCRIPTION OF EZGRAD

In this section a more detailed description of the code is provided. Figure 6.1 de-
scribes the way the accordion type mechanism, imbedded in subroutine ADJSTB of
EZGRAD, works. Given a certain search space for the controls, with upper bound
UBTRUE and lower bound LBTRUE, provided by the user the first  boundary is
set  (say  ALB,  X  and  AUB in Fig. 6.1) and an optimum is found.25  Then the
boundary is drastically changed (say BLB, X and BUB in Fig. 6.1) and the optimum
for this new boundary is found.26  This completes what has been defined the first
level of depth (NDEPTH=1) in Fig. 6.1. If the ‘convergence check’ fails, i.e. the
two optima are (element-wise) too far away, the boundary is changed two more
times. Then B1

LB-X-B1
UB and B2

LB-X-B2
UB (Fig. 6.1) are used to find two new op-

tima.27  This represents the second level of depth (NDEPTH=2) in Fig. 6.1. If
convergence is not achieved 4 additional boundary changes are performed in the
third level of depth. These new boundaries are denoted in Fig. 6.1 by 4 different
types of arrows to indicate the way they are paired.28

Having described the way the accordion type ‘boundary’ mechanism works,
the logic behind EZGRAD can be quickly unveiled (Fig. 6.2). Given the search
space, the first boundary is set (ALB-X -AUB in Fig. 6.1) and variables like IMVBD,
number of times the boundary has been changed, and NDEPTH are initialized. Then
GRADMNG starts the usual gradient procedure from this boundary and finds the
optimum cost. The optimum cost, the optimizing vector of dimension N and a
‘restriction  flag’ (0  when  the  optimizing  vector satisfies all the restrictions and 1
when it does not) are then stored in the matrix XOPTMT. At this point
NDEPTH=1 and IMVBD, equal to 1, is less than 2NDEPTH  therefore the boundary is

Figure 6.1. Accordion type mechanism.
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drastically changed (BLB-X-BUB in Fig. 6.1) and GRADMNG finds the optimum
cost for this new boundary. As before the N+2 ‘optimum vector’ is stored in
XOPTMT. After the boundary has been moved twice (2 to the power 1),
COMPOPT  compares  the  two ‘optimum vectors’ for the first ‘convergence check’.

Figure 6.2. Flowchart of the program EZGRAD.
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If the two optima are sufficiently close, in the sense that both the difference
between the two optimum costs and the difference between the two ‘optimizing vec-
tors’ are below a convergence threshold,  the best one in XOPTMT is selected as
global optimum and the program stops. Otherwise it proceeds to the following level
of NDEPTH, namely NDEPTH=2. Then GRADMNG finds the optima for the two
new boundaries (say B1

LB-X-B1
UB and B2

LB-X-B2
UB in Fig. 6.1) which are stored in

XOPTMT. Only after these 2 additional boundary changes the 4 optima obtained so
far are checked by COMPOPT to see if the convergence criteria is satisfied. If not
the level of depth is further increased to 3 and the boundary is moved 4 more times
for a total of 8 moves (2 to the power of 3). This procedure is continued until the
convergence criteria, set as a function of the average difference among the
‘optimizing vectors’ associated with the various boundaries, is satisfied or
NDEPTH=MAXNDP or the boundary change is below machine precision. The
global optimum selected in XOPTMT is the best one among those not violating the
restrictions. When no optimum with this characteristics is found a warning is issued
and no global optimum is selected.

Figure 6.3 describes in greater detail the way subroutine GRADMNG is
constructed. Given a certain boundary the multiple gradient procedure (MGRAD)
computes the optimum of the objective function starting from 3 shooting points,
namely the two extremes, say XLB and XUB, and the ‘mid-point’, say X. When the
same optimum is obtained for all these starting points, i.e. X*

LB= X*=X*
UB, control

is returned to the main  program. Otherwise, if the difference between any two of
the optima X*, X*

LB and X*
UB goes beyond a certain threshold the parameter

IRREGULAR is set equal to 1 and routine SMTGRAD computes the difference be-
tween the various optima and derives new shooting points (Fig. 6.4). When it hap-
pens that the function is extremely complicated and NDEPTH is equal to
MAXNDP, i.e. the highest level of depth has been reached, GRADMNG goes
through the irregularity loop one additional time allowing for a maximum of 33
shooting points (Fig. 6.3).29

The ‘heart’ of GRADMNG is MGRAD a highly ‘parallel’ subroutine as can
be seen from Fig. 6.5. It performs three optimization using different starting points
and compares the results. The optimization routine GRAD contains a BFGS Quasi-
Newtonian algorithm modified in such a way that it stores the best computed value
of the objective function, the associated optimum vector and the ‘restriction flag’
even when the algorithm does not converge at all or converges at a suboptimal. In
these pathological cases a warning is issued to make the user aware of the fact that
the function under consideration may be ‘irregular’.30

6.5 THE PLAN OF THE MONTE CARLO EXPERIMENT

In their numerical example Amman and Kendrick (1995) find that the probing com-
ponent causes the cost-to-go to show nonconvexities when the variance of the
estimate of the unknown parameter b at time 0 is increased from the MacRae value
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of .5 to 2. From an econometrician point of view this means that nonconvexities
represent a problem only when the t-ratio of the unknown  parameter is around or
below −.51, i.e. −.5/1.14. A level of significance so low that the parameter would
be included only rarely, namely only if other test statistics support its inclusion in
the system equations or there is a strong a priori belief on the part of the researcher.
For this reason “the problem ... (may) ... simply go away ... (and) we could
discover that for almost all of the economic models of interest the problem of
nonconvexities does not arise” (Kendrick, 1995, p. 77) in empirical works when the
initial value of parameter variance is estimated from the model.

Figure 6.3. Flowchart of the subroutine GRADMNG.
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Figure 6.4. Flowchart of the subroutine SMTGRAD.

On the other hand Tucci (1998) finds that nonconvexities are common and
unpredictable. This Monte Carlo experiment replicates that in Tucci (1998). At first
the unknown parameter b is assumed constant, as in Mizrach (1991, p. 534-538) and
Amman and Kendrick (1995), with  the variance of its estimate at time 0 set to 0.5,
0.25, 0.125 and 0.05 which correspond  to  standard  deviations  ranging  from
0.707 to 0.224. This means that cases with different ‘theoretical’ t-ratios, ranging
from 0.7 to 2 are considered.31  Consequently these simulations should cover most
of the situations faced by the applied researcher taking the data for the control
problem from an estimated model. Given the variance a deviation is generated, for
each run, from the corresponding normal distribution with zero mean. The estimate
of the unknown parameter actually used is then obtained by adding this deviation to
the true value −0.5. Analogously the realizations of the stochastic error term in the
system equation are generated using a normal distribution with zero mean and
variance q. To see if nonconvexities occur more frequently at the beginning or at the
end of the time horizon used for the control experiment, time horizons of 1, 2, 4
and 8 periods are considered. For each number of periods, and for each magnitude of
the variance, 100 runs are performed.

Another set of Monte Carlo runs is carried out, with variances 0.5 and 0.05
and time horizons of 1, 2, 4 and 8 periods, assuming that the unknown parameter
associated with the control variable, from now on called βt, follows a ‘Return to
Normality’ model, i.e.

[6-24] βt = b + δt

[6-25] δt = φδ t-1 + ξt
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Figure 6.5. Flowchart of the subroutine MGRAD.

where b and δt are now its mean and its error term, respectively, φ  is the transition
parameter assumed less than 1 in absolute value for stationarity reasons and ξt is
normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σξ

2.32   The goal is to determine
whether different assumptions about the dynamics  of the parameters affect the prob-
ability to encounter nonconvexities in adaptive control problems.

In order to keep the time-varying parameter case, with unknown mean, as
close as possible to the constant but unknown parameter case, φ  in this Monte Carlo
experiment is set equal to 0.99. Furthermore it is assumed that the estimated mean
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b0 is normally distributed around b and independent of the error term appearing in
the parameter equation ξt. Their variances, V(b0) and σξ

2 respectively, are chosen in
such a way that the unconditional variance of βt is the same as the variance of the
estimate of the parameter in the case this is unknown but constant. Given that,
unconditionally,

[6-26] V(βt)=V(b0) +(1−φ2)-1σξ
2,

when V(βt)=0.5 the variance of the estimated mean of the time-varying parameter,
V(b0), is set equal to 0.249 and σξ

2  is set to 0.005 assuming that both components
equally contribute to the overall unconditional variance. The same procedure is used
to determine V(b0) and σξ

2  in all the remaining cases.

6.6 THE NUMERICAL RESULTS

This Monte Carlo experiment confirms the findings in Tucci (1998). Nonconvexi-
ties are much more common and subtle than the theoretical results of the previous
sections seemed to suggest. It is confirmed that their number decreases when the
variance of the estimate of the unknown parameter is sufficiently small. Moreover
they occur most of the times in the initial periods, first or even second when the
time horizon is 4/8 periods, and the cost-to-go in the simple MacRae problem has at
most two local optima as noted in Amman and Kendrick (1995). Nonetheless, they
are extremely unpredictable as pointed out in Tucci (1998). For instance, when the
time horizon is 2 periods nonconvexities are found even with a variance as low as
0.125 which means a theoretical t-ratio significant at 1.414 level. A level sometimes
used when the estimated system equations are characterized by a high degree of
multicollinearity. When the time horizon gets longer, say 4-8 periods, they occur
even with a standard deviation as low as 0.224, that is with a theoretical t-ratio
fairly high, around 2. Furthermore even if in most cases nonconvexities occur both
in the unknown but constant parameter case and in the parent time-varying parameter
case, i.e. when the unconditional variance is the same in both cases, there are a few
disappointing occasions in which they occur in one instance and not in the other.

As reported in Tab. 6.1 nonconvexities appear in almost 30% of runs when
the classical MacRae problem with a time horizon of two periods is considered and
the original set of parameter values is used. Strangely in this case the number of
nonconvexities decreases when the time horizon is extended to 4 periods, less than
20% of cases show nonconvexities, and 8 periods, less than 6%. When the variance
is reduced to a half and a quarter of the original data set the number  of
nonconvexities monotonically decreases in the 2 periods case and increases in the 8
periods case. The time-horizon of 4 periods shows a less appealing behavior. The
highest number of nonconvexities occurs when the parameter variance is .25. Only
when this variance is reduced to a tenth of the original level, i.e. .05, noncon-
vexities disappear from the 2 periods problem and become a rarity,  less than  5% of
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Table 6.1. Number of runs showing nonconvexities in the cost-to-go (100 runs for each
case )
                                                                                                                                                                         

    Periods DK   DKHLF  DKQTR DK05 TVP       TVP05
                                                                                                                                                                    

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 28 19 4 0 25 0
4 17 32 24 3 19 3
8 5 11 17 4 5 3

                                                                                                                                                                         

Note: in DK the parameters are as in Case K of Tab. 5.1, or Kendrick (1981), with the
variance of the estimate of the unknown parameter set equal to .5; in DKHLF this variance
is .25, in DKQTR is .125 and in DK05 .05. In TVP the unknown parameter is assumed
time-varying with unconditional variance equal to .5 and in TVP05 this variance is .05.

the runs, in the longer time horizons. If the parameter is assumed time-varying the
results are very similar (Tab. 6.1).  When the unconditional variance is  assumed  .5
the number of nonconvexities ranges from 25 to 5 whereas it decreases to 3%, both
for the 4 and 8 periods time horizons, when this variance is set to .05.

To gain some insights in the qualitative differences existing between the
unknown but constant parameter case and the time-varying parameter case a closer
look to the cost-to-go of specific runs is needed.  Figure 6.6 shows the perfectly cup
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Figure 6.6. Cost function obtained in run 2 of TVP and DK with a time horizon of 2 pe-
riods.

shaped cost, with a minimum at u=1.73, obtained in run 2 of DK and TVP, i.e.
both when the parameter is assumed constant and when it is modeled as time-vary-
ing, with a time horizon of 2 periods.33  In this run not  only  the  shape  of  the
function is the same in both cases, but also the actual costs associated with the dif-
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ferent levels of the controls are identical, except for a few decimals which make the
cost-to-go of the time-varying case imperceptibly higher than the competitor.

In run 30 of the case with a time horizon of 2 periods both DK and TVP
show nonconvexities. The two costs are depicted in Fig. 6.7 and have the shape dis-
cussed in Amman and Kendrick (1994b, 1995). The difference between the two is
now more pronounced, with the cost associated to TVP generally higher.
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Figure 6.7  Cost function obtained in run 30 of TVP (   ) and DK (_ _) with a time hori-
zon of 2 periods.

A case in which the specification of the unknown parameter as time-
varying is responsible for the presence of nonconvexities in the cost-to-go is in the
second period of run 33 of the case with a time horizon of 8 periods. The cost
functions of the TVP and DK case are sketched in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9. The former
presents  two local minima at u= −1.52 and at u=3.42 whereas the latter is perfectly
cup shaped with a minimum at u=3.93. It is interesting to notice that in this case
the difference between the two cost-to-go associated with a certain level  of the
controls, is quite relevant. It reaches 20/25% when the minima of the functions are
compared.  Again  the  time-varying  parameter  case  is characterized by the highest
cost. This situation seems to represent fairly well the general relationship between
the cost-to-go associated with the presence of unknown parameters, the DK case in
other words, and that characterizing time-varying parameters with unknown
structural parameters, i.e. the TVP case. As seen in the previous chapters the
cautionary and probing components are likely to be larger in the latter case. This is
even more so, for the probing component, when the time horizon gets longer.
Therefore, in general, the cost associated with the TVP case should be expected
higher than in the DK case.

A situation somehow symmetric to that described in the previous two fig-
ures characterizes run 60 of the case with a time horizon of 8  periods and  the  vari-
ance is set to a tenth of the original MacRae  value  (Fig. 6.10).  The  cost  function
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Figure 6.8. Cost function relative to the second period of run 33 of TVP with a time
horizon of 8 periods.

relative to the DK case shows two clear local minima at u= −1.38 at u=2.98. When
the parameter is time-varying there is only one minimum, at u=2.71, even though
the curve is not cup shaped as usual.
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6.7 CONCLUSION

In this chapter the problem of nonconvexities in the cost-to-go of  an  adaptive  con-
trol  model  has  been  discussed.  This represents a major  problem as shown in
several recent  papers  (Amman and Kendrick, 1994b, 1995;  Mizrach, 1991;  Tucci,
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Figure 6.10.  Cost function obtained in the first period of run 60 of TVP (   ) and
DK ( ) with a time horizon of 8 periods and a parameter variance set to 0.05.

1998).34  The results of the Monte Carlo experiment carried out in this chapter con-
firm the findings reported in Tucci (1998).35  The problem of nonconvexities is
more serious than originally thought and characterizes even situation with a small
variance and a short time horizon. Furthermore modeling parameters as evolving
through time with unknown hyperstructural parameters may aggravate the  problem.
On one hand the cautionary and probing term of the cost-to-go are responsible for
the presence of nonconvexities as shown in Mizrach (1991) and Amman and
Kendrick (1995). On the other hand these two terms are likely to grow larger when
parametersevolve through time with unknown hyperstructural parameters, as seen in
the previous chapters. Therefore, even though no such evidence has been presented
in these pages, it is likely that in more ‘realistic’ models dynamic parameters in-
crease the probability to encounter nonconvexities. Finally, the fact that EZGRAD
adapts to the function and is ‘easy’, i.e. fast, on regular function and ‘hard’ when it
detects nonconvexities makes it particularly suitable for adaptive control problems.
Given that nonconvexities may be a problem in a certain period but not in others,
the use of genetic algorithms, simulated annealing algorithms or tabu search algo-
rithms, which treat all periods as having a large number of local optima, may be
highly inefficient from a computational point of view.

NOTES

1 “When nonconvexities were first encountered it was uncertain whether they were (1)
caused by a programming error, (2) caused by the particular choice of parameters or (3)
fundamental to this class of problems. Using the Tse and Bar-Shalom (1973) algorithm
for solving adaptive control problems Kendrick (1978) and Norman et al. (1979) found
nonconvexities in the cost-to-go ... of a ten-period three-parameter version of the classic
MacRae (1972) problem” (Amman and Kendrick, 1995, p. 455).
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2 A time horizon of 1 corresponds to the case in which the controller at time 0 selects u0,
given x0, to control the state x1.
3 This is equivalent to setting H=I and R=O in the previous chapters.
4 See Chapter 2 for details.
5 See Amman and Kendrick (1995).
6 In general g(u0) is the ‘script R’ term analyzed in Mizrach (1991) and Amman and
Kendrick (1995) or the Θ term in the previous chapters.
7 The updated variance of the parameter can be obtained using the Kalman filter and is
independent of the actual observations as seen in the previous chapters.
8 See also Amman and Kendrick (1994b) for details.
9 The difference between the definition of φ1 in the text and that used in Amman and
Kendrick (1995, Eqt. 3.13), is due to the fact that these authors do not set λ1=w2=1 at this
stage, whereas the difference in φ3 depends upon their assumption that x0=0 as in the
original MacRae example.
10  This is the case considered by Mizrach (1991, p. 534). It seems obvious however that
the same conclusions hold when both signs on the right-hand side of [6-11] are negative.
11  There seems to be an error in Mizrach (1991) Eqt. (60) which should look like the ex-
pression after the second equality sign in [6-13].
12  This condition however is not necessary. It may happen that it is not satisfied and the
bracket term is positive thanks to the squared term in [6-16], or to w2, being sufficiently
small to make the effect of w1 overwhelming.
13  Amman and Kendrick (1995) write the deterministic component as

JD,2= (λ0/2)(u0 − u~0)2 + (w2/2)(βυ1u0 + βυ2 + α2x0 + αγ + γ − x~2)2

+  (w1/2)(αx0 + βu0 + γ − x~1)2 + (λ1/2){ −[1/(λ1 + β2w2)]αβ2w2u0 + υ2 − u~1}2

= ψ1u0
2 + ψ2u0 + ψ3 ,

always convex for positive penalty weights, and the cost-to-go for period 0 as

Jd,2 = (ψ1 + δ1)u0
2 + (ψ2 + δ2)u0 + (ψ3 + δ3) + (σβ

2q/2)[φ1(φ2u0 + φ3)2/σβ
2u0

2 + q].

Then they consider the second derivative of the cost-to-go at u0=0, i.e.

(∂2J2/∂u0
2)u0=0 = 2ψ1 + 2δ1 + σβ

2ψ1ψ2
2 − σβ

4φ1φ2
3/q .

From this expression it is clear that a higher variance, as well as a lower value of q,
usually makes nonconvexities more likely. For certain initial values of the variance
between 0 and 1, however, the opposite is true. Finally, Amman and Kendrick (1995)
show that the initial value of the parameter can induce nonconvexities as well.
14  See Mizrach (1991, pp. 521-523) for details.
15  This is true also for the derivatives of the other elements of D. When only one param-
eter is unknown any increase in the control decreases the updated variance [h(u0)]-1.
16  Furthermore when the time horizon is only 2 periods,  as in the present case,  initial
conditions are important. For instance different values of x0 affect the variance term in an
interesting way (Mizrach, 1991, p. 534).
17  In Section 6.3 and 6.4 the word ‘function’ is sometimes used to indicate a ‘functional’.
18  The search region for the controls can be specified either in terms of actual values of a
certain variable or as a function of the CE solution needed to compute the nominal path.
19  As explained in Tucci (2002), the researcher needs to write down only the input file
containing the search space for the control(s) and the objective function(al).
20  Every time the parameter MAXNDP, set in the first ten lines of the code, is increased by
1 the maximum number of boundary changes doubles.
21  See Tucci (2002) for details.
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22  The ‘new’ algorithms for global optimization fall mainly in three categories: those ex-
ploiting the simulated annealing principle (see, e.g., Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; and Goffe et
al., 1994),  the so-called genetic algorithms (see, e.g., Holland, 1975; and Dorsey and
Mayer, 1995) and those based on tabu search (see, e.g., Glover, 1986, 1989 and 1990;
Glover and Laguna, 1997; Hansen, 1986; and Pham and Karaboga, 2000). In addition
there is a growing number of ‘hybrid’ algorithms combining the various approaches (see,
e.g., Brooks and Morgan, 1995; Östermark, 1999; and Ugray et al., 2002).
23  This is usually done in practice to set the value of the key parameters. See, e.g., Brooks
and Morgan (1995), Dorsey and Mayer (1995) and Goffe et al. (1994).
24  Obviously when it is known in advance that the function to optimize is ‘regular’ or
that it has a particular shape which takes advantage of the characteristics of some of the
existing codes there is no need to try EZGRAD. EZGRAD can be useful when the
researcher is not sure about the shape of the objective function (Tucci, 2002).
25  EZGRAD sets ALB equal to 90% of LBTRUE, X equal to the mid-point between the
upper and lower bound of the parameter space and AUB equal to 90% of UBTRUE. In the
Monte Carlo experiment discussed on Section 6 the point X is randomly chosen.
26  EZGRAD sets BLB and BUB equal to 50% of LBTRUE and UBTRUE, respectively, and X
is randomly chosen in the 50%-region between the two extremes centered around the
mid-point.
27  EZGRAD sets BLB

1   and BUB
1    equal to 75% of LBTRUE and UBTRUE, respectively, and

BLB
2  and BUB

2   equal to 25% of LBTRUE and UBTRUE, respectively. The point X is ran-
domly chosen in the 50%-region between the two extremes.
28  When dealing with a control vector, EZGRAD constructs the ‘working’ vector BLB

1*  with
the i-th element identical to the i-th element of BLB

1   if a certain random variable is 1 and
identical to the i-th element of BUB

1    if that random variable is 0. The vector BUB
1*  contains

the elements of BLB
1   and BUB

1    excluded from BLB
1*  . These ‘working’ vectors are  the actual

‘shooting points’.
29  See Tucci (2002) for details. The constraints are handled through the use of dynamic
penalties in the evaluation function of the optimization problem as in Joines and Houck
(1994) and Östermark (1999, pp. 104-105).
30  The restrictions flag is needed to make sure that the final solution lies in the feasible
set and satisfies all the other restrictions.
31  The t-ratios are called ‘theoretical’ because they are simply (b0−b)/(st. dev. of b0) with
b0 = −0.5 and b=0. Indeed the actual t-ratio is different in each run according to the actual
realization of b0 in that run.
32  See Section 5.2.
33  The Monte Carlo experiment is designed in such a way that the actual realizations of
the random variables in a certain run of DK, or DK05, are identical to those of the corre-
sponding run of TVP, or TVP05. Consequently the differences in the cost function dis-
cussed in the text are solely due to the different dynamic specification used for the un-
known parameter, constant in the former cases and time-varying in the latter ones.
34  Indeed the problem of local optima affects a very large class of models (Tucci,  2002).
35  Most of the results reported in this chapter are similar, up to the second decimal digit,
to those reported in Tucci (1998). This is due to the fact that EZGRAD reduces to
GRADMNG when the cost-to-go has only a few local optima.
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